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ABSTRACT
The two documen'ts contain the final report and

executive summary of a 2 year study on the impact of P.L. 94-142 ,(the
-*:Education for All Handicapped Children Act) on,nine Michigan
handigappedtchildren.<5 to 10 years.old) who had participated in an
integ4ed preschool. Section' I of the final report presents

,introductory information with an overview, section and sections on
'w P.L. 94-142, study rationale, the 'sample and the setting, the
conceptual framework (ethnographic,)`, add organization of the report.
The second section is the bulk of the report and contains detailed
information .on sj cases. Each ease is. described in terms of.,
introductory information (brief case sketch;-qhronology of contacts
with'institutions and service programs); the case as it relates to
the five provigions of .the law (protection, in evaluation proCedlues,
procedural safeguards, individualized education program, least
restrictive environment, parent involvement); and major issues in the
case. Finally, fihdIngs on. the cases are,analyzed in terms of the
provisions of the law. The executive summary outlines seletted
findingsin terms of institutional responses to the Act,

, implementation of the central provisiont of the Act, the leas
restrictive appropriate environment mandate, and parent involvement.
Cited among study fihdings arts the following: the countyd.n.which Ss
live has not yet developed an adequate continuum of service at the
preschool level for handicapped children; there continued to be very
little coordination between servi'de systems serving handicapped
children; pchool districts,were generally passive in informing
parents of their own and their children's rights under the,Act,
despite plentiful special education services; the county offered no
mainstreamed publiC preschool options; and when there was deeper
parent involvement, there was more tension between parents and
pro.fessionald. (S13).
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1. Introduction

Overview

. .This report presents the findings after two ydars of what is designed tobe a long-term study examining the impact of P.L, 94-142, The Education for
All Handicapped ChildEen Act, on handicapped children and their families.
Sine Much of this impact is mediated by the;wayinstitytions serving handi-,
capped children have responded to the mandates of P.L. 54-142, the study is
subtitled "Institutional Responses and Their Consequences."

Our sample tonsii.sts of nine handicapped children and their families,whom we have followed in-depth as they. have negotiated the world of schools,
hospitals, clinics, and other institutions serving handicapped children invarious ways. We have interviewed parents, teachers, therapists,,physicant,
school administrators, the children's evaluation teams, and othrs. We have
Observed the children in their school settings. Wee analyzed records,
evaluations, reports, IEPs as written, and other relevant documents. Andwe have attended_meetings where decision#naking about educational placement,and program planning take place. ,Through this multifaceted data.collectionwe have tried to understand responses to the major provisions of P:L. 94-142
through; the eyes df those.affected.in various ways.

The Education for.All Handicapped Children Act

The Education fdr All Handicapped-Children Act of 1975, P.L. 94-142,"represents the most important legislation for the handicapped ever passed"
(Edwin.Martin). Its.principles,:in their, nterprelation and implementation,
are beginning tohave a significant impact on'thenature of education for
handicapped children and youth. These principles are; zero reject, the
right to be included in public educatiOn program's; non-discriminatory claasi='ficadon, the right to be fairly evalated; individualited and appropriate
education; least restrictive platement', the right to normalization; proceduraldue process, the right to protest; and participatory debcracy, the right
for parents and Others to participate in decisfon=making processes (Turnbull_
& Turnbull,, 1978)..

The central provisions of F.L..,94-142 relat e closely to the above
principles; and are commonly seen as the 5ollowino: (1) protection in
evaluation procedures; (2) procedural,dde:Process; (3) individualized educa-
tional program; (4) least restrictive appropriate placement; and-(5) parent

-involvement. These provisioq shape amandatory process of multi-faceted
evaluation, planning for placemeht, placement decisio -Making, designing of
an individualized program.to Meet a child'sdeeds-,imp entation of that
program, periodic review of a child's progress1;and Peri ic'review of-that
child's program, jncludfng re-evaluation.

ts.
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The passage of P.L. 94-142 rVpresented the culmination of a strugglethat parents of handicapped children, advocacy groups, professionals, andAhers waged for over two decades, principally in the courts, but alsothrough the legislative process and in the federal bureaucracy.: Precedentfor the law emerged out of the civil rights litigation of the 1950s and1960s, and out of a series of court suits in which it was found that theconstitutional rights of large number of handicapped children were beingdenied by local and state school systems (Gliedman & Roth, 1978).

Rationale for the Present. Study

One of the provisions of P.L. 94-142 was for the Bureau of Education
,for the Handicapped(now the Office of Special Education) to adMinister

the Act and evaluate prOgress in implementation, reporting findings.periodi-cally to Congress. A set of questions was developed, relating "to the
evaluation requirements of the Act and to the Congressional findings which'led to the Act"' (BEH, 1979). Among these were questions'on the consequencesof implementation of P.L. 94-142--administrative, fiscal, and attitudinal
reactions;,and a question on the extent to which the intent of the Act was
being pet, related to the principles outlined above. The present study was.funded by BEH to provide information that would contribute to answering boththose questions. Specifically, the study.was funded to examine the j mpactof P.L. 94:142 on the lives of the intended

beneficiaries--handicappedchildren and their families.,

In-depth studyof a small. number of handicapped children and their
families over a long period of time has proven to be an excellent vehiclefor truly entering the Arid of these children and their families to gain
a sense of the human impact of a particular law and its accompanying regu-9 lations. And in entering'their world, we have also entered that of their
teachers, administrators, therapists, advocates and others involved inshaping and pi-oviding educational and related services. It haf no't been
difficult to gather data: the handicapped children theMselves, their'.
parents, teathers, therapists, administrators and all others involved ih theeducationalprocess all care deeply about the effectiveness and 'appropriate-
ness of.that process, and have been glad to share their experiences. By 'and large, differences in perspective,tena'to be nonest differences, with
the best interests of the children in mind.

Ypt it has also been crucial to acknowledge and come to terms,with
the fact that P.L. 9a-142 is not being implemented in a vacuum. The fiftystates and their 16,000 school diftricts have had their own approaches to
meeting, or failing to ripet, the needs of handicapped childreh and'youth fora long time. Also, as.Kas been widely noted, appropriations for implementingthe mandates of P.L. 94-142 haVebeen_well bOowauthorization leVels. Thusmany states and districts save been given increased responsibility to serve
handicapped children, withOut a proporti,nate increase in-resources to clioso.

N
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The Sample and the Setting

The nine children in ouh study come,from a larger group that all
pdrticipated in an integrated'prechool program run by a non - profit,
educational institufion.i-ethe mid-seventies. As will be seen in the
case studies themseNes', this common experience had some influence on the
subsequent educational.history of all these children. But the nature of'
that influence-Varied widely. The children in the sample live in Widely.
diSparate communities 14 southeast Michigan, come fr6m a variety of
family backgrounds, and represent a wide range of handicapping conditions.

In addition to all having participated in the preschool program, all
the. children in the study have been influenced by the fact that since 1973
Michigan has had its'own special education law, P.A. '198. This law was
designed to be implemented immediately, and by 1975 -76 most lOcal educa-

,

tion agencies (EEAs) in Michigan were making serious attempts at compliance.
P.L. 94-142 and P.A. 198 are quite parallel in their intent and most of . -

their provisions. However, the Michigan state law differs'from the federal ,

law in two notable respects: first, the state law mandatts educational
services for handicapped children from birth-to age 25, while the federal
law mandates' services from ages 3 to 21 (toile implemented by fait] 1980,
state law permitting); secqnd, the deIelopment of an Individualized
Educational Program (IEP) in Michigan is divided intb a two-stage-process,
requiring two separate committees: an Educational planning and Placement
Committee (EPPC) and an IEP committee. The regulations interpreting P.L.
94-142 requiretfte placement decision to be b4sed on the IEP; thus it cannot
be made until the IEP has been finalized, In this area, at that time,
Whigan appeared to be out of compliance. The state has since combined,
the two-stage process into one, with -placement decisions being based on
the individualized educational program.

This latter-differe;te between the state and federal laws deserves,some-
careful explanation, both to enhance understanding of events described in ,

the cases, and becapse there has been some auestion as to whether ifact °-
Mithigan is acting in compliance with the intent and the letter ofP.L. 94-
142.in this area. In Michigan, the Educational P1annint and Placement -

Committee is the body responsible for making dectsions.-about eligibility
fdrespecial °education services, and about appropriate placement' and services
to be received. The decision about placement- -for exaffipie, in a .self-contained.
special education clas*o6m, mainstreamed classroom, ora shared-time
program--precedes the formulation of educational.goals and objectives for the
year.. These latter are formulau v a secon.b.ody. the IEP committee, at
a later date, The IEP' committee* is' sually a subset of the EPPC, and formu-
lation of the IEP is seen as part o ,the process of implementing the EPPC
,decisions. Often, in practice, e IEP is prepared by the' educational
specialists:moist closely involved with the'child's program, and reviewed by
the parents. Rules'.applying to the composition of the EPPC in2i'fiChigan are
the same as. those for: the ,group preparing the IEs in the federal statutes:.

0,5,-,
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The cases preSented and analyzed in this report thus reflect the impact
of Michigan's special education lawatfull implementation, and P.L. 941142.
at an early stage of implementation. Because the Michigan Law, P.A. 198,:,and
P.L.'94:,142 are similar in intent and procedures outlined, there is no sharp
demarcation in 'procedures \in use prior to'1978 (the implementation date
mandated for P!(...94-142) and since'then. In fact, the cases could be said
to illustrate the impact of P.L. 94-142 at relatively full implementation,
since the state law, was implemented in 1975.

A Note on Our Conceptual framework

,While broadly speakiflg our research metho4ology can be considered 11-.,
ethnOgraphic!inapproach, our data collection.an analysis has actually been
guided'by very directive informatioh needs. . The case studies.do.-hot represent,
by any means,, the full story of nine handicapped children and their families.
Rather, they focus on a specific aspect of'that story', the effects of one
federa.1 law and its regulations on the lives of these children and the nature
of services .received. Nonetheless, weh'ave attempted to examine those

, effects, to the extent feasible, th'rough the eyes of those involved in
ious Ways in'the children's lives. We have tried tounderstand and inter,-
nalize their perspectives, rather than interpreting:what we have seen in the
lighi.of our own experiences and expectatio,s.

,/

It has proven particularly difficult to not becOme advocateS for the
clildren and their families." As we have come to know them, and.lhey,us, the
demands'of the study have inevit.ably.become intertwined withthe educational
history of the children and their families. Two examples illustrate how this
has occurred. When parentt Of the children in the study have asked-us'

2 questions about, their rights under the law, especially when they sensed that
theirrights were being denied, it has proven impossible not to provide them
with the infdrmation they needed (for hUman as well as ethical reasons). In
a different vein, our mere presence_at EPPC and IEP meetings has been enough
to alter the nature of professionals' interaction with study parents ih a`,
quitequite positive way, according to local advocateS accustomed tp participating
in such Meetings:

To get at the human impact of R.L. 94-142, then, we, have had to become
humanly involved with,our study families. We have tried at all times to
remember our purpose, and especially to try to understand the stresses that

. professionals are under, and the institutional framework in which they are
responding to tne law. Nonetheless. the oerspect'ies presented i-n/.:_he study
do tend tocome more from tne ch'iidren and tneir families,.ana the reader
should keep this in mind in evaluating the findings presented.

The Remainder of the Report

The remainderof the report will be divided into two main sections.
The first will be a presentatioh of six of our total of nine case studies.
The second will be an analysis of the findings presented in these` cases,' in

I
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.the context of whet w siee as two.particularly'dompl'ex and crucial provisions i
of the law:. olacethent in the least iestrictive appropriate environmenWand
parent involvement in evaluation, program planning, and decision-making. The
cases selected for inclusion in this,report,feflect Orticularly clearly the
issues inherent in.pese 'two provisions of P.L. 94-142. The decisioR'to
fOcus our !kulysis on these two provisions of the law was made 50 that our,
taskyould be ianageable, and we 'might therefore provide timely and useful

.infAma?ion for these struggljng to make these provision's work. .The discusion _e
in.the'analysis dpes'Rpt synthesize, tkit rather is designed-to compjement,

-

the discusstondf-each of those two provisions contained.in the casestudies.

.."
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t I. Introduction ,

1

--Brief Case Sketch, /

Helen Fat-fell was born in May 1874. She is the younger child of John
- and Martha Farrell. Martha had a number of medical problems while she was

pregnant with Helen, particularly during the last triNster, and Helen was
born approximately six' weeks premature. Am emergency cesarean section was
performed, as Helen was in the breech'position. Martha's medical problems,
and respiratorycomplications in Helen after birth, led to periodic monitoring
of. Helen bythe high risk clinid at a local university hospital during her
first year. Before she was a year old she was diagnosed as having cerebral
palsy, affecting. primarily her lower extremities.' Contact wi,th'service
agencies began immediately.

s -
, -, .

' .

Beginning ln Februkary 1975, Helen,has had regular physital and occupa-
tional therapy services; participated in three different early intervention
aprdgrams, at times concurrently; and this year, 1979-80, participated in
trio primary programs, one mainstreamed, the second for physically oT'Other-
wise health impaired (POHI) children. She has had regular evaluations in
atl areas- =fine and gross motor development, perceptual development, and
cognitive development. And se and her parents have had easy access to a
range;of specialists in all aFeas pertinent to meeting Helen's needi.

I Yet while Helen had benefited enormously from the wide range of services
available in the area in which she lives, a number ofyroblems with z central
institution serving Helen- -the POHI school where she.has received all her
phYsital therapy (P.T.), occupational therapy (0.T.),,and some classroom
services - -have caused the Farrell's much pain, anger, and tqfusiori. Their
problems appear to have been,jargely resolved at this point, due in large
measure to some of the rights recogniled for parents under,P.L. 94-142, ,Yet
the pain these problems caused Helen, her parents, and at least some teachers:
and therapists, has left ares'idue of bitterness that will be hard to
dissolve. ,4.

.

P 4

As will be-illustrated in detail, Helen's case reflects a number of
themes related to the interpretation of P.L. 94-142.', The rarrells are
knowledgeable, active, ,highly involved parents, whose determination nas
done much to assure that Helen has has the best medical, therapeutic,
and educational services available. Yet this same determination, activism

:and knowledge (Martha is anurse) has led to conflict with the Previously.
mentioned institution about who is to decide what kind of program is bes,t
for Helen. While aware of altd using their rig is under P.L.94-142, the
Farrells,have 'been made to fe4t'the full "moral and practical power" of

-- professionals tomake fundamental decisions concerning their clients' lives.
While most of the professionals involved with the Fartells have been extremely

8
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sensitive, caring, and, 'responsive, at least a few have felt that, it was-
.

. 'their right and responsibility to determine ilelen's'needs (see Gliedman'.
& Roth, 1980,.Chpt. 8). These latter professionals. have used the evalua-

.- tion and'plecement proceS outlined in the law to impose their authority .

oVer the Farrells.
.

.

s'
a. . . ,
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A second theme reflected in Hefentrarrells' case has been the difficulty
of determining least r64trictive appropriate placement. Different ,placement.
choices have,alWays been avallable'toHelen, and/all have meant trade-offs
among various areas (cognitive stimulation'socialization, quality of .

physical and (4cupatiomal therapy). Working these choices opt has meant, 0
the-fractionalizing of Helen's full program.. A third thepe reflected in ').
Helen's case has been the relationship between public and.private schools

_providing:services to her. Helen has attend d a private prgthool,-and this
year kindergarten,.half-time since she was two-and-a,half years old; the
public'POHI schoalsi6ceshe was four-and-a-half. Questions of. responsibility,
cost, communication, and coordination of services have had to- be dealt with.
constantly. 4

The Farrells as a'family are very tight-kniteaand fully involved With,:
each other. Economically they ere, not at all well-off for the time being.
But they have created and maintain. a warm, stimulating, child- centered
household, and the security of this homp base is reflected in the children.
John Farrell is completing his collegeeducation", rand.currehtli.works'as
counselor. Martha Farrell is a nurse, and while' she couldeasily.haO.been
fully employed'dpring the children's years,, she has. preferred fb.

. work on-call, or part-time. She has been mare directly involved in school;
.

,affairs than John, although they talk through iMportant decisions thoroughly
together. Johnnyais eleven months older than Helen, and has contributed to
his sister's' development in many ways. He-has served as a model and guide
for her in the preschool-they both attended! and now in the elementary school.
And they are'clearly friends to each .qther as well as *siblings'.

, , e , 1-

Helen's main attributes,. for the observ.or, are determination and intelli-.

gence. She is at times extremely independent, refusing help;.at time's she
seems to welcome assistance, especially, from adults. Socia,,.she has
always been extremely popular amongner nanbicapped ana non-hingicappeapeers.

-.

A tendency by peers and adults to_help her 'and dote on her--she is physically
- extremely small and pretty--has created! if anything, .impediments to her,
quest for autonomy.

A- Chronology of tOntacts with. Institutions and Servtte,Programs

Martha became pregnant With Heienothree months afterqbhAlly'sbi:
.That first pregnancy hadbeen a difficult.one, and Johnny was delivered
through cesarean section, a's he was' in the breech pOs.ition. After Johnny:s
birth,'Martha had 4 borderline high blood pressure condition, and there . ,

was concern over possible toxemia: When it wws'discovered she was pregnant
' again, she was referred to the High Risk Clihic at the loCal universityI * .

.

.
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hospital. The clinic monitored her Pregnancy carefully, placing her on a
low-sodium diet, and checking amniotic fluids in the second and third'
trimester.

At the first check, it was determined that the fetus' lung capacity
was posSibly underdeveloped, but at the second check that problem did not
appear. Ultra-sound scanning was done, to'determine the position and size

, of the fetus, and the potential due date. Almost six weeks before Helen
was due to be born; Martha begap to retain fluids, gaining 7-8 pounds in
only a few dus. She also had sevpre headaches. She was immediately-.
Admitted to fhe university hospital, put on intravenous fluids and given
diuretics. A day after being admitted, she had an emergency cesarean
Section, and Helen was born, in the breech position like Johnny, and six
weeks premature. /

Helen was small at birth, weighing five pounds seven ounces. Due to
'respiratory problems and her birth history, she remained under observation
in the Neo-Natal Special Care unit of the hospital for ten days, also
receiving respiratory therapy. After Helen came home, the hospital's neo-
natal clinic continued monthly monitoring of Helen, primarily concerned with
a mild anemic condition, but also concerned about Helen's muscle tone.
Looking back, Martha remembers'feeling concerned also about something she
couldn't quite put her finger on. Helen had an inordinate startle reflex,
And seemed very tense. It was, for instance, very hard to bathe her because
of her tenseness. Helen also had what Martha felt was high muscle tone. -

At the eight month follow -up examination, Helen's pediatrician mentioned
explicity for the first time his concerns.about Helen's muscle tone. He
did not mention cerebral palsy during .that examination. Upon returning
home, Martha reports thinking about What the pediatrician had said, trying
to put things together. As she was describing the pediatrician's concerns to
John-it suddenly"-dawned on her:,"Helen has cerebral palsy." She immediately.
called the pediatrician and 'asked him, "Are you'tellin9 me she has cerebral
',palsy?". She recalls him replying, 14...well, cerebal palsy is a wide, catch-
all term, it.can mean anything from.the slightest tenseness to complete
disability... I guess you can call it cerebral palsy in Helen's case."

/ Sensing tneir concern, ne referrer tnern to anotner doctor working in ?eciatric
Rehabilitation at the hospital. This doctor confirmed a diagnosis of diplegic
cerebral palsy when Helen was nine months old. Martha remembers the conver-
sation with this physicianviv.idly:

a
"...The doctor was very reassuring and I remember- -its funny,
because you have'these little fantasies in the back of your
head about when you have a child, what they're going to be
Bike. I had a, friend whose little girl took ballet; andthat
was always kind of in the back of,my head, that someday I'd
have this little girl and she'd be wearing this little dress
and she'd be doing the ballet. One of the first things the
doctor said, which was really devastating at the time but
probably was the best.thinganyone could have'said to me, he

10 13



. said: 'I can't look into the future, but I've seen a lot
of kids with CP and Helen is not severely affected.- 5he's
not going. to, be a model or a ballet dancer,,but people

.

won't turn and gawk at her when she walks down the street
either. She's not going to be real ,graceful, but hopefully
she will walk and she will do things--it'll just take her
longer.' And the fact that he mentioned the ballerina
was very good, because it just brought us down to where we
were and what we had to'expect."

Helen was re-evaluated by Pediatric Rehabilitation staff in January
1975. Mprovement in her gross motor ability was noted, and the specialist
who had confirmed Helen's cerebral palsy (C.P.) felt "quite encouraged" as
to her ultimate prognosis. He recommended to the Farrells that they
participate, at least tempbtrarily, in an infant stimulation progfam run by
an Institute for Research and Interventiqn in Mental Retardation related
to the university. Martha was hesitant to get involved in this program, -
because of the implicit latqlling Helen wild get from involvement; but it'
was the only infant progrAmpof that type at the time.

The program at this Institute was multi-faceted. For one activity,
mothers and fathers brought their children to weekly group sessions in which
physical and occupational therapists demonstrated activities they could
engage in with their children; for example, ways to hejp.relax or stimulate
the infant, comfortable positions, and related things, Weekly home visits
by Institute staff also included helpful advice on concrete and more subtle
issues, and alOt of support. The program was designed tomake the parents
feel ccmpetent. Martha notes, looking back, "When you havea child with a
disability and\you can do something about it, even'if it's'jList doing
exercise once a day, I think you.feel so Much better about it." '

The program also had a parents'group, which met monthly to discuss
particular issues. It was -at one of these meetings that Martha first learned
about P.L. 94-142, her rights as a parent, and Helen's rights to a free
appropriate education. It was also at one of these meetings that she went
through a mock Educational Planning and Placement Committee (EPPC) meeting.
Finally, Helen was perioaicaliy evaluatea in different areas by Institute
staff. The Farrells remained in this program until mid-1976, utilizing all
of its services except physical .therapy. They speak highly of the'pragram
to this date, and still use the Institute staff as occasion 1-resources,
counselors and evaluators.

(

O

During one of their first contacts with the Pediatric Rehabilitation
Clinic at the hospital after.Helen was diagused asjiaving a nurse
recommended to the Farrells that they ,contact Jean Rauth, a_physical
therapist who specialized in infant.herapy and was working with another
local college that had a special education'school with an acti0 POHI
program: Jean Rauth observed Helen, at age 9 months, and disagreed strongly
with the optimistic prognosis for Helen offered by the pediatrician at
the Pediatric Rehabilitatioh Clinic. She felt Helen was moderately severely

11 -A.
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to severely affected by her C.P.,tand would need alot of therapy. She noted,
in'her report that " I am rather surprised that Helen performs as well as
she does, since she has moderately severe spasticity."

Helen began receiving about two hours a week of physical therapy from
Jean Rauth in March 1975. The Farrells continued participating with Helen
in the university Ipstitute program. A report in June 1975 indicated that

A,Helen was making good progress, and the Farrells were happy with the services
Helen was receiving. This same combination of serviced continued f9r Heleh
during the 1975-76 school year. No public education agency was involved in
planning, placement or programming for Helen at that time, and no one
involved with the Farrells suggested contacting the public schools for any
,reason. An April 1976 evaluation by the Institute staff indicated that
Helen' continued to have significant gross motor difficulties, due to her
spasticity and related problems, but that she was making progress; that she
was showing excellent cognitive and language development (above average for
her age); that there was some lag ip perceptual abilities; and that her
smallness in physical size continued to be a concern.

In June 1976 the university Institute's funding for its infant
stimulation program ran out, and participatirig families mere advised that
the program was being terminated. Around the same time, in mid-May,
Helen's first EPPC meetingwas scheduled by the staff at the local college's
special education school, in consultation with the public school's special
education department. Helen was two years old at the time. A,consensus°
was reached at that meeting that Helen would enter "phase I" of that school's i"

early intervention program in the fall, and continue receiving physical
therapy from Jean Rauth (phase I was a completely individualized program,
involving parents; a child moved through four -phases of the program until
she was,. inthe classroom with a laFge group).

1>1976,-77,sthool year began with Helen receiving regular phYsical
therapy and Martha participating in a mothergroup at the school. Shefound this group, likethe other, very supportive for her. Jean Rauth was
working intensively with Helen; their rapport was excellent; and Helen wasmaking progress. Meanwhile, the Farrells were looking for a preschoo
placement for Johnny; who was three. A private preschool program by alocal-educational research foundation was recommended-to them and they
enrolled Johnny there. Asthey came to know that program, they began to
think this preschool, which ran four mornings a week, might be a good.
situation for Helen also. That fall the preschool had received a federal
grant to initiate a mainstreamed program, and the teacners, after observingHelen, felt that she was ready. She entered that program in December 1976.
(She was then two-and-a-half years old.)

During the fall of 1976, the college's special education school where
Helen was-receiving physical therapy began4undegoing a basic administrative
re- organization. Eventually, this re-organization*was to have a major impact
on Helen and the Farrells. For a number of reasons, some related to re-
quirements under P.L. 94,14?, the governance of the school was transferred

--to the local school distPict. Also, the school was designated as the Physically
3
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or Otherwise Health Impaired (POHI) facility for the county, comprising
ten districts. The full transition Was tb take more than a year. However,
the Farrells began tofeel some immediate consequences.

Soon after the' administrative re-organization began, the school's -

administrators, and the staff. of the early intervention program, began pressing
the Farrells to use their'se6ices more fully for Helen. jArguing that they
.weren't a clinic, they began to press the Farrells to enroll Helen in the
classroom, program, in spite of the fact that the Farrells had made it clear
tfiat they preferred the private mainstreamed preschool program for Helen,
and were perfectly happy receiving just physical therapy at the POHI
school The reasons for the pressure were not clear. One might have been

e need fqr numbers justifying the school's existence and future public
funding by numbers of students served. A second reason might have been
professional concern that Helen wasn't getting an appropriate program at the
private preschool. 0

In fact, the staff at the POHI school told Martha that Helen needed
a "complete program" at the school. Martha noticed their attitudes toward
her cftanging, also. They'began to act much'fiore hostile, even Jean Rauth,
with whom the Farrells had gotten along very well. Martha 'reports that
there ;Were a number of meetings to discuss ,the issue:

"...we had all kinds of people come, from the university

Institute, Pediatric Rehabilitation, the, private preschool
program. They all saidthat Helen doesn't need the full day
program at the POHI school, she was doing very well at the main-
streamed school.0T4 POHI -staff were saying she needed their,
program fOr socialization, a complete program....finally, they
\reluctantly agreed to lether come in for therapy, but there
was alpt of feeling, and it was very obvious; there were remarks
made all along, little digs, cracks.:.once when Johnny and I were-
waiting for Heleh in an empty.classroom, she was in PT, the
teacher came in and said, 'it's interesting, that you're willing
to use our facilities for babysitting your son, but not willing,
to let us use them to serve your daughter...'"

Martha recalls that tne main feeling she had that year was fear that the
hostility of the POHI school's staff was going to be turned toward Helen.

.It was-a rough year for the family, and Martha feels that this was due to
the attitudes of a'few professionals. Meanwhile, Helen was thriving at
the private prescnool. After some initial adjustments, for example,7;ver-
coming fear, of the other children, she was fitting in well, growing
intellectually and'socially. She,was very happy to be with Johnny. The
teache6 at the preschook reported that she was. having a very successful
experience.

, _ - . . . 1

By June of 1977, it was clear that the POHI school staff would request
art EPPC meeting for Helen forthefaillLronicaily, John and J1artha ;lid not
want the meeting: they were afraid that the delicate compromise they felt -

they had reached with the POHI school staff would crumble under the weight of

c
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professOnal sensus certified y a formal placement review. Further,
the classroom to er that Helen would have if she participated fully in
the early.interve;tion program was the one from the "baty-sitting" incident,
described above. The'Farrells decided to prepare carefully for the meeting.
They requested that a number of additional peoplebe present, including

a staff from the university Institute program,. the private preschool, and
an advocate.

.

The 1977-78 schOol year began with Helen in the private preschool
program four mornings a week; and receiving physical therapy at the POHI
school three days a week in the afternoon. The EPPC was postponed, re-
scheduled, and postponed again. One day in September, Martha happened to
rim- into one of the staff from the university Institute in the hall .at
the POHI school while,she, Martha, was on her way to pick up Helen. Martha
asked this person, one of those she had requested. attend Helen'sEPPC,
what she was doing there. She said that she had come for Helen's EPPC at
1 p.m. Somehow, the POHI staff had notified everyone of the revised
meeting time but the Farrells.

The meeting went as Martha had anticipated: 'The atmosphere was
confrontational: "us against them." There was a lot of feeling, with `the
POHJ staff telling Martha that Helen 'needed their program, and Martha

,

and other ,professionals present arguing that she was trying in the main-
streamed'preschool program, and only needed the physic therapy services at
the POHI schOol: The Farrells' preparations for the ,meeting basically paid
off. Helen\was to continue in the mainstreamed preschool program mornings,
receive phylical therapy at the POHI schOol three afternoons a week, arid, ate
thg absolute insistence of the POHI staff, receive occupational therapy two
afternoons a week: As Martha aid, they didn' want the 0:T.--she was a
nurse and felt she could work on the fine motor skillswith Helen herself;

,

also, it made Helen's week too demanding physicaTly But they were tired
of fighting.

Thus, the 1977-78 school year progressed. The hostility toward.the
Farrells on the part of the POHI school staff continued and deepened. As
Martha notes: "there were days when I couldn't muster uR the nerve to walk
in the' building-, ,it was that negative." Helen continued to progress in the
private preschool, but ner scneduie-was tiring her out ''sne was extremely ,

tired, she'd fall asleep on the bus, come home and sleep some more..." Also,
the occupational therapist at the POHI school began to relate to the Farrells
her concern that Helen was learning disabled. In her repoits, "she seemed
to focus on wnat was wrong witn Helen." (Martha feels that behind tneir
desire to find something wrong was a desire to justify heu being in the
IOHI program.)

. ,

The 1978-79 schOol year began, without formal review of Helen's place-
ment. '' ,She tontinuecrin the mainstreamed preschool in the morning, and
receivedA,P.T. and OA. in the afternoon. During the previous year, the Farr011.s
had been 0e,r,suaded.Ao have Helen participate informally during two afternoons a'
week in the aa'Ssroom component of the POHI school early intervention program,
"to allow therapists to observe in the classroom setting, and thus facilitate

14
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planning for'therapy." This arrangement was implicitly formalized--again,I/
the Farrells were tired of struggling--and Heler0 week became even fuller.
Extremely samll in size, and using enormous physid'al energy to master her
body, the\demandino daily schedule continued to be too much for Helen. 'Yet,
the Farre1s report thatthe preschool experience was extremely positive for
her, she enjoyed it enormously. And in order to get physical therapy,
crucial to her gross motor and physical development, she had to participate
in O.T. and the classroom program.

During the 1978-79.year it became increasingly' clear that Helen would
need corrective surgery,'to release some of the extremely high muscle tension.
While. she had made much progress physically during the last two years, she
continued to.have "turning-in" problems, balance and postural problems, and
aloS of spasticity. In April of 1979, she returned to-the university hospital
for corrective surgery. During that spring, Helen's occupational therapist
had mentioned to the Farrells that she wanted to so some testing of Helen,
because shejelt there were possible learning and perceptual problems. Martha
reluctantly agreed, and then wrote a note asking the therapist to postpone
testing because of Helen's upcoming surgery.' The day Helen returned to
the POHI schopl'after recuperating from her surgery and a bout of chicken-
pox, she came home and told Martha she had been tested.

Martha called the occupational therapist and pointed out that this
was the least ideal 'time for her to be testing Helen--she had missed school
for her operation, was recuperating from that and chickenpox, and by the
afternoon, When the testing would be done, Helen was extremely tired.
Flonetheless,,twg'ilieeks after the school term ended, the Farrells received
a report of test results from the occupatibnal therapist. The report
hinted at perceptual,'problems in Helen, and the possible need forher to
be classified as learning disattled. The Farrells were tremendously, upset--
ttiere waS ho evidence from her preschool program that Helen had any
perceptual or learning problems.

1 The Farrells arranied4mmediately for an independent, comprehensive
evaluation of Helen.Ap/all perceptual areas, to be conducted by the
university Institute. The Institute had staff with national reputations.
in the area of learning disability. Testing took place in August 1979,-and
the fineilans confirmed tne Farrells' beliefs. The findings indicated tnat
Helen's Overall cognitive/perceptual, functioning (she was five years, three
months old at that time) was equal to that Of a child in first grade; that
Helen did hot have perceptual deficits; that future teachers should be

-aware, that she may De slower in execution of some tests, but that sne will
accomplish them, especially if sne is properly seated to perform them; and
that Helen should not.be held back in any way because of her physical
hanOicft. The Farrells'wanted the.O.T. report removed from Helen's records,

. but this mAs not possible. They have managed, though, to have the independent
evaluation included in those records.
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The fall of 1979 brought major changes to the shape of Helen's educa-
tional apd therapy program. As in 1978-79, there was no formal review of
Helen's placement_ Rather a process-of negotiations over the phone and
during meetings at the POHI school led to Helen's placement in the primary
program (for children five to nine years of age) of that school in the
afternoon; with a new teacher, and new. therapists. AlSo, Helen entered
the elementary program of he private educational research foundation fiye
morning's a week, Johnny hdd entered that program a year before.

While continuing the last year's pattern of an extremely full,
demanding day for Helen, the new placements eased many of the pressures on
the Farrells. For one thing, the new, teacher, physical therapist, and
occupational therapist were much more open, supportive, and sensitive to..
the Farrells' concerns. They didn't impose their authority on the Farrells.
And they seemed to really. care deeply about Helen. (Jean Rauth, Helen's
physical therapist for over three years also cared deeply about Helen,
and came to be a special figure in her life.) In the mainstreamed elegientary
program of the private5chool, Helen again had to make the adjustment to
a newphysical environment and new children. But her and her family's whole
historical experience with that institution had been very-positive, and she
made the transition easily,

In fact, one of the ironies of the Farrells' twd years of particularly
harsh conflict with the POHI school administrators and early' intervention
staff was the constant comparison being made in the Farrells' minds between
thg two institutions. Martha has said that the private school was "the
-only hing hat_ keptrus going during that period." For example, during
Helen's op ration, the children in her class all made gifts and had them
broug t her. The 'teachers visited her, and took photos; when she
returne o clas5-she used the photos todescribethe whole experience.
Jean Rauth was apparently the bnly POHI staff member tovisit her,, or do
something to help her through that period.

During the 1979-80 School year, the Farrells''eelings about the
POHI school exp4rience for Helen began to soften, and they Uegan,to see more
positive aspects of it. The change of staff made a big differe6te. Also
the Farrells came to see that it was just as' impOrtant for the develOpment
of Helen's selfIcontebt that she spend time with other physically handitapped
children--they have neeas and problems similar to hers--as with non-handi-
Capped children. 'Helen herseLf said td Martha One day this year: "Every-
body can walk and I can't." The year was a good onejfor Helen, with progress
in all areas of development. She seemed to like both programs, and cane to
respond better to thephysical and mental 'demanas of a very full day. _

Nonetheless, the Farrells came to feel during.the spring that
academically they wanted her.to have one first grade program during the
1980-81 school year. "Shared-time" would possibly be more convenient for

.
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the POHI school staff, but not for Helen. The first grade placement they
wanted for Heleu was the mainstreamed private school program., They liked
the POHI primary program--the teachers and therapists, said Martha, "actually
see her as a kid, they always have something positive to say about her."
But the mainstreamed pr9gram had a full-day first grade that wasn't easily
divided; and it was the lgest restrictive, yet appropriate, environment
for Helen. The challenge was going to be to get physical therapy services

. without the full program, from the POHI school.

An EPPC meeting was called for the end of May ,1980, the first formal
placement review in almost three years. Again, the Farrells prepared
thoroughly, this time requesting the presence of two advocates, both well-
known. and respected in local special education circles. The POHI school
principal chaired the meeting. In attendence, aside from the POHI primary
staff, .was one of Helen's teachers from the priVate school, and the Director
of Special Education of Helen's borne school district. ,A high-powered group
had obviously been assembled for the meeting.'

The.EPPC started out with the normal routine for such meetings in this
particular district, Teachers and therapists gave pr'ogress reports. The
summary findings of all recent evaluations were reviewed. The nature of ,

Helen's current'program was reviewed.. Both classroom teachers pointed-out
that Helen had made gdod progress coghitively and socially-that year. She
had become less dependent on adults, more dependent on peers. She was totally
functi nal In class, and was only constrained by 'the fact that she completed
tasks rkbe slowly than non-handicapped peers. Helen's physical therapist
pointed o t that a continuing combinatiOn of weakness, tightness, and

.

imbalance muscularly and neurologically was slowing pdogress toward indeoen-
dent walking.. She was concentrating, 'she said, on the individual habits that
make up walking, the quality of Helen's gait, She wanted Helen to learn to
monitor her owrr movement. Posture, and center of gravity, were other issues.
The occupational therapist was somewhat ambivalent in he report. WHile
mentioning a number of tasks that Helen had accomplished, she emphasized that
she did things more slc,,/1 than normal. Both therapists said thatHelen is
very functional --"ssha-19 over the plaze".-4

,

1

Next, the principal of the POHI school laid out whit he saw as'the four
reasonable alternatives for placement for Hel'en tne -Fci1owi2.year. TAese
were: regular public school, first grade full-time;. regaterfirst grade,
pluS'support services (teacher.consultant, therapists); shared-time: regular

4
first grade and the POHI 'special education cla-ss (self-contained); just the
POHI special education - program. At tnai: point, aware of an obvious gao ln
the alternatives offered, tne distri&tspecial education director polntea.
out that "parents also have an alternative available to them, which is a
'private program, outside the public school system; but a school-based committee,
would no recommend that kind of Oacement."

. .-
,

1 4. 1
..,,

A discussion of4 e gublic school_ lternatives ensued, with all partici-
pants, includingMarthia Farrell, discussing pras and cons. It began to be
.clear that the shared-time option was the alternatiye of choice af all the

V
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POHI staff arid of the districi,Special duration Director. The reason wasthat Helen would have the best of both worlds:" half-day of a mainstreamed
environment, half-day 'of the unique services that 'only the POHI school could
provide .(for example, a'POHI ,certified classroom teacher), The discussion
turned on whether Helen could have a successfully coordinated program, with
effective therapy, if the therapists had to go out to'a local school to work'with her. If the only need fo# Helen, to tie in a More restrictive environment
was for her to receive therap ouldn't the therapy be brought to a less
restrictive environment?

.At that point, one of the advocates-asked Martha to expres's her desiresfor the 1980-81 year.- Martha then-said that she'd teen very happy with
shared-time that year, but was beginning to be more concerned with academics.For at least first grade, she said, she wanted to have.Helen at, the private
school full-time, with physical therapy and occupational therapy consultationfrom the public schools (i.e., ancillary special education services).

The'Director of-Special Education, who had been acting somewhat as an
intermediary during the whole imeeting, then 'explained that Martha was in
effect requesting that Helen be withdrawn from the public schools, and that
the referral process for special education services for Helen would have to
begin again, with aupther EPPC convened. She pointed out that all private
schools in the area can request special education services, and that they;Ai. would work through the county office.tcr'determine

the, equitable amount of
services togo to -Helen:, they had 'to assure equal delivery, given resources,of services toubliC and private school children.

A
.

The principal of the POiiI school then said: this isanpducational
procedure for came here today prepareld_to collectively come to a
recommendation for an appropriate program for Helen...I think at th'
juncture we're saying that's not a collective deCi*n.we're going to make
today, Mrs. Farrell is making that dectsion:' At that point the mee
broke up into small groups.-

Upon re-convening, the Special Education Director,1who had in effect
taken over the "negotiations", -offered'a compromise: 'while shared-time
usually meant 50/50. in Helen's caset"lev'coirld see 60,/L10.beina anrr'priate
with the private scnooi program being "60", and Helen remaining a public
school student. -It had been, clear throughout the'meet4ng that the director
genuinely wanted the best possible program for Helen, and that she thought
the shared-time.option would 'give Helen tne best of both worlds. 'The
staff, on the other" nand, felt that they world have al'bt of problems coorina-
ting services with the priyate school (which was only five minutes away) if
Helen jsut used their physical therapY,services. Also, they felt thatp,non-
POHI trained classroom teacher, however well-intentioned, cotildn't-giveAHelen
the kind43:11pround classroom program a PHI certified teacher could. The
private teacher said that they would be glad to cooperate in any way.
tale POHI staff felt useful and appropriate.

"
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The meeting was an open and non,antagonWic'one, especially compared
to past meetings and the `one previdus EPPC. A less restrictive alternative
than the P9HI school cledrly'was open to and appropriate for Helen. The
question then became one of degree of continued participation in the POHI
program. The presence of two knowleogeable, well-respected'advocate,
with whom the POHI staff had had previous contact at numerous EPPCs,-
contributed toespirit of'negotiation. The professionals at that meeting
clearly were not har6 about the Tarrells' decision not tb use POHI class-
room services. But the weight of their consensus'was not enouah to overtone
the weight of Martha F&rrells' and her advocates' consensus. The amokt of
ancillary serviceg_41eh actually gets from the public school POHI proghm
next year remainsto be seen. -, -
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II.. Thei.Farrell Case and the Five Provisions of the Law

Protection iri tValuation Procedures'
, .

Since HeAn's cerebral palsy was diagnosed when she was eight, months
of age, she has been evaluated regularly and comprehensively, and under
*non-stressful conditions, in all but one case to be'discussed. Tests and
evaluations have'been conducted by the aiverSity,hospital Pediatric.
Rehabilitation Clinic; the university Institute'for Research and Interven-
tioh in Mental Retardation, and the PhysicaLly.or Othermise Health Impaired
schoo,1 staff..and 'consultahts.. Evaluatoe:s-have repOrtedly been professional,
well-trained, and sensitive to Helen's style of functioning. Reports have
been summarized In eastly Underttandable language, foie the most part:. And
evaluations have been coActed to provide- concrete, useful information to -

.

Helen's physicians, therapists, teachers, and parents.
.

Two issues--one major, one minor--provide exceptions to Helen's
protection in evaluation procedures. The major exception was the occupa-
tional therapist's decision to go ahead and test Helen in the areas of
perceptual and learning ability immediately upon her return to school after
.her corrective surgery and a case of chickenpox in April, 1979. The Farrells
had specifically regUested that the therapist wait awhile so Helen could
regain some of her strength and re-acclimate herself to school and school-
like tasks. Also, they did not want Helen tested inthe'afternoon when she
was generally fatigued. It is difficult to understand why she went ahead
with the testing when she did;' why the chose to interpret the ambiguous
results of the testing in away that contradicted general perceptions of
Helen's functioning; and, most importantly, why she did not inform the
Farrells of the testing before it was done. .

'04

t rking. recourse under the in provisions of P.C.
94 -142, the Farrells have begun efforts to have that report removed from

,Helen's file. Also, they arranged For an independent evaluation of Helen
in the perceptual/learning area;*this evaluation has been-placed in Helen's
files and was considered and accepted at her recent EPPC.

.,1khe second issue broVidirig exceptionto adeouate orotection,in evalua-
tion procedures in Helehi.s case is a minor one, but nonetheless wortn
mentioning. Some of the POHI staff involved with Helennot all--have
used evaluation opportunities to focus on what Helen can't do,.rather than
what she can do. The negative focus has'often been subtle - -a matter of
emphasis, a tone of voice--but it has had a strong impact on tne Farrells
They know Helen has to struggle to accomplish certain tasks; but they als
know that she almost always accomplishes them. Most professionals -- including
POHI $chool staffhave'nonetheless been more positive in focus,-while not
glgssing over Helen's struggle' to phieve-mastery of. her body, and "tlie
positive has been a great source or support to'the Farrells.

,
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- The Farrells haye always had access to,.and in'fact have a fife
containing, ail'evaluation reports- (for Helen.. They have atso had ample
`opportunity to discuss-evaluation plans and'findings with.those providing
Services to Heleh. In general, the regularity, fairness, and thoroughness
of evaluation prOCedures have been significant assets in the pi-Ocess of

.

planning and actually implementing 5em/ices to meet Helen's needs, especially .

complemented by the Farrells' opportunity to express their perceptions.

Procedural Safeguards

Again, with one exception, the letteNwif not always the spirit, of
the law has been. followed in Helen's case in this area. The right of
Helen and her pgrehts'to consent or refuse consent for evaluations has
been obseFved; a uniform evaluation, placement, programming, and re- evacuation
procedure has generally been used; notification of EPPc and IEP meetings has,
with one exception, been provided; confidentiality of 'records has been
assured; and, the Farrells have been aware of, though not tempted to use, the
right to a due process hearing, and the right to appeal and review hearing
findings:

The concrete exception to adequate'procedural safeguards was the
instance in the fall of 1977 when the re-scheduled IPPC meeting for Helen
was held apparently without the Farrells' prior knowledge. Martha recalls
being told that two alternative days were being considered>, but she does'not
remember receivina-written -notification of the date finally chosen. The
people the Farrells wanted at that meeting had been'properly.advised. and
Martha's incidental appearance at the POI-IIschool assured her participation.
Nonetheless, there remains some question as to the appropriateness of
holding the meeting when the Farrells had not jA4icated knowledge' of it,
or that they'd be there.

A less Concrete exception to adequacy of procedural safeguards for
Helen and the Farrells, but possibly a more,profound one, can be-,found in
the questiOns of whether the POHI school staff ha've followed the spirit of
the law with. eegaf'd to decision making about placement for Helen. During
the early years of nelen's con to wlth theM they Placed enormous pressure
on the Farrells fo use more services than the Farrells wanted for Helen.
Their implicit, and at times explicit, condfiloIS that Helen 'participate in
their classroom program in,order to have access to,therapy services made
life>diffjcult for the vole famtly,.ana chysitally stressful for a child
already under physical stress dueto tre nature>of her handicap. While the
Farrells.were never explicitly by-passed in decision making with regard to
Helen, their desires were submerged by the weight of professional authority
used to pressure them into accepting conditions they found unacceptable. By
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combining their weight with that of two advocates, and due to the ipter-
cession*of ttLe local Special Education Diretor, theTarrellswere,able
to more effectively confront professional authority in the recent EPPC
meeting:.

In geheral, nonetheless,- procedural safeguards have acted to protect
Helen and h'dr parents' rights. The Farrells have undoubtedly.had more
influence over the decision making process for Helen than they wbuid have
if th'ey had Qbt.had or not been aware of their legal rights to influence
that decision making process, and appeal decision they found'inappropriate.

Individualized4Educational Program '

,

. As has been mentioned in earlier reports of study findings, major
placement decisions in Michigan are handl through the mechanisth of the
EPPC meeting, with IEPs having perhaps m detailed, log4stical functions
than in other states. Michigan's two-step pt-odess stretches out the
decision making proce&s, which leas both advantaget and disadvantages (to
be discussed in the annual repor). In_considering.this provision of the
law for our 'cases, wetathuf must consider both.aspects of the. process.

Helen, who was diagnosed originally at age eight months and is now
six years old,. has had three EPPCs and a number of IEP and IEP reviews.
Her first formal contact with the public schools was through an EPPC.
meeting held whdn sne wa1 two years of age; the meeting was initiated bye'
the POHI school, then still part of the spate university systep. A
second,,,EPPC, was held in,the fall of 1977, *a year later, and the' third was
held in June 1980, three years after the second.

There istsome question as to why an EPPC was not called during the
1977 to-1980 period, especially asa number of placement issues have con-,

stantly, been'preient in Helen's case: Martha reports "wanting to leave
well enough alone;" and also, simpTe weariness at the constant battle to
keep Helen in the private, mainstreamed preschool and primary programs
She-was afraid the delicate truce with the POHI school would crumble
placement was recular-7--anhualjy--nace afor;al :ssLe. 1 may .0e. :nk: :he
POHI school staff felt the same as the Farrells) they too didn't want to
upset a delfcatebalance. Nonetheless,. a major transition in Helen's
educational life took plage last faJ.--from preschool to primary school--
with no formal placement review taking place.

From analysis of the reco rds it appears that IEP and IEP review meetings
'have been conducted regularly for Helen during at leht the last two school
years, These were the years during which she participtted in he-POHI
school classroom program, as well as the private school program, These
IEPs have been held in the fall, the Farrells have been invited and have
participated, and concrete goals have beeftaaid out during the meeting.
The IEP reviews have alsb been appropriately conducted, with advanced,
notification for the Farrells, and assurande of .their participation, and'
with a review of goals set in thefall. Goals established in tne fall have
been used to guide Helen's program as -5ar as can be ascertained.
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If'there has been aRy weakness in the IEP process, ithas been the.
lick ofinvolvement of the private school -staff serving Helen in the pre-
school and primary program. There has td the present-been .no real effort...,
'on the parts of both institutions serving Helen to coordinate planning, and
provision of services. This is probably due to the fart that one of tho&.---44i
institutions is a private school. The IEP prOcess.is viewed. by public
school staff as a prgcess.that they have to comply with. While the' private
school staff have planned ah jndividualized program for Helen every year,
they have done so because they do this for all 4641dren. In particular,
the lack of input from,the therapists at the POHI school as to'what gross

--and.fine mo tor activities and behavior are most crucial for Helen t9 work
on has probably weakened sligntly the value of her private school program.

F.( The Farrells have had no problems inviting people that.they want
present at EPPC.meetings, and these partictopts have been free to-
contribute. At the.recentEPPC, a representative froM the private school i
was in attendance, and made a valuable contnibution to the meeting. The
IEP meetings have generally had more limited participation; probably.
because they are viewed as operationally oriented rather than decision

' oriented. .

1

Least Restrictive Environment

This provision of P.L. 94-142 hasproven to be especially difficult
to interpret and reach 'agreement on in Helen's case. The nature of her
therapeutic needs has been generally clear-cut, and she.has received
excellent 4eriapy over the years. A great deal,of conflict has been engen-
dered, though, over the classroom program most appropriate for Helen. The
Farrells have felt that the mainstreamed preschool and primary program at
the private school is the least restrictive appropriate environment for
Helen. The.POHI- school staff have uniformly felt that their early inter-
yention and primary clasSroom programs--self-cOntained spetial education
classrooms, unambiguously more restrictiveare more appropf.iate fbr
Helen. Physicians, therapists, and teachers from the university Pediatric
Rehabilitation Clinic and the Institute Previously mentioned have generally
Agreed with'tne Farrells.

What has resulted from this conflict of dpinion, at least until the
present, has been a compromise: a shared-time program with .Helen partici-
pating in the private mainstreamed 'rn'oc-ra in tne morninc. anatne
contained POHI program'in the afternoon. The Special Educitionpirector
feels that Helen has had the best of both worlds. 'Helen herself was un-
happy the first.year of this arrangement, happier this year, but both
years a very tired child at ,the ebd of the day. .The Farrells are beginning
to feel that thisu.compromfse.. is a cbmoromiswith Helen's academic future,
especially as she enters first 'grade. That is why they asserted their
feelings again this%year.; risking relatively satisfactory arrangement,

4 in order to achieve an excellnt one.

O
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Since all the available evidence indicates that Helen was thriving
academically and socially in a less restrictive, mainstreamed environment,
what grounds have the POHI staff had for arguing that a more restrictive
is more appropriate? First, they have argued that Helen can have a more.
successful program from a therapeutic viewpoint if her teacher and ther4,-
pists are part of a closely knit team who know each other, and see each
other regularly. Her physical' and occupational therapy can be more full
integrated into her classroOm program'at the POHI school. Second, a
PQHI certified classroom teacher herselfan more effectively meet Helen's
needs. 'Third, thete are many positive aspects to Helen being around
other physically handicapped children. They are people, too,'after all,
and suitable peer modelS in their own way. Also, her "self-knowledge"
needs to fate that-part of her life to develop realistically.

The Farrells have argued, as have others involved, that with some
effort on the part of the POHI staff, effective physical therapy and
classroom support can be provided to Hdlen in a mainstreamed context; there
is no excuse for her to not be in that context. This is especially true
since there are no doubts about her ability,to thrive in that context.
Certainly, extra work will be required of all those involved in providing
educational and therapeutic services to Helen. But the private school
and POHI school are only a half mile'apart.

.Helen's casewould'seeM to be less ambiguous than most in this area,
the trade-offs are fewer, Yet the POHI staff, have seemed to take the
Farrells' desiresr to-haveHelen in the private school as a personal affront.
The Farrells appreciate, and respect the efforts and abilities of the POHI
school staff. :They juSt,want the least'restrictive,'yet appropriate educa-
tional experience for, thei child. They.don't disparage.or 19ok down on
Helen's handicapped peers; in fact,:they.respect these children all the
more because' they know .intimately the courage all of them have. They just
consider the POHI.school environment more restrictive in many ways than a
regular School environment.

Parent Involvement
,

. , .

,The Farrells, particularly Martha. hivebeen actively involved in almcst
..11 aspects of HeleW.s ebucatiibn and tnerapy since the time she was diagnosed
at eight months as havingserqra) 'palsy. Thex have played a role in all

-\ educationaLplacemeni decisions, and frequetitly.Used their rightS-under
the law to influenCe decisions being made., Their !full involvement has been
made poSSible by professionals.who, at 'a minimum, toleratedrthem, any in
most cates"welcomed their involvement. Procedures for involving them have
always been'prese4,-and almost always been,utilized appropriately.- ,-

f.'
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III. 'Major Issues in the Farrell Case
O

The overall impact of P.L. 94-142 in the case of Helen Farrell has
been positive. The major provisions of the law provided the structure
for a process ofevaluation and placement

negotiation which, though notharmonious, has been reasonably fair end open. Without the rights spelled
out in the law;

Helen's parents would certainly have had less influence
over the decision-making

process regarding her placements, and theirconstant push for her'to be in a less
restrictive environment would have

had less precedent and legal justification.

Perhaps the major issue in the case has been the
institutionalresponse of the POHI school to the least

restrictive environment provision
of the law. rt appears that this institution's desire topave Helenparticipate fully (or not atall) in its program has,been more powerful
than any recognition of responsibility to assure the least restrictiveappropriate placement for her. In a more

subtle fashiov, at least a few
staff at that institution appear to have used their

authority--in the
form of control of access to therapy service--to pressure the Farrellsinto acceptihg

a placement for Helen that they did not want.
An aspect of the law that remains to be tested in Helen Farrell''s

case is the continued
responsibility of the public schools to make 4.t

least ancillary
services available to handicapped

children attendingprivate schools at their parents' choice. The Director of Special Education
of Helen's'local

district has
assured-the Farrells that Helen will have

as equal access to special
education services as every other, child requiring

such services, whether in private br public school. Her good intentions
appear to be firm. But the same POHI school that the Farrells

have chosen
not to enroll Helen in next year is the institution

responsible forproviding services to POHI eligible children in private or regtOar public
schools. This whole issue wills be monitored as time goes on.

Helen Farrell has made remarkable progress in'achieving functional
'mobility and physical autoMY. This,is in part duetto the variety ofcompetent physicians, therapists and teachers who have worked with her.,
in part to her parents' love and determciratibn that she have tne best;
in part to her

own.oetermination. She always has been, and remains, ahappy, intelligent,
active child.1

Academically and socially,..the private,
mainstreamed first grade should prove an exciting;

challenging experience
for her next year. A ouestion remains, though: will she get the pnysicaltherapy that has been such a crucial part of ner growth to the present, and

. that will remain
crucial as she continues to grow and change

physically?

f)a
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JOSEPH EDWARDS



I. Introduction

Brief Case Sketch

Joseph is the'only child of Mary and Ernest Edwards. He was born in
February 1973, and immediately diagnosed by the attending obstetrician and
a team of consulting specialists as a Down's Syndrome child'. After the
initial -shock wore off, the Edwards' set'to work organizingtthemselves and
their }fives to meet Joseph's needs. They had tolearn everything they would
need toiknow: what kinds of services Josephneeded, what options were
available, how to evaluate those-options, hoW to work with professionals,
what rights and responsibilities they as parents'had, and what rights Joseph
had, and. perhaps most importantly, how to come toNterms with Joseph as a .

handicapped child and a person. This,casestudy is_largelY a description
of-that learning process and its effects.

Ernest and Mary Edwards are in their early'thirties. A few years
after Joseph was born they decided not to have any more children. Mary
Edwards is tall and slim, with dark hair cut short.' She projects an air
of quick; ntensity and seriousness. Since Joseph's birth she has devoted
herself to his care and education, her concern translating into a growing
activism:on behalf of Jos'eph and other families with handicapped children.
She has worked with various organizations serving handicapped children and
their familieso has taken a course in parent advocacy, has served as a
parent, advocate a few times for families with handicapped children, and has
run a parent's group. She has been invited to speak to students at local
universities, and to,professionals at local conferences. But most importantly
for purposes of this study, she has thrust herself into the middle of Joseph's
education, monitoring the educational proess for him far more closely
than most -parentg, even those with' handicapped children.

Mars has at this point achieved an understanding, depth of perspective,
and ,empathy that she herself acknowledaes is the result of a long and pain -.

. ful proCess. Her struggle to accau, tne nature of Joseph's aisapility nas
,, been difficult. She has gone tiitodgh the mourning. process it is said many-

parents 6f handicapped children go through--shock and bewilderment, denial,
_

anger, hOstility, and anxiety, the beginnings of adaptation, reorganization, °

and finally, ongoing adjustment, Her relationships with professionalS, wnicb
with some justification-=as will ,be described--started-off guarded and some-
what suspicious, have improved steadily over theyears. And-she has learned . 0

how to constructively "work the system" to Joseph's genuine benefit,' educating
herself in the law, and inthe ways of the educational bureaucracy.

Ernest Edwards is also tall, glasses and a diffident manner giving him-
, .

an air--confirmed in his bepavior--of thoughtfulness and Quiet studiousness.
He has worked as a skilled engineering technicia.n, and has recently completed
a bachelOr's degree in Business Administration, working and going'to scho(i)1
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evenings. He has also been deeply committed to seeing t4t Joseph has the \.
best and most appropriate education possibleand has made sure to-visti
Joseph's classroom and participate in evaluation and decision-making meetings.
He and Mary work very effectively together as a team, each bringing different
strengths, but both extremely dedicated to seeing that Jpseph has an opportunity
to reach his as Yet undefined limits.

Joseph himself is friendly, extremely eager to enter into interactions
with those about him, especially adults, and very determined to achieve
academically and socially. Over the years, teachers and evaluators have
constantly commented on his high level'of adaptive functioning--both cognitively
and socially--his desire to communicate and engage the world, and his deter-
mination. He has been somewhat constrained by limited ability in expressive
language, an6 some gross motor awkwardness. But he has adapted well to
these organic constraints, and found effective ways to communicate and parti-
cipate in all kinds of activities.

The Edwards provide a stimulating, educational, and caring home environ-
ment for Joseph. Their house,is full of toys, learning materials, books, and
related materials for him. Martha has'devoted innumerable hours to trans-
porting Joseph to various activities. Ernest, in spite of a demanding"
schedule, makes sure he has time to play with Joseph at home Both parents
have reorganized their' lives around Joseph's situation and needs.

AChronology of Contacts.with Institutions and Service Programs

Joseph and his parents have been involved with various programs and'
services for handicapped children almost continuaily since his birth. Mary's
pregnancy with Joseph was normal.. She was healthy; Joseph was carried full-
tem'fhe delivery was normal. Joteph weighed lbs. 14 oz. Immediately
upon examining Joseph, the attending'obstetriciEnisuspected Down's Syndrome.
Ernest recalls finding out on the telephone--he had been at work. Two things
came to,a4ind--his brother, who was also retarded; and themotioh of Joseph
as physically Both Mary and Ernest recall that the shock of finding
out was tremendous.

One of the nurses at the hospital where Josepn wasborn aiso had a

Down's Syndrop child, and probably sensed what the Edwardt would soon be
going through. She thus asked the attending obstetrician (the Edwards' own
ctor was on vacatonl if she could arrange for a publit health nurse to

visit the Edwards at home. There was no problem, ana the Edwards reteivea
their first visit when Joseph Was eight days old. The public health nurse
visited the Edwards periodically during those early weeks, "to see hdw things
were going ", and provide information about Joseph's needs. The Edwards were
al,p very interested in finding out about available Services for Joseph.
_Thus, the public health nurse contacted an Institute doing research and
running programs for mentally retarded children, attaCh&I to the local
universitYi and also the intermediate educationatPagency special .education
services division.
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Joseph and his parents began
participating...an the early intervention'',

program of this Institute'when Joseph was 12 weeks old. The program
consisted of home visits-by professionals fo share information about Joseph's
needs and demonstra %e activities to enhance his development, some center-
based activities for Joseph, and monthly parent Meetings at the Institute.
Ernest recalls, with some chagrin, the early home visits:

",..the folks who were coming made us feel incompetent;
..they suddenly showed up one-day, we didn't know why

they were visiting...suddenly, here are these people
'coming into your home, telling you what to do-with your
child; also, they weren't truthful with us on some
'things...we were told we had td see a social worker to

.

get services through the program for Joseph,, that it
was part df the requirements for everyone participating
...through records we later acquired we found out that
this was not the ease, they felt that we needed help..."'

The Edwards ha-d a more positive experience with the monthly parent
meetings. Aside from the information shared, these meetings led to the
formation of a parent support group, which Kary chaired from its inception

'-to early 1979, and in which both Mary and Ernest have remained active. The -
opportunity to share feelings, experiences, advice and information has been
very valuable for parents involved. Participationlp the early intervention
program also helped stimulate the Edwards' concern for Joseph's'cognitive
development, which in turn led to their efforts to learn as much as they
could about this area of hulman -development.

The public health nurse also connected the Edwards up with the
special education program of the intermediate education agency serving_, the
county in which they lived. This led to some information gathering on the
part of agency staff, and to the first Educational Planning and
Committee (EPPC) meeting-for JaSeph, which took place in October" 1973, nine
months after Jdseph's birth. The special.education staff participating in
this, meeting-recommended.to the Edwards that Joseph participate either in
the day training centerprogram, a day care center program for. handicapped
children,, part of the county's Mental Retardation Service Center, or a -

day program for multiply handicapped children. They were also offered
ocupational trierapy consultation, speecn tnerapy, and social worker services,
The Edwards decided to 'visit the two cehter-based programs and then select
one for Joseph. They would also continue in the In;titute early intervention
program. t d,

They chose the day training center programs and Joseph was enrolled
for two days a kiv". Buty November, the Edwards had decided to withdraw
,him from that-pro" dlettertothe Mental Retardation Service Center
director, the EdWards wrote that scheduling and transportation conflicts were

:forcing theM to withdraw Joseph from the program. As they now recall., the
more basic reasons were their, satisfaction with the home visit-program, their,

t9
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feeling that Joseph was functioning at a higher level than the other,
older children in the program, and the general feeling that two days a
week in a relatively unstimulating setting would ndt do much for their
child. This was the first manifestation of the activism that would char-
acterize their behavior with respect to the school system in future years.

. They report not being aware of any laws to protect them or Joseph at the
time, but being clearly aware of their rights as parents.

%

Joseph and his parents continued participating in the university
Institute's early intervention program during the 1973-74 and 1974 -75
school years. Reports and evaluations from that period indicate steady
development in Joseph in most areas, with continued lags in language and
grost motor abilities. He is reported as high functioning, active,, and
very adaptiye. These same reports suggest growth in the Edwards--in
continually improving relationships with professionals, in their knowledge
of and persistent interest in child development, and in designing strategies
to meet Joseph's needs.

,

By the fall of'1975 there were indications that the university Institute's
early intervention program was goihg to run out of funding by the end of that
academic year. During the fall of1975, program staff had been visiting a
number of preschool programs in the area, and had begun compiling a record
of them for program parents. 'The Edwards' home visitor recommended that the
EdIdards look at the preschool program of a local educatiohal.l'esearch center
that,had just received a grant to develop an integrated program for hand-

'. capped and non-handicapped children. The grant enabled the center to cover
thecosts of,paPt4cipation for handicapped children. Josephrbegan attending

"'that preschool program in February 1976; at the 'same time he and his parents
gradually decreasedltheir involvemeht with the Institute's early intervention
prograth.

.

In December 1975, the Edwards brought Joseph to the Speech and Hearing
Clinic of another local university. They were concerned that his speech
development was slow. Joseph Was evaluated by the clinic staff, and a

speech therapy-programpwas recommended for him, whith he began in May of m
1976. The therapy combined group s .essions and individual sessions, for a
total of six hours a week. Both*of Joseph's-programs were private, and the
Edwards handled transportation.'

-
-.

In May 1976, the special education division of Joseph's school district
recommended and conducted

'')

second EPPC meeting for Joseph. Staff from all
his-present programs, as 11 as the Edwards, were present. Summer and fail
,options were discussed, and the special education division staff present
recommended that'the Edwards consider placement for Joseph, in a ublic
school preschool program fdr handicapped children. Also reviewed at the
meeting was a report from anevaluation conducted by the public schools' center
for-trainable mentally impaired. The report stated that placement for Joseph,
in a trainable mentally impairedproscaM was,inappropriate, and that it was
"important fcpr Joseph to be in a program that wil. help him.to maintain his
present level-of functioning, and learn new skills."
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The Edwards wanted time to visit the public preschool program for

handicapped children (mostly 'educable mentally 'impApired and emotionally 4
impai'red), and a placement decision was deferred until June. AriAher EPPC
meeting was held in June, at which time the Edwards .indicated thathey
preferred to maintain,the ongoing artlangement for Joseph- -the speech ,*
therapy program mornings and the private integrated preschool program

"'afternoons. The Edwards' prefei-ence was approved for the 1976-77 school
Ye withthe school district payinglfor speech therapy at the college-
clinic, but not providing transportation because of. schedulingi difficulties.

The two programs in which Joseph participated during the 1976-77 school
year were significantly different in philosophy, expectation$ of Joseph,
and atmosphere: While this caused some stress for Joseph--he'functioned
much more effectively when structure and expectations of him were consis-
tent-4'eports'indicate that he made steady progress and enjoyed partici- .

pating in both programs., Progress was particularly notable in aspects of
cognitive development not dependent on expressive language, in independent
behavior, and in appropriateness of social. interactions.

In June 1977, a psychological evaluation was conducted by a public
school psychologist, at the Edwards' request, to help determine the most
appropriate placement'for Joseph,for the 1977-78 school year. Possibly
because the Edwards didn't request one, no formal review of Joseph's
placement was conducted. The'evaluation found Joseph to be functioning still,
in the educable mentally impaired range, with speech continuing to be a
critical problem. A recommendation was made that his placement for the 1976-
77 School year be continued for another.year. s

The same'placement and services were in fact continued the following
year. Joseph continued.to profit from both programs, but some concern was
voiced by the staff of the speech clinic that Joseph could use a more
structured educational'program than the private preschool program, one that
demanded more expressive language. The private preschool program staff
report that Mary and Ernest Edwards were very active parents--visiting the
classroom frequently, asking advice and offering suggestions about how to
more effectively meet Joseph's needs. As one teacher there noted: "they
demand more support than most urents"we-work with, which is both rewarding
and frustrating." That.orograso nag a name visiting component, ana name
visitors were consistently impressed with the stimulating home environment
the Edwards had created for Jose

In March 1978, the Edwards requested a comarehensive evaluation for
Joseph from the university Institute' that had served them from 1973 to 1976
through its early intervention program. They requested the evaluation because

. they wanted documentation is justify. enrolling him in the local school, .

district's developmental kindergarten (for edudablqment4lly impaired and-
emotionally impaired) in the fall. Although this was an independent evaluation,
paid for by, them, they knew that they h:ad,the right to have this, as well as-

. I public school reports,, considered EPPOomeetings. They-anticipated an

)
.A *-1
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EPPC meeting in May or June,1and wanted to prepare as much evidence as
possible supporting their placement desires. Also, they had experienced
what they perceived as an inadequate evaluation of Joseph by the school
district in 1977--focusing,too much on I.Q.--an hey felt a more comprehen-
sive evaluation would more accurately reflect oseoh's,abilities

In May of 19787-Joseph was now five years old--a fourth, EPPC meeting
was held. The independent evaluation findings were ip fact presented at the
meeting, and became the basis for Joseph's recommended,placement.' The
findings indicated that Joseph's Main problems.co tinued to be in the areas .

of language development and gross motor develop nt; that Joseph would have
trouble functioning in a regular kindergarten- e needs both alot of
structureand individual'attentipn--but that e private,integrated pre-
school program was no longer apftopriate; th t his per'fo'rmance seemed to be
frequently below his capabilitieS; and that "his parents have spent much
time in teaching Joseph, and the (positive) results of cognitive testing
show this."

Based on these findings, and reports from his teacherS and therapists,
-it was recommended that Joseph be enrolled' to the fe4-1 in the above-mentioned
developmental kindergarten, and that he receive regular speech therapy in the
school setting. The Edwards agreed with both these recommendations, feeling
that they had received exactly'the recommendations they wanted from the /

f
committee.

The Edwards' preparatio s for this EPPC meeting began to reveal a
pattern that has since been observed in later EPPCs. The Edwards have learned
how to use the evaluation and decision-makjng.process mandated in,P.L. 94-142
to assure placements that they feel areabst appropriate for Joseph. They
use independent evaluations, for example, to justify changes or continuation
in placements.. They seek out professionals to assure that the latter are
aware that they, the parents, have strong preferences for Joseph.- This
creates a climate where it is expected that the Edwards will have a clear;
justifiable opinion when decisions are to be made. While their activism
has led todttrained relations with professionals at times, it has also led
to placements.for Joseph where he could grow cognitively and socially to his
maximum potential.

The first public school Ipdividbalized Educational Program (IEP) was
developed for Joseph in September 1978.1 (The.speech'clinic had developed
one the previous year, and the private preschool did individualized Planning
for all children.) The Edwards were not present, but were consulted by
phone and through contacts with Joseph's teacher. AnQuai (goals ror tne
overall IEP were'given as "language and cognitive development', listening
and fine-motor skills." Objectives were identified only by.the phrase
specified, in the EMI curriculum guide.", This first IEP was not very

'As has been mentioned in other case reports, in Michigan the EPPC is
the settingfor major program decision ;nakin"g and planning, the.IEP

.

for more,detiled goal setting.
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detailed, and future ones--in June and December 1979--were just as tele-
graphic It appears that he EMI curriculum guide serves in that setting
as the IEP for the classy om program for most retarded children considered,
like Joseph', to be in th educableCrange. (Joseph's.speech IEPs'have
always been alot more detailed:).

A
4eJoseph_adjued slowly tlutsteadily to the new environment and its

deTands. There were many transitions during his half -day program, and
these were very stressful'to him. Also, hethad always Teamed behavioral
expectation frolii observation of these around im--through modeling and.imita-
tion. His handicapped peers reportedly, were not serving as appropriate role
models for him. Thus, he, was picking up what his parents felt was socially
very inappropriate behavior. SpeeCh therapy was also, reportedly, difficult
for Joseph. But all repOks from that time indicate that he tried very hard
to meet expectations.

In February 1979, a public school re-evaluation of Joseph's cognit
functioning was conducted' by-a-p'sychologist serving the school Josep
attended, The r'eport from that evaluation indicated that, at age 6-1
Joseph's,del;elopmental level was generally about three years; his I.Q. was
in the'upper trainable mentally iTpa.ired range; that he had a short atten-
tion span,and was moody.' The psychologist recommended re-evalyation for
t e county's tgainable, mentally impaired center, although one more year in
th EMI Xindelarten was appropriate. 'The Edwards were very upset by the
fi dings.

Partially ip response to the findings, the Edwards had another indepen-
dent evaluation vf Joseph done in May 1979', this evaluation using a develop-
ment t assessment:batteri. In'direct respOnse to the findings they wrote a
lette to the s,ctibol district, to be inserted in Joseph's'records. They
pointed out that-Joseph had deMonstrated he could Obrform certain tasks and
had manifested cognitive abilities not demonstrated in the testing. They-
pointed out that:they were aware that Joseph sometimes doesn't perform up
to his capability in testing-situations, and-they believed that wag the
case in the February testing. The independent evaluation; conducted by an
occupational therapist at.the college where the Speech clinic was,hbused,,
recommended coulnuec conSizeration for EvI olacetent. A third eval.,a:ion,
conducted by the,publicschoolgtrainable mentally impaired cent staff,
recommended the same., noiihg4.111.XJoseph was functioning in the edu be
range,..and that he was afiigh"rinctibning Down's Syndrome child: Th se
evaluations, and the Ecwarts'dissatl'sfaction with josepn's school perience
that year, set the stage for his next ERPC.,'..

o the Association for Retarded

Joseph's fifth EPPC meeting Was held

he il

May 1979, when he was six years
old. The Edwards brought an advocate fr
Citizens; the school district's Director or Special' Education participated;
the principal and staff of the schodl housing Joseph's developmental kinder-
garten participated. The first part of the meeting was devoted to a review
of Joseph's progress, and a a of evaluation findings. His classroom
teacher and speeb therapist noted uneven :progresi in Joseph that year, with
continuing problems.in appropriateness of behavjor in school, and in expressive
language development. The two evaluators reviewed their discrepant findings,

, 4
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and then engaged in a long argument about why their findings were so
different. The psychologist who had done the February evaluation that
had so upset the Edwards kept insisting on the accuracy and true represen-
tativeness of the lower scores he had found for Joseph,. Thd trainable
mentally impaired center psychologist argued that, while he agreed that
Joseph's-performance was uneven, "I believe that if he can achieve the higher.
score (at least some of,the time) we ought to give him the benefit of the
doubt."

At thatrpoint, the meeting moved on to a discUssion of the options for
Joseph for the 1979-80 school year. These included another year in the
EMI developmental Rindqplarten,xeular kindergarten, with teacher consul-
tant Services, just regular kindergarten, a self-contained special education
first-grade classroom, and wegula4- first-grade with teacher consultant
services. 1111 options included continued speech therapy. Mary Edwards was
asked her preference and'said that she would prefer regular kindergarten
with teacher consultant services. She felt Joseph wasn' making progress
in or enjoying the'developmental kindergarten; that he n eded normal
children for more appropriate and positive behavior modeling; and that'she
didn't want him'to spend so much time playing next year:

The principal noted at that point that he would prefer a gradual
transition to a mainstreamed classroom for Joseph. He felt an abrupt
change would be "too'big a step,'' too oyerwhefining,for Joseph. Since
Joseph'adapted'slowly, he could be started out selected activities such
as art, gym, music. The teacher consultant who would be the one ,to work with
Joseph, said that from whkt she had heard she couldn't decide whether or not
Joseph would profit from, the change to a regular kindergarten; but it was

' clear he needed to develop work-study habits.

Mary Edwards Pointed'out again that Joseph learned mainly by modeling,,
and she wanted Normal peer models for him. She asked for clarification on
how long the transition would take, and whether a 'plan would b developed.
The principal assured her that the transition would take place when and as

, appropriate during the fall, and that a concrete plan would be veloped.

The 1979-80 year started with Joseph in the developmental kindergarten
once again, receiving also regular, individual speech therapy At the eno
of September the, Edwards went in to talk to the principal abo t plans for
Joseph's transition to regular kindergarten. He reportedly ave them the
impres'sion that the transition process would begin in "a cou le of weeks."
late in October, Mary .Ecwards came in to observe josenn, an the teacher
of the developmental kindergarten told her that the princi al had no inten-
tion of_totally moving Joseph to a regular classroom; at ost it would just
be for selected activities. Mary returned home extremel upset. She went
over the minutes of the May EPPC, and.it appeared to'her that by that point --
the end of Octoberthere'should have been,a plan for Joseph's transition;
also, that the extent of Joseph's mainstreaming was to be left open according
to the plan.
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At the end of Octobels the Edwards met with the principal again, at their
request._:Durng the meeting it beame clear that his and their interpreta-
tion of the EPPC recommendations were clearly -different. While to the
Edwards it was clear that Jo %ph would.eventually be participating fully in
a regular kindergarten that year, to the principal this was not at all clear.
He suggested another EPPC, to be held in'twp days. There was no reason giyen
for such a short turn-around time. Nonetheless, the Edwards agreed, and
also.managed to find,an advocate to accompany them.

The EPPC 'meeting occurred at the beginning of November. The principal
acknowledged that, regardless of differences in interpretation of'the last
EPPC's 'recoMmendations, the school should have developed a plah for Joseph
and begun implementing it. But there were enrollment problems at. the scnQol,
preventing the &election of an appropriate kindergarten for Joseph. At that
point a discussion took place concerning the wisdom of a ,gradual, open-ended
transition from self-contained special education to regular kindergarten.'
Two participants invited by the Edwards--both former teachers of Joseph with
special education backrounds--argued in detail and convincingly that a
gradual process of mainstreaming Joseph in 'increasing increments over time
was not appropriate and possibly harmful*to him.- It was agreed ttik he
functioned best when expedtations were Consistent, structure was clear, and
simple, and when his day did not have too, many transitions. To put him in
a "transition" state for too long a time would be harMful to his educational
progress. Mary Edwards' main concern was, to get Joseph out of the develop-
mental kindergarten as soon, as possible, The school 'staff did not at this
meeting express any disagreement with the Edwards' desires.

As a result of the discussions, a c+ear and unambiguous recommendation-
was arrived at that self-contained special education classroom services
would be terminated, and placement in a regular kindergarten with teacher
.consultant services would be implemented, within three weeks. November 26
was set as the last day the change could be -made.

By the end of November', a kindergarten had been selected for Joseph to
attend, but siCkvess first on hig-part, then onthe teacher's part,
prevented hi,Q 'front joining that class until January. The class and teacher
selected for Joseph were the Edwards' first choice, and they were very
satisfied. (They wanted a teacner who was warm, but wno was also authori-
tative,, and could set clear limits.) This teacher reports that when Joseph
arrived in her class she knkw very'little about him. Sh'had no IEP for
him, and was not aware of any that had been aeveloped. in short,'she felt
unprepared for him. Nonetheless, sne tinaerstood her goals for him to oe
mainly socialization; that is, the incOlcation and enhancement of age
appropriate social behavior. Academically, she saw herself to be "in a
holding pattern," with him. .He needed a lot of individual attention and
guidance that she simply had not time to give him; and, she said that she
didn't know anything about special needs children.
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In observations of Joseph in that classroom situationiit appeared
that this teacher was handling him excellentlyx.setting limits, yet being
supportive and warm, treating him as a person tirst. While' Joseph was
learning a little--mostly througn_imitation of other children--he wasn't
getting the individual attention with cognitive tasks that he needed. Ht
was nonetheless veryhappy and very engaged. ('The class has a part-time
aide and student teacher who were able to work with Joseph.)

Soonbafter Joseph began attending this kindergarten- -still for one-
half day each day- -his teacher andLhe Edwards decided that it would be
too disruptiveto his adjustment to be taken out of the room for teacher
consultant servicesz especially as his speech therapy was continuing, and
he regularly left the room for that. Thus, during the January to June
period Joseph did not participate in the teacher consultant program that he
was eligible for. This undoubtedly affected his academic progress. /But,
it became clear as the year progressedkthat the Edwards.' main goals were
to enhance Joseph's social behavior and work habits, to.make those behaviors ,and habits more age appropriate. (To facilitate this process they had
enrolled Joseph in a preschool center, a few mornings a week so he could.get
all of his:playingstill necessary' -for him-- done, and be more prepared to
work in the afternoon.)

4
IF

In fact, Joseph's months in the regular kindergarten were very positive. .
His parents and teacher report a lot of improvement in his behavior, an /
increase in autonomy, age appropriate behavior, and social -interaction skills .4'
Hiss lack of expressive language continued to prove extremely feUstrating, to
him. But he was communicating on, Ms own quite effectively. ',The change in
him after he left the developmental kindergarten was veported and observed
to be marked. Much of this change was apparently due to a remarkable teacher
who expected Joseph,to be competent aid to exhibit, appropriate behavior.

As June approac ed,'the Edwards began preparing for what they were.
awdie was going to e a major transition 'point for Joseph--entrance into
first grade. Kindergarten was riot appropriate for him anymore--he was -too
old and big', and he was not profiting from it academically. The question
,was what kind of first grade mould.provide the most profitable and appropriate
experienu for him. They looked at the elementary program of the private
educati6hal researcn center where ne nag had sucn a pokitive prescnool'

.

experience: They observed at a couple.of the elementary schools that were
likely placements for him. One thing was clear to them, they did not want
Joseph in a special education self-contained primary classroom, and they
probably didn't want a shared-time program. Joseph's experience& in the
special'education kindergarten had closed their minds, o. those options.

Joseph's seventhEPPC meeting was held in late May 1980. He was
seven years old. In attendance were the district coordinator of special
education, an advocate, the principal and key staff from Joseph's current
school, a psychplogist from the school he would likely,attend, the Edwards,
and a former teacher from the private integrated preschool program. Once

4



again, Joseph's progress was reviewed. His improved social behavior was
described, his academic frustrations and achievements, and his centinued
'slow language development. The psychologist asked if, in the opinion of
those working with Joseph, he was stall developing cognitively. It was
left as a question at that point.

Options for placement for the 1980-81 school year were then discussed.
It was agreed that special education or regular kindergarten was, no longer
appropriate, because of Joseph's age. The main options emerging were
regular first grade with teacher-consultant services, or a self-contained ,

EMI primary classroom. Both)vould includecontinued speech. The principal
of Josgph's current School once again expressed his reservations about
mainstreaming Joseph. "Given the evidence,-" he said,"a self-dbntained
primary EMI room is most appropriate' He was thinking in terms of Joseph's
academic needs.' His speech thdr4pist, teacher consultant, and the special
education coordinator agreed. His regular kindergarten teacher said she
hadn't made up her mind yet.wbat 'was best for him. (It was brave of her
to dissent from her colleagues; this writer has not sien that happen often.)
His Omer teacher from the private Preschool wanted to know more about
what each option would be like--"it depends on the attitude of the teacher
and composition of the class," she felt. x,

The psychologists then asked the Edwards t. rgue their

q,"I know you ddn't writ a self- contained special edUcation class
for Joseph; I,want you to explain why. Traditionally, a child
functioning 'Ike Joseph wbuld be in a self-contained class\; in
a first grade with 28 kidsin it, containing a wide deg:la:mental
range, a teacher has alot to do already---nonetheless, 'Tt as
been done; we do have a .couple of kids like Joseph mainstr,amed
in the district..."

Marj Edwards said'that they preferred a regular first grade for,,Joseph,
with teacher 'consultant services. She sajd.they'd seen alot of progress.
,in Joseph since he switched to the regular kindergarten. -14-le has, always been
uncomfortable with special needs peers,'and expectations of him were lower"
ier the special education class. she arc Ernest had worked very hard do nave
Joseph's'behavior as close toage- appropriate as possible., and they didn't
want tp lOs4 those gains. She felt, also, that it would "just be a step
backward for him,to go toa'self-contained clasSroom again." Finally, she
said that he may fail in academics, but they wanted nim to have a chance to-
try. '"If I felt he- was uncomfortable I'd be the first to:take him out," sne

-concluded.

ErnestEdwards, who,. as u sual, had been largely silent the whole meeting,
then Summed up their feelings:
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.,if he fOls, then he's had the opportunity to try and
fail; but we have to give him the opportunity to fail at
the'highest level; that's the most we as parents can
strive for.:."

. -

Various reservations continued to be raised, as the Edwards madetheir case; but clearly they were going 'o have their preference accepted.'It was asked why Joseph hadn't used teacher consultant services. Maryexplained and then said that the disruption of having Joseph pulled outof class wasa lot less within a full-day program, such as the regular
first grade would be: A shared-time (halfLday special education, half-day regular education) program was offered as a possibility. The Edwardsdid not want the discrepancy in expeCtations. Finally, it. was agreed that
Joseph's placement would be regular first grade at his lOcal elementary
School, with eligibility for maximum teacher consultant services (actualservices to be worked'out), and no less than one hour a week of speech
thtrapy. An IEP would be developed fh September; based on this placement,
and reviewed ten weeks into the year'to see how things were.going for
Joseph. The comi4ttee wanted to keep all possibilities open for himc-

4
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II. The Edwards Case and the Five Provisions of the Law

4

Protection in Evaluation Procedures

Joseph Edwards has had regular and thorough evaluations since
the time of his first EPPC at age nine months. Evaluations have been
conducted by almost all tbe institutions that have provided service to
Joseph, and certainly byill the major institutions. The Edwards have always
been informed of upcoming evaluations; have always seen the results, and
usually had an opportunity to discuss those results. The available evidence
indicates that evaluators have beep appropriately trained, have made an effort
to create a comfortable climate, and have selected age-appropriate,instru-
ments and techniques. Finally, evaluations conducted have been used to
helparrive'at placement decisions.

Yet evaluation has been a problematic issue in Joseph's case, due
primarily to the Edwards' feelings that too much emphasis has been placed
on I.Q.. scores, and that standardized instruments do not adequately reflect
Joseph's functional abilities. The Edwards' dissatisfaction with standard-
ized measures that prbvide primarily quantitative scores of potential and
ability h ve led to their arranging for independent evaluations for Joseph
on three ccasions, all before important placement decisions were to be made.
In a rela d fashion, the Edwards' have always tried to have placement
decisions eflectnot only,what Joseph can't do, but what he can do. *Thus,
they have attempted-to make sure that his da -to-day functional abilities

91

are described in.placement meetings and thr gh evaluation documents such as
school ,reports and observation records. 0 ty one occasion they have asked to
have an evaluation report amended to more accurately reflect Joseph's abilities.

Joseph's first independent evaluation was conducted by the university
Institute that had provided the early intervention program for him, and
was, far more comprehensive than a school psychologist's report would have
been. (They knew this from experience--a prior school psychologist's report
ip 1977.) Joseph Was evaluated by a team ,that included psychologists,
special educators, occupational and,phySical theranistskand-a nutritionist:
The findings included descrilbtiv.e aata on ja"on's functional,aoility in
a number of areas,as well as practical recommendations for programming.
Theiaformation from this evaluation did in fact form the basis for the
placement decision Madedt an EPPC meeting'soon after.

His second, and third-independent evaluations.were areangedfor in
response to the February 1979 evaluation by the school psychologist, which
Offered a very pessimistic' appraisal of Joseph's intellectual potential and
abilities. One ofthese was conducted at 06 cost to the fdwardsby the-
-county's trainable mentally impaired center.. As has been noted, findings

2 from this evaluatio'n indicated that while Joseph's perforMance was erratic,
his potential and abilities were still in th educable range% and that since
he was a high functioning child,,he shbuldb given the benefit of the doubt
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when there were any questions. The second of these two evaluations was a
development 'assessment, conducted by an occuoational therapist at the college
where Joseph had had speech therapy. It. also presented a more optimistic
appraisal thanthe February evaluation. Bog of these independent evaluations
were considered and used during Joseph's spring 1979 EPPC meeting.

The Edwards have also insisted, when they felt it was wacessary, on
adding amendments to Joseph's eval6atton records. In the February 1379
evaluation by the school psychologist, for instance, they ihdignantly refuted
a finding that Joseph could not recognize letters or most numbers by writing
a letter, to be included in his records, and by reouesting that school reports
contradicting this fi.nding be Placed in the records. Both the letter and
the reports were considered during that spring's EPPC, along with the
February evaluation.

The Edwa'rds, on behalf of Joseph, have thus'clearly taken advantage of
and benefited from the protection in evaluation provisions of P.L. 94-142.
They have insisted that evaluation data used for oracement decisions reflect
more than I.Q., and include Joseph's abilities as well as his disabilities.
They have used independent' evaluations to broaden the basis for judgment
about placement' decisions. Without their efforts and this protection it is
possible that Joseph would by now have been placed in the county's trainable
mentally impaired center, cutting off his opportunity, as Ernest Edwards has
stated it, to try, and perhaps fail, but if so, fail at the highest level.

Procedural Safeguards

The procedural safeguards provision Of P.L. 94-142 has generally had -
a positive' impact on thp evaluation, placement, and programming process for
Joseph. A regular, clear-cut process, known to the Edwards, nas always peen
followed.. They have generally known how to protest, contribute, and other-
wise' shape that process (die to their own research'into their rights, and to
Consultatpn with advocates). They've received written notification of.
meetinpfwell in advance, except in the one instance in November 1979.
'Assurance of the Edwards availability to participate in such meetings has
been sought. .The Edwards have lad access to ,,nd ,eceivec JDon reoues7 all'
materials in Joseph's recoras. They nave peen ape to. reaue amenaments
and have successfully had records amended at least once (unsuccessfully at
least once). AnPthey have had and used their right _to ,independent evaluations
for Joseph,

The local educational agency involved has generally been very sensi-
tive to the Edwards' concerns and desires regarding Joseph.. The Edwards
have always been able to.bring anyone they wished to EPPC and other meetings.,
Also, in the one instance in wnich they Were upSet about an ongoing pldcement,
they were able to have an EPPC meeting arranaed promptly (almost too promptly),
and were able to have Josephis placement modified. The Edwards have never
had to resort to threat of or actually begin due'process proceedings.
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Mary and Ernest Edwards have come to be exceptionally aware of theirrights under P.L. 94-142'and Michigan's state law for.handicapped'children.They have shown skill and judgment in using these rights to assure what they ,have seen as the most appropriate education for Joseph. As one teacher ofJoseph 4as noted, their.concern for and activism on behalf of Joseph has beenboth frustrating and rewarding to professionals involved in providing himan education.
I

qndividualited Educational Program

In his early years, programs for Joseph were clearly individualized, andplanned to meet his and his parents' needs., This appears to be fhe case for;'the early intervention program of the university Institute, and the private
integrated preschool program.. But in the last two years, there is some
qUestionabout.how truly individualized Joseph's program has been in the
self-cOntainedspetial education kindergarten, and then the regular kinder-' garter. While the letter of the law has always been observed for, Joseph,,it is not clear that the intent of the law has been.

In 4eneral, Joseph ha's had IEPs developed for him every year, usuallyire the early fall. Meetings to develop his IEP have not always included
the Edwards, but this is in part due to Michigan's two-step system of EPPCand then -IEP. Nonetheless, the Edwards have always had,input into the 'forMulation of goals for Joseoh., at least op the, phone or in informal
meetings, if not in formal 'IEP meetings., In the last two years there have
been 4EP review meetings in the spring,-and the Edwards have reportedly
attended these as well. Also, IEPs have always been developed for speech
therapy, .es well' as for Joseph's classroom progr'am.

,

. .

A question, nonetheless, arises when the content 'and implementation
of'Jcisephs IEP is examined. First, with respect to performance objectives,the last two IEPs,,both for Joseph's kindergarten programs, have included,
only the statement "as -specified -in.the EMI curriculum guide." Mary Edwards,'recalls that some specific' objectives for Joseph were discussed; but they .:are not described in the plan itself: The IEP has hot reflected, in Joseph's
case, specific objectives for him, based,on his unique abilities and needs.
- Rather it;hat re'7ected an intention to use a standardized p'.:Irricu1um c: taedeslgned -0rchildren functioning within a fairly wide range of abilities,
'and whose:handicapping conditions may be'different in nature. Also, without,
specific'objectives designed for Joseph in the fall, it has been difficult .to maintain an.i'noividualized zrocrem dur'ing tne year, ana measure Joseph'sprogress to that.program,in :ne spring.

,

With respect to Joseph's actual program, obseryations and interviews
suggest that his classroom experience during at least the last year
been based,more'on grjup activities than on individualizeb activities.
Josephs regular kindergarten teacher, in particular, reported that sign had
not seen Joseph's IEP. She formulated her own goals for him, based on
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conversations with Joseph's mother. -These were primarily social innature. Joseph's academic program was basically ideWcal to that of his
non-handicapped Classmates, with his teacher helping and guiding him asshe hadtime. Due at leas n part to a lack ofan appnppriate IEPeforJoseph's clasroom .program, is academic progress has been limited this
past year, in spite of efforts by his teacher to work on areas the Edwardsfeel are important.

Least Restrictive Environment
-

As in a number of other cases in the study, this provision of 1'.L.94'-142 has prbien difficult to interpret and reach agreement on in Joseph's case.Consensus on the definition of least restrictive
appropriate environment inJOseph's case has been extremely difficult to reach. His parents havegenerally argued that the least restrictive environment in which he could

still function and feel comfortable socially was the best environment for
him.' They have felt that he learns primarily by modeling and imitation.,-
thus, they want hsim to have peer

models.with-age-appropriate behavior andabilitie5. The Edwards have rejected the position of almost tit public schoo4staff who have worked with Joseph--that academically he.would profit mostfrom a self-contained
spcial education,classroom-Itecause when he was in a

self-contained special education classroom during the 1978-79 year, he didn'tfunction well'at all.

0 It appears that that one negative experience has hardened the Edwards'resistance to special education classrooms, although they are aware that inthe near future Joseph will begin to fall dramatically behind his age-matesin academic ability. His lack of expressive language will also continue togrow as a factor in consideration of most appropriate placemerit: active-*learning, learning by manibulatlon of materials, decreases steadily in thepublic schools as children grow older. Regardless of josepn's particular
negative experience with self-cOntained special education, the Edwards
have generally been less conservative, and the school system more conser- z.vatiye 44 defining appropriate placements for 'Joseph.

A number.of strategies have been used-by both the Edwards and theschools in negotiating placement 'or josech. 1N"nen Joseph t,. as younger. theEdwards simply withdrew him from public schooT program - =this was first
done when he was less than a year old--and found whit they considered tobe appropriate private'placements for him. Both the Edwards and the '
schoois,have used evaluations as tne oasis for arcuinc placement. Theschools have always left placement cecisions open for review some wee,jcs
into the school year. (This has benefited the Edwards at least once,)
'The schools have used Joseph's medically defined handicaphis being a
Down's Syndrome child - -as part of-their argument for .defining particularplacements. The stereotypic view prevalent in much of the literature
that.Down's Syndrome children are usually hot "educable" has certainly
contributed to a lowering of expectationS for'Joseph on the partsof school

'7
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psychologists and special educators. (In at least a few instances, evalu-
ators have noted surprise in finding Joseph to be so "high functioning".)

The Edwards have always warked hard with Joseph at home, to enhance his
performance on school - related tasks; knowledge of that fact has led at
least one evaluator to question the reliability of his findings. Problems .

in evaluating the ability of a basically non-verbal child have also. been
present'at times. Joseph's scores on multi-faceted test batteries have
also been variable enough to make interpretation Concerning his level of
functioning - difficult. Tothis point,.professiortals involved have been
persuaded to give Joseph the benefit of the doubt. It is,not clear that
this will be the case in the future.

In spite of differences in opinion, the*looal educational agency
serving Joseph has been generally, sensitive and responsive to the Edwards'
desires. His placement has always reflected their wishes, and never haVe.
any of.the educators or testers involved consciously sought to undermine,
placement decisions. The school, districts' openness to the Edwards' wisnes,
combined with their own determination that Joseph be educated to the extent
possible with non - handicapped peers, has'led to positive impact in Joseph's
case for this provision of P.L. 94 -142.

Parent InvolveMent

The impact.slathis provision of P.L. 94-142 iii.the Edwards' case has
been amply i lusf.ted in discussion of the above provisions. Mary and
Ernest Edwards have seen consistently and significantly involved in identi-
fication, referral, e aluation, placement, and educational program determina-
tions for Joseph. This involvement apoeait to have had a decideasimoact'on
dedsio-nis made concerning Joseph's placement; Both private and public insti-
tutions serving Joseph and the Edwards have made considerable efforts to
accommodate theEdwards' activism, even when that activism seemed to the
professionals involved misplaced or overbearing. That activism was
recognized as the Edwards'.right and responSibility.

The Edwards'iinvolvement wftn ,:vseon's special needs has come at no
little cost to theme They have devoted lheir leisure time".to meetings and
support groups, to obse'rving Joseph in school, to talking with teachers, to
preparing for meetings, to transporting Joseph from setting to setting, and
to acina as advocates (in Mary's case; for otner oarenls. They nave
learned all tney could apout josepn's codni,eive ana soelal needs. Finally;
they have devoted enormous emotional energy to seeking appdopriate services
for Joseph. Their lives--particularly Mary'shave revolved around meeting
Joseph's needs. P:L. 94- 142-has provided a vehicle for first releasing and
then channeling the considerable energy and commitment manifested by the
Edwards on Joseph's behalf.

a,
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III. Major Issues in the Edwards' Case

'WO

.1

The overall impact of P.L. 94-142 has been positive in the Edwards'case, both from the perspective of Joseph and his parents, and from theperspective of various institutions involved in serving Joseph. The lawhas provided a framework for negotiations, and a basis for mutual under-standing ofrights and responsibilities among,all involved. Interpretationof the law has proven to be problemmatiC with
respect to defining least

restrictive appropriate environment.- But interpretation of this ovisionhas been worked and re-worked within'a consistent framework.e

In the last two EPPC the Edwards have.successfully argued 06r place-_,ment of:joseph in a l'ess restrictive classroom
environment, yet they havedone so seemingly at the expense of academic progress for Joseph. Hisregular classroom teacher this pasekear;simply was not prepared--through

training, classroom materials, and prior experience--to meet his,academicneeds. The decision,not,to use teacher - consultant services further limitedJoseph's academic program. Whether the likely social gains of pla5:ement
next Year in a regular first

grade classroom can%bg complemented byacademic progress remains to. be seen. $oth'the EdWaPds and tne other parti-cipants at Joseph's May 1980 EPPC agreed on'one tjing: more importantthan the:act'that a'classroom is"special 'education or regular educatiOnby name is the climate created by the teacher through her expectations forand attitudes toward the special, needs child:'

sJdseph:s-participation -in the university Institute's'early interven-tion'program, and later Tn the integrated preschool program of the privateeducational research foundation, appear to have enhanced his funttional
abilities, and, ivconsistently,'his performance on stSndardizea tests.Equally as importh,t, the EdWards' early contacts with educational protramsfor Joseph enabled them to gain useful child

development knowledge andpractical ability to influence institutional decisions, both of which w16-rlate'r employed,in.contacts the publit school system, As Joseph, enters.first grade the Edwards are uite .sophisticated in° "working the system" toassure their desired placemen for Joseph. The school system has respondedby keeping pl'actment a 1:11:ic tring, a",ways, 1.eavino open zne possiollizy of'changes if Joseph is uncomfortable in or not profitingfrom a particularprogram.

The Edwards' continue to have hian exoectations forijoseon., They au.aware that increasingly difficult years lieahead for nim'infran acaaemic sense.At some point, it appears that he will have td begin participating more fullyiri a self-contained.special education program. But before.,Wpectations for'him begin to be defined even more by hishandicapping conditibn; they wantJoseph to have an opportunity to strive for the highest level,of cognitiveand social functioning that he can achieve.. Theywill,continue to useP.L. 94-14 as a vehicle to assure this opportunity, .4
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Brief Case Sketch

I. Introduction

---Barry Marshall was born in July, 1969 to Judy and Ronald Marshall. Atbirth, Barry was diagnosed as having hypertelorism, low-set ears, undescended
testicles, hand anomalies, deficiency of,the scalp tissue in two areas, and
swallOwing problems. In addition, during his first month of life he experj-._
enced several periods of time when he would turn blue for a few seconds.
From birth on throUghthe following years, Barry was in and,out of hospitals
severalgtimes undergoing surgeries and evallations. Nis physical anomolies
were accompanied by other pro+Ms (e.g., slikech) which evehtually showed up
during the many evaluations he received over time, and has had the greates\
impact on his educational placements.

. ,2
Barry's family is close-knit and affectionate. is parents are both

36 years old and he has a brother, Jerry, who is fourteen years old., His
maternal grihdparents live next door to the Marshalls. Since the Marshalls
live in a semi-rural area; Barry has lots of outdoor space to play Judy
Marshall takes Care of three younger children on a regular basis (a pre-
schooler, toddler and infant) and displays the same.affectionate concern
and reldxed temperament with therm as she does with her own children. The whole
family, as well as thi-preschoolers, are learning signing in order to communi-
cate more effectively with Barry.

Today, Barry Marshall is an active, friendly ten year old who uses signing
along with some verbal expression as hii means of communication. He enjoys
swimming sports and riding his bike. He has a well-developed sense of humor,'
laughs easily, and enjoys playing games with adults. He is attending a local .

public school and has been placed in a self-contairied classroom. HigInother'
reports that he is being'mainstreamed in art, music-and,gym, but she is not
happy with this arrangement. Her feeli s about Barry's placement are discussed
in later sections of this report.

Chronology of Contacts with.Institutions and Service Pro ams

At six months of age, Barry was Omitted by his family to a large hospital
- in- a city near his home to be treated for a suspected case of meningitis.
Although meningitis proved not to be the source of his illness, Barry'was
retained at tne nos4ital for zfurther testinc in relation to his congenital
anomalies. When ne was released,' one Marshalls were advlsevthat tneir son
should be evaluated and treated by several departments within the hospital
during the coming year. B1.4,-,although the advice was given, no specific
appointments were scheduled,and ho inforniation was provided to the parents
as to which department(s) would be contacting ,them or shod be contacted
by them.

'Therefore, the next contact with the hospital occurred in 1971 when Mrs. ,
-Marshall became concerned about Barry's eyes uaon noticing a film that seemed
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to cover the eyeballs. While Barry was undergoing eye surgery at the
hospitals Mrs. Marshall inquired.further about possible treatment for Barry
by departments with4he hdspital.

At this point, Mrs. -Marshall was referred'to the resident psychologist
who started the-numerous evaluations of Barry. Over the years since he was
born, Barry has-been examined by over 90 prafessionals in over 20 institutions.
He has undergone three surgeries for the.undescended testicles as well as
eye surgery. He, continues to be followed by the hospital's eye clinic and
the dental cl-inia and oral surgery is planned within the next year or two.

At this writing, Barry has .had nine' Educational Planning and Placement
Committee (EPPC). meetings, and there have been three hearings in connection
with two placement decisions. He js.currently multiply diagnosed as

Ik
&earning Disabled, Educable Mentally impa and Physically or Otherwise
Health Impaired; how this sityation came ut,is described below. Treat-
ment'at preSent!toncentrates heavily on speech therapy, with signing a more
recent addition, with the.aim o'oimproving Barry's communicative skills.

The EPPC process was started fdr the 'Marshalls with the implementation
... of the state's mandatory Special Education Act of 1973. They received a

letter from the director of the special, education center in a neighboring
intermediate school district where Barry was receiving services at the pre-
,school level, This letter Stated that,,2,,dueto implementation of- the law,
Barry could'no longer be enrolled automatically in their program.. The letter
madp:itclear that .Barry now became the rescIpnsibility of his own local or
intermediate scnOol;district and that' those officials would have to provide

-' siietial-iducation,services. While nothing was mentioned in this letter''

conFelling*the "pracess required under the law, the parents were informed
aWley,,must personally request special education services fromtheir own
qat'tqitrfct; ---

.

Dut talak o appropriate programs in Barry's own local and county
s hools,"fipwe4e', Barry was plated (by EPPC decision) back in the neighboring

intermediate shdo+Aistrict's special education preschool classroom. In

Januagy-of,1974 When' the .first EPPC was herd, placement was based on the
evaluations;of that.dfstrict's psychologist. .To. quote his evaluation report '

of Barry at aN four lyea,rs. four -cntnss "His eorssive lancuage is
markedly,-eta'rded ana accounts for tne major aeficits - -in vocabulary, ekpres-
sive language per se, and his ability to" indicate comprehension of spoken.

... _.. language and rElidie7mediat6ied problems. The gap between his receptive and
"-T--

expressive le'ncuae, is very woe. ang -ay recreser: a 7r.:ential for s..lostan-
tial'gainssii: neiearms to use ex:resislve ,.7.:ngli'ag'e, or olcnif7cant loss as
-he becomes olaerril'he is-unable to use abstract languaae. It is-on.the
question of-language'development that future educational planning must be
based,"

'

Barry's seEend EPPC was held at his local intermediate school distriEt
and is indicative of the ongoing probleMs involved in nis placements. The
meeting was held in July 1974, when Barry was five.years old. The following
major issues regarding Barry's evaluation and plactient were identified at
this meeting: -
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Evaluation

Langume development is a major problem for Barry and intensive
therapy is recommended for five days each week.

Barry is able to follow directions andlo carry out simple tasks.

Barry needs more stimuthtion.

Nysical involvement does not limit Barry.

Realities for placement

No distinct preschool program is available for educable children
in Barry's county.

`TheThe special education director suggestea as a possibility for an
incounty placement, a kindergarten setting with intensive supportive

'help from the intermediate office because such a program would
(a) offer modeling and (b) avoid busing. 'The.dit'ector stated that
Barry was,theSnly preschool educable mentally impaired child known -
in thQ county. The /local school principal stated"that,there were
25-30 children in kindergarten and he was apprOensive about Barry
-going-into this regular classroom where readiness for first grade
is primarily stressed. He agreed that a preschool educOle mentally
impaired program would be ideal and that Barry needed transportation,
to such a program.

Planning possibilities

A component could be created for Barry in the county's nursery
.scnool by fall of 1975.

A situation tould be worked out for Barry in nursery school which
would tak4'care of the tuition since state funds could not be used
but local funds could.

1

A type A center (a special education classroom for educable, physi-
cally handicapped, cl-ditld en) elementary school placement for Barry
could be made, with addi iona involvement in reaular kindergarten.
Although Barry was elicib b age for the type A elementary procrams,
the local.school brincipal felt this would not be the best'brocram
for him because there was, not enough indiviolual help available. He
also said that the youngest child in the existing type A program was
seven years old, and that there were already 25 children in two rooms.
Barry's rents objected to thi's program, too, because Oere was, in
their opinion, too much..babysitting and not enough competition. Con-
sequently, other possibilities were to be investigated, and the com-
mittee decipectip meet again in two weeks.

4-
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After the s4Xond EPPC meeting, the local school principal forwarded a
letter to the district special education stiff presenting a list.ofspecial
education programs he had investigated) Hea-ep6rted that three school di'sc
tricts refused to accept tuition students; one school district program was\
,only at the discussion stage; mle scnool district had a Half -dy program witn
emphasis on learning disabilities and emotionally impaired; and one district
had a private mainstreamed half-day program.

The third EPP', held in,Aiugust1974 at the local school district
offices, resulted in the'MarsHalls asking to observe the private mainstreamed
preschool classroom suggested on the principal's list of possible Programs.
Also at nits Meeting,. suggestions were made as to where Barry would receive
speeah-th%pepy services. The Marshalls'eventually Chose to enroll Barry in
the private preschool program in the fall of 1974 and have him receive speech
theral5y from a local university's speech and hearing clinic.

A fourthqPPE was conducted for Barry in NoTember 1974 atthe private
school located in the neighboring school district. A discussion of Barry's
handicaps resulted in what now appeai's to be a pattern in this case. The
county special education director suggested that Barry be defined as educatle
mentally. impaired. The local school district psychologist stated that per-
haps Barry should be described as leprning disabled. His teacher from the .

private mainstreamed preschool classroom stated that she sawhim.as more
speech/language and physically impaired, and agreed with the school psycHblo-

gist that learning disabled was a possible diagnosis in this case. The
special education directbr mentioned that Barry had been considered for
placement in the localschool district's Orthopedic Room. Mrs. Marshalq
made it clear that she did not cegard the Orthopedic Room as an appropriate
placement for her son, nor did any ,of the other professionals wno had contact
with Barry.

Conflict arose when'the.special education director reported that he
would not recommend to the intermediate district superintendent that the
district reimburse the costs of Barry's transportation to the private main-
streamed Preschool. The local school district principal stated that, under,

, those,circu7stances. he would have to recon7erd alternate orocramhlinc for
Barry. Mr. and mTs. :la.,.sral 0/ere very cisD!.easec et :his :urn of eyents.
An argument then ensued about the possibility of setting up a program in
the local school districtfor Barry and several children like him, and the
adequacy of such a DrdraT-. Mrs. m,arsnall 17ade tne cojnt that she would
like to .:serve such a nrooram and De cer:ain of lts .e.:istence Defore acreein::
to place Barry in it:

. .r

Discussion continued as to possible alternatives to the transportation
dilemilja. The director of special eaucation noted that the Marshalls had
the right to appeal the deciston for no reimbursement and a chance in place-
ment. (The Marshal s, in fact, did appeal, after two mcire EPPC meetings.)

)
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The refusal to,pay for Barry's transportation to a private program apparently
had a basis in then-existing state policy. (A month later, the.Marshalls
received a letter from the school principal notifying them that the state
depetmentof education would not approve reimbursement of transportation
for Barry to the priVate school by the local district.)

Alternative prOgramming for Barry proposed at the November 1974 meeting_
included: 1) that,Barry be served through the local public schdols as soon `

as possible., regardless of the reimbursement issue; 2) that Barry be served
through the private'school until the end of the year, if the state would
creimburse-at least 75% of his transportation costs (as mentioned above, the
state later refused to reimburse any of.ivis costs); and 3) that Barry be
served indefinitely by the private:school.

The issue of Barry's handicap was againsraised.'It was agreed that he
should be evaluated, for the first time, by a diagnostic team from his
intermediate school districtpqrior to a December (1974) EPPC meeting.

The psychological evaluation was conducted on:December 6,1974 (Barry
was five'years and five months old). Statements from the report follow:

"Without aid, Barry did not correct his errors, needs much
structuring of tasks."

"Receptive language skills are much more advanced than expressive-
skills:"

"Based on his performance on a non-verbal ihtelligente test, Barry
is functioning like a mentally impaired Oilad. However, it should
be noted that Barry displays an-uneveneis 'of profile that is atypical
f these ,children. For this reason, psychological re-evaluation
could be done at least yearly."

Recommendations from the report included: 1) extensive speech therapy;,

1 2) emphasis on language development; 3) scheduled periods of gross motor
activity .(not to be confused with recess); 4) primarily non-desk activities- -

Barry is more at the free play stage; 5) whenworking on academic tasks,
Barry will need much individualAWention from an adult who can structure
and organize the task far him.

The fifth EPPC was thenheld' on December 11, 1974.- The local principal
outlined his plans to develop an appropriate program at the local school far
Barry: The university speech clinic director testified that Barry needec an,
intensive speech program and that with a behavior control program, he could
sit and do work. The local-school speech therapist stated she could not
give 11/2 hours of speech daily to Barry. The county special education
director stated one hour a day would be possible,by "bumping" existing
lower priority Children from caseloads of other speech therapists.
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Once again, the Orthopedic Room at the local school was,sggested as.
an alternative placement since there still was no agreement in Barry's diag-
noses. Mr. Marshall said they would probably appeal such a decision. At
.this point, the EPPC voting members were polled regarding Barry's handicap.
The proposal voted on was that Barry was diagnosed as EMI (educable mentally
impaired), LO (learning disabled), and POHI,(physically or Otherwise health
impaired). All voting members approved this multiple diagnosis. Those who
did not vote included: the university speech clinic director, the university
speech pathologist, two local speech thefapists,the teacher from the type A
classroom, 'an occupational therapist and the Marghall's parent advocate.
Those who did vote included the local school principal, the school psycholo-
gist, the parents', the special education director for the county, and the
private school teacher,-

The special education dtrecto'r then recdmmended that Barry be changed
to the local school's Orthopedic Room on the following Monday. The voting
'members reached a tie vote on this recommendation, so another EPPC meeting
was set. ;The three dissenting votes were cast, by both parents and the
grivte school teacher. The school principal stated that he would take
Thder consideration adding a speech therapist to the list of'voting members,
at the suggestion of the Private school teacher. Here it' is clear that the
Marshalls were able to Ipring about the continuation of discussion (in the
form of yet another EPPC meeting) and to affect the form of decision:making
(adding a speech therapist as voting member) through their active participa-
tion in the EPPC meeting and theirs votes; there is no question but that they
had at this point an equal voice in decision - making for Barry's education.

The sixtliEPPC meeting was held in January )975. Tht local
principal stated that the school's afternoon EMI'(educable Mentally impaired)
program was then in operation. The other half-day alternatives would bthe
Orthopedic Room (under a POHI classifitatiOn) _or EMI placement with older
children, which the principal did not feel wou d be approdriale for:BrrY.
The question of-the amount and,type of speec therapy Barry would require
was then'discussed. The special education director protested that he could
not subscribe to Barry's receiving one daily hour of-individual speech therapy
because he did not have the staff to provide this service to everyone, an4
that Barry.shoulc receive the sane treatTent as otrIer cnildren in tne dis-
trict with parallel.disabilities. The'Seprotests wereigripred in the 4,group's recommendations.

Prior to Zporovind recommendations. the parent aavocate Pointed out
some reasons for tne MarshaJls'.frustration with tne continuing series of
EPPC meetings. She stated'that the Olarshalls were basically satisfied With
Barryrs curr nt placement ih the private school and dicinot want to change it;
instead the were asking for transportat4en reimbursement.. The advocate
also state that when alternatives were introduced at the meetings, the
parents were not. being provided with any specific curricular or program
descriptions'about them.
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The committee then produced,the following recommendations:

Barry should receive one hour af individual speech therapy daily,
Ous'one.hour of 'group language;

II- Barry would assigned to the POHI room fora,hajf'day, and to
the EMI room for a half-day;

A written evaluation of the total program would be produCed by
two months after the present date;

The program would_start within two weeks;

Barry's program would include integration with normal children
in supplementary acttyities such as.music, gym and art, and

dithat,it would encourage Barr tofbetome more independent.
00°

1 It should e noted that the school district felt it had done a considerable
amount of ommodation to the Marshalls in reaching these recommendations,4.
both in t e double plaCement and -the extraordinary amount of speech therapy
scheduled The amount of mainstreaming was undoubtedly viewed by the school
district aff, also, as appropriate; but it was not specified in detail
to the paren during the meeting. The Marshalls were initially fairly
satisfied with results of this sixth EPPS-meeting, bUt after receiving
the meeting minute and detailed written recommendations, they rejected
the recommendations .hd asked for the first of three heari.ngs.- Mr. Marshall
_testified at that he ing, held in late March 1975 at the local school
district offices:'

"It all goes back to the original goal for Barry, getting a
place with normal children--with normal speech stimulus., We
are not meeting the original recommendation. He is an ortho-

st,pedic, learning-disabled child now. He is approachihg norm4lity
and is being put down again. 'With. an aide and teacher, we
were talc( it was impossible to put him into a classroom of
30."

ti

."` After mud discussion, involving the Marshalls' lawyer, the hearing was
adjourned. Another hearing was scheduled in April, and once again in May,
agvn at the local school distriEt offices. Findings were forwarded .to the
state department of, edudation, and a decision renaered in favor of the l'ocal
public school system. The hearin'g officer did recommend that Barry snould
receive a.POHI evaluation by a physician specializing in this area.

Upon studying the decisi-on, the Marshalls! lawyer advised them to
pursue further actions at their local school level. These have brought"Barry
to his current Setting (at ten years of ,age)--in a self - contained EMI class-
room,-and mainstreamed in music, gym and'art.

Details of the Marshalls' interactions, ith institutions, agencies and
officials over the.years since 1975 are discussed in the following section,
dealing with the impact of specific proisions of the law.
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II. The-Five Major Provisions of the Law'
As They Relate to the Marshall Case

Protection in Evaluation Procedures

The Marshalls have-used evaluations repeat dly and effectively in
pursuing appropriate placements for Barry. The aware of their rights
underN4this provision of -P.L. 94-142 and have exercised these rights on
Barry's behalf. This provision has worked effectively for this family as
far as the letter of the law is concerned. The Marshalls have very positive
feelings about the number and quality of evaluations conducted on Barry,
but they have not been satisfied with. the placements which have resulted
from these evaluationS. Their sense of the "rightness" of their son's
evaluations is very strong. To quote Judy Marshall: "I feel we have j,
enough reports by experts, enough data that say Barry must be given mole,
than he is gettings not just me, his mother, demanding."

Each year the Marshalls do face more evaluations despite their sense
that Barry has become more and-more "test-wise" and more adept at manipu-
lating testers. Judy Marshall states, "I continually tell them that he
will manipulate a male and he should know most of those test's by heart but
they still use males and again this spring (May 1980) he was evaluated again."
Barry's spring was a busy one as the summer speech camp director requested
another evaluation (administered in March, 1980) because Judy Marshall,
wanted signing to be part of Barry's speech program:during the six week
summer camp. It does appear that there could be more acceptance on the
part, of professionals of test results and less pressure on the child and_
patents to repeat a process, over and over.

In sum,*the law has-provided"the Marshalls with the Mechanism and
protection to accompliSh a major task--they do have a sufficient number of
well-conducted evaluations of their son. "Barry has been evaluated in over
40 different situations, by professionals 'in six to eight different institu
tional settings: And theMarshalls will continue to do what they have
been doing--use the evaluations in their battle to obtain an.appropriate
placement for their son.

Procedural Safeguards

Atlthough the letter of the procedural safeguards provision has b'een
,followed, placement rulings have pointed pup differing interpretati4ns of the
law by Barry's parents and local school district officials. The Marshalls
have used the legal procedural safeguards to the fullest extent possible.
There has not been a breach of tOe parents' rights or lack of proper Prior .

notification in relation to either the EPPC's or meetings regarding the
Individualized Educational Program.(IEP) for Barry. The Marshalls have
attehded all of the placement and program change meetings to which they have
been'invited4by notification letters.`jhey have exercised their rights to
refust consent prior to placemegt on tWo occasions. This provision has also
provided the Marshalls with the opportunity, nine times, to disagree with
the decisions'made for program placement for their son.
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0 The Marshalls feel that this provision gives parents a strong voice
in the process of placing a handicapped child. -Ihey have seen all diagnoses
and relevant reports prior to placement meetings and they know who is making
what recommendations, the information upon which those recommendations are
based, and, finally, they know they have the right to accept or refuse
placement.

App

While it is quite apparent that this provision gives the parents
the right to due process, hearings if they disagree with a
recommendation for placement, the Marshalls feel that, ih their case,
their efforts have become exercises in futility because the placement
rulings have all been in favor of the .schools. In 1974, under the State
Special Education law Barry was placed in a mainstreamed program in a pri-
vate school outside the local school district. After observing gains in-
Barry's development while he was enrolled in that program (e.g., better
concentration, ability.to plan and execute an activity, improvement in
social skills), the Marshalls believed they had found a program that met
Barry's needs. But since this particular mainstreamed program was in a -

private school outside the Marshall's local school district, the local
district ruled not to provide transportation to the private school. School
officials believed they were able to provide an appropriate educational,
program for Barry locally. The controversy over Barry's placement appears
to be centered around the definition of "appropriate". The law states
that each handicapped child is entitled to "a free appropriate public
education." The Marshalls feel the "public,education program" offered is
not appropriate; the school.officialt feel their program is appropriate.
P.L. 94-142 has not mad4 any more,tor less, impact on these decisions.

The ruling officer, in attempting to resolve this different- of op ion,
has determined that the letter of the law has been met; there has been no
breach of constitutional rights; the EPPD's have been conducted,properly;
ancrthe school has attdmpted to provide an adequate program to meet Barry's
needs. At this time, then, the Marshalls have accepted the ruling and ape
trying to work constructively with the district (see next sections).

Individualized Education Program (IEP)

Since Barry's placement in 1977 in the local school district program,
his mother has received proper notification of the IEP's and she has attended

'these meetings at the school with the teachers and speech therapist. Because
of thefmajor role tne EPPC1s play in a cnild's Diacement in 1icnican, Mrs.,
Marshall at first aid not comprenend tne.value of the y'arly ,IEP process
at the local school level. She soon found, however, that the IEP meetings
provided n opportunity for her to monitor the curriculum being used for
Barry. He attitude ndw toward the IEP's is quite clear: "I didn't pat
much stock them'(tne IEP's) at all and didn't really think that much
about them. f a sudden, I find out it's a review, like an EEPC,
except that it's not an educational change...and I did get signing put in

IEP."
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At this (June 1980) Barry has spent, a full school year workingon goals set out in the 1'979 IEP. Judy;, Marshall, attended Barry's latestIEP in April (1980). She said 'that she felt the JEP looked good on paper-but felt it did not always,go as planned or requested. "You assume.it'sgoing on', but you discover someday along the line that some things haveslacked 'off or, stopped." Judy had pushed for signing - -a positive way .for
Barry td,communicate with others-:-and saw a plan set up to allow for this.
Judy was .traveling to another city to an elementary school (at her ownexpense) taking signing classes to be part of the plan to.provide Barry
with a means to communicate with less'frusttation. However, over theschool year the well-planned

collaborative program seemed to disintegrate.While the speech teacher set up a program of signing an speech threetimes a week and started o work with the EMI classroom teacher, this
program lost momentum during the year. JudY,feels thi happened becauseBarry is not hearing impaired; therefore, no one reall feels the need towork on signing. "They act as if it's some whim of m ne. It seems like
they (educators) would want to do 'anything that would let Barry get hisideas and needs across, let him work and learn at hi highest potential.I know I'm the person who has to push for this (signing) but I don't
know the right words to use. I never could come up with the right,languau.
If they would take out the 'mother image' and give me some credit for
intelligence I'd feel better."

There also appears to be an issue of IEPs piling up and a feeling on
Judy's part that they are carried out in assembly line fashion. "Theytake two days and just push IEPs. There are so many forms and paper work.
I feel I can't get much accomplished.

It's like Barry is just being
pumped through the system. I can't help iput wonder howmuch of the IEPis done because it's law and how much is done out of genuine interest
in Barry reaching his, potential ?"

While Judy Marshall appreciates the opportunity to be a part of the
planning for Barry's individualized education program, she has identified
some potential weak "links" in that process. How does a parent monitor
what is actu'lly happening versus what was planned on paper? Are professionalsoverwhelmediby the rules, regulations and reams of paper needed to upholdthe law? If that is the case then it is done at :he excense of carryinc
out the law in proviaing tne :Individual educational program" to tne child!'
Judy Marshall's question stands--"Which is the most important to my child?"/
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Least Restrictive Environment

The Marshall's, have paid a high price in terms of physical and emotional
energy to guarantee their son the least restrictive environment, placement.
Barry has been processed into and out of three educational settings since
1972. The Marshalls have gone through nine EPPC's and two hearings to get
him to his current setting, which is still a compromise--a second choice--as
far as they are concerned. The schools, however, feel they have met the
intent of the law by providing a program for handicapped children, including
Barry. They have housed this program in one school and 'it covers LD, EMI,
EI, POHI, TMI'and SM. The Marshalls had the optibn of either accepting
the local program or paying for Barry's education and transportation them-
selves if they decided to leave him in the private school and mainstreamed
setting he was in at the time of the hearing.

The Marshalls have, in a sense,.invested the largest part of a consi-
derable effort in getting Barry placed in what they believe is the least
restrictive environment in which he can function appropriately- -a mainstreamed
setting. They feel that this large, investment of energy and resources has
produced the least gain, in that they have been completely unable to get
the mainstreamed setting they want. While they are clearly. satisfied
wi.th the changes obtained through their efforts, and with the amount of
control they have had, they feel these small gains will always be over-
shadowed by the fact that they lost the "larger battle" of overal place-
ment. 4;though theEPPC recommendations included in the options placement

D in 'the inivate schdbl in which Barry was enrolled at the time of his hearings,
they,did not provide for, reimbursement from the local school system., As
Mrs. Marshall stated, "the private school program was no longer an option
for us under those circumstances."

The.Least Restrictive Envirdnment Provision appears to bring about the
greatest disagreement between the public scnools and their strict inter-
pretation of the intent of the law) an4the Marsnall's quest for the most ,

productive Least Restrictive Environment placement for Barry. The due
process right to refuse consent has been painful and at times costly for
the Marshalls. They tried to absorb the costs of sending Barry to the
private school for a short time but found it prohibitive.

The MarshallS have used all five provisions.of the, law, but lean
heavily upon the Least Restrictive Environment Provision. They have used
it appropriately and, on occasion, effectively for Barry's placement.
But the law cannot protect tnem curinc tneir meetincs with tne professional
EPPC committee members. It is auring tnese nignly cnargea, too often
polarized meetings, that parents sucn as the Marshalls feel threatened
and inadequate in trying to do the best for their child. Mrs. Marshall
has shared thege private feelings with us: "Where I have been put down
the most is at tne EPPC's. You're the parent- -and that's the limit. And
I feel threatened at that point. If they would talk to me like Thad A
little bit of intelligence...I brought him into the world, 'rye got the
problem, and I'm living with it...I'm goiny to have him all ofhiS life.
So--give me some credit--you know?--that I nave some sense of wnere we
.should go with him."
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Parental Involvement,

In 1971, Judy Marshall returned with Barry to the hospital where,
in 1970, he was admitted on suspicion of meningitis. She thus took the ini-
'dative in getting him started on the series of tests and evaluations
that had,only been suggested to her the previous year That Was the
beginning of the Marshall's long:-term involvement in seeking appropriate
medical and educational services.for Barry. .They have made it a point to
stay involved. They visit various educational programs that have been
offered as optional placements for Barry. They observe in the classroom
and talk with the teachers and therapists in order to understand just'
what the. program will offer Barry and determine if they feel it will meet
his needs. They have sought out and taken into consideration professional
direction and advice relevant to Barry's educational welfare. They have
responded to all notifications of meetings and hearings. They .have main-tained this vigilant involvement while'feeling at times extremely frustrated
and "put dowh" by a professional cadre that has continued to grow each
year, at each meeting, at each evaluation, and at each program,placement.

In 1976 the Marshal's, discovered that their satisfaction in finding
an appropriate placement for Barry, in a mainstreamed classroom in a privateschool was, to be short-lived. The local school -system would not continue
to provide transportation to this program. When it became apparent to
the Marshalls that they might have to give up this program, they turned
to the provisions of the law, using the process appropriately--but lost.The Marshalls say that they have no complaint with the process itself.
Their parental rights are protected through)ut the process. The larger
question they pose is,"Is it worth all that it takes to go through the due
processshearings and lose so often?" Again, the Marshalls want the positive
aspects of their*story told, as well as the negatives. They feel the
process is worth the 'effort. As a result of the last-few EPPC's, there is:now a real, special education program in their local school. The school
district has made an effOrt to hire appropriate teachers and therapist's.
The Marshalls feel that It was their - fight for Barry's right to a free and
appropriate education that was instrumental in pushing the school into

.developing a program that is benefiting other families with handicapped
children in tneir rura4 area.

4Mrs. Marshtll states:. "In a multiple handicapped-child where do they
gear their decisions? Services to the greatest handicao--or the least?
Why has no one at tne scndols or EPPC meetings recommended a Learning Dis-
abled progham for Barry? All of nis evaluations stress nis abilities
being limited by speech, not physical handicaps. Has anyone asked us to
observe with them (the professionals) and talk it over? Who cares? Do
we. (parents) say, 'Well, he's in a,program, don't=rock the boat, I've hadit, no More arguments, no more prdblems?' Me, as a person, I say it's like
going to a job, do a good job and you get a chance for advancement. Itshould be like that for:Barry, A chance to do better. I keep asking these
questions, and are we,doing our best? We, the parents, and 'we', the
schools?"
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At the end of the 1979-80 school year Judy Marshall 'is expressing.
some real concerns for Barry's future (which also includes heeluture)4.
"Time is slipping away from me. Next year is, his last year at the elementary
school. Have we done our best for him? I just don't know."

The Marshallsicontinue to stay` involved in Barry's educational process
at times at their/own expense. While they have-appeared at all the meet5ings,t
he4rins, evaluations, etc. that professionals have summoned them to,
they feel that their input is rarely taken seriously. They-had floped to
advocate, use the law and bring about a better education for Barry by
being "involved.," They are beginning to show sigWof "burn-out.",.

. .. .
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III., Major Issues of the Marshall Case

.

In the prkeding. sections of this document, the relevant -impacts
of the law-and related issues were documentei for each of the five major
proyisiong'of P.L. 94-142. This section presents another way of looking
at notable.features of the Marshall' case, features that cut across the
major provisions and highlight areas in which, adherence to the spiht or
intent of the 4w does not'necessarily equal adherence to its letter.
These areas 'also represent aspects of the present case that the researchers
will continue to follow up and explolb in greater depth in the future.

Ongoing Placement

Judy and Ronald Marshall have invested themselves heavily in.their
quest toprovide the best educational envie!,5nmentlbssibje for Barry.
This has- been a financial as well as emotional'hardship on this couple.
Mr.-and Mrs. Marshall want Barry to -have more challenge and opportunities
to be with normal Children in a normal learning environment. It appears
that placement io a program woviling the least restrictive environment
will continue to be an issue with this famiiy as Barry continues to move
through the school system OW the next several years. Mrs. Marshall's
analysis of her dissatisfaction with Barry's current placement is,as' follows: .

"I don't particula y.agiee with mainstreaming at this
Idealistica my heart-- that's,the way I'd like

it to be. Butt don't thThk it'sdoing the job that they
expected--what their ideali'stic ideas for it were. It's not
working for Barry. Now he's getting mainstreamed. What

. they call mainstreamed is music; art and gym. And I. say,
whoopee. I would rather they keep nim witnin the (elf-

4 contained) classroom. Gym? -Fine.' Now that's somethinghe
3*, can do with other kids if the teacher is willing to

'work With him.' Music and art? I feel they are the losers...
Barry is the loser. The teacher does not have time to spend
with 30-some students and Barry.

%s

*.

I don't know epout tne other counties around here, out ours
- has'every special education class within one building. I

feel one building's teachers shouldn't be burdened with all
the mainstrearnea kids. Here tney've got LO, EI, POI, TMI,_SMI
and EMI.. You can't excect tnem ,:ne teacners, to take all
that. 'They (the'childen) should be placed in different
,schools. I don't think fn public schools you have the freedom
to make those kind'of suggestions, you know, as a parent."
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Judy Marshall continues to feel strongly about Barry's placement.
At the end of the 1979-80 school year, Barry was evaluated once again.
Judy talked with this evacuator about her concerns over Barry being removedfrom his EMI'classroofi so often in the name of mainstreaming. Her state-
ments and questions were valid ones. We would like to share them: .

"At Barry's elementary sch61,the 'normal' kids get to
school, go to their classroom and stay together. They go
out to recess and lunch and out to gym class. All the
rest of their learning is done together. 'Now the,kids in
Barry's J classroom are expected to go out of their
class.rUm or speech, art, music, gym, and some go for math
anereadjh . These are handicapped kids who are expected
to learn in this kind of in and out, all day, everyday'
environment.., They (handicapped EMI) need the same, if not
more, continuity in their lives as the normal kids. It's
not fair to them to continually take them in and out of their
classroom. And all in the name of mainstreaming! The naval
and handicapped play togethgr't recess and gym and socialize
at lunch. The handicapped kids go 'one-or two pt a time into
these normal art and music classrooms. It's like segregation,
not mainstreaming. They are never a real part of thAt class-
room--just an 'outsider' who drops in once a week or less often
in some, cases. We are asking more of the handicapped child
than we are the normal ones. -Who are we mainstreaming then?"

lik

, Facing the Realities of the Child's Handicaps in Relation to His Future'

Barry is now'll years old and rapidly outgrowing the "cute little kid".
stage. Judy and Ronald Marshall are starting to take a look at the life-

'long commitment a child with Barry's limitations necessitates.. They
bklieve they have accepted the fact that he is handicapped and feel they'
understand his handicaps as'much as possible given his uncertain diagnosis.
They, are worAing diligently toward improving his, means of'communicating
with' his world. 'They feel many'things he does point to the .fact that his
inability to communicate narroers his progress. No one can really tell them

o where he will go,developmentally because of his severe speech impairment.
One tester related that Barry was having a problem drawing two oyerlapping-4.
circles7 He pondered his plight a few minutes, then removed, his glasses'
and'traced around tnem to create tne two overlapping circles.' it is at
moments like this that parents such as the Marshalls feel a tiny hope
spring up again;rthat makes the battle to provide every possible oppor-
tunity for.him to le4rn worth it all.

The Marshalls take advantage of every opportunity to provide Barry
with contact in the world outside pbme and school, including shotrt stays
away from home. In 1979, Barry attended a summer speech camp for two
weeks. His mother laughingly points him out in the group picture he
brought home with him. 'Look, there he is with his tongue stuck out. I
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guess thatws his general opinion of going away to.camp for two weeks."
She also shared some insights with.us concerning their attitude toward

.4* Barry's future, regardless of how uncertain it looks- now at 11 years of
age. Her remarks are verycandid:

4 . .

"We are already talking about going to speech camp next
. year (1980), and he's alreAdy saying, 'no way.' I tell him
'you don't have a choice, Barry: toes-wnat, if it's good
for your speech., you're going.' Oh, I think he feels good
about it, its just that he's very closeto ,us and we tend

y'
to be very close to him. I think being' awa is not his
number one goal in life but I've got news for him. He's
got to get used to it, because he is going to be doing a \
lot more of it in tne future. If its at all 'possible for
him,' I'm not going to babysit him for the remainder of his
life. He's g ing to have to do somethinb, go somewhere, and
function some ow in this world. As much as I would like to
protect him, eve done more than'our share of that.( He's
getting to be a big kid now.'

..--

Some major changes have taken place in the Marshalls' lives since
JUdy'sabbve quote in the fall of 1979. Barry older brother expressed
interest in going toa Christian Academy in a southern state-. A cousin
was attending and therefore he was familiar with the school. The
Marshalls visited,the academy, talked it over seriously as a family and
decided to let Jerry try it the 1980-81 school year. It was not anieasy
decision for the Marshalls to come to. 4t will mean both a financial
and emotional strain. The family is ver close-knit and they sense that
they are going to miss each other a great deal in the beginning. _Judy
stated:, 'Although Jerry. has never come right out and said anythihg, I'm
certain part of him wants to get away from Barry.- Barry takes a lot of
our attention and energy I know. He also demands more of Jerry too, now
that he's getting bigger himself. I think Jerry needs this chance to

' get away.and we'll give it to him. It sure won' be easy and.we've told
him. 'We are still the parents here and we will continue to make decisions,
rb if you don't like it say so, and you can come home.'" The'Marshalls

ceived official notice in June that Jerry has been accepted and is expected
at the school on September 2', 1980. J9dy said Jerry had the card on his
butiitin board with the date underlined.

.
.

iAnother interesting turn of events that is significant to the case
study,is a decision on the part of itiellarshalls to move to another county.
Over a year ago a friend of Judy's invited,her to go visit some group homes
for the:handicapped in an adjoining county. Judy was quite impressed
with the physical appearance of the homes and the manner in which they
were governed. She inquired aboutoputting Barry's name on awaiting 'list

" even though he was only ten at thetime. She was informed there was a
seven-year waiting list; therefore, 'it would be appropriate to get an
application in early for a child. While pursuing that notion, Judy
discovered they also had job openings for caretakers to cover weekends.

Zko., l' ,
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he inquireefnto that possibility for herself and was eventually hired.
S e does the cooking and manages the house and clients over a weekend
periOd.covering Friday evening to Sunday evening. Before taking this job
another major family discussion/decision sessiory was held as it meant
Judy would be away from home and Ron and the bo&s would te on their own.
Sincejierry's school tuition was going to be an additional expense,
everyone agreed to try out this arrangemeht and to date it has worked out
well fois the family.

.

Probably the most significant decision this family,haS made recently
in relation to their handicapped child is the one to move into one of
the residential group homes as "house parents." A new one is being built;
this year with a large wartment (two bedroom) to house a family. Oudy,
would then do the managThg, cooking and supervising the clients on a full-
time basis. Of course, Barry would then live with them in the apartment
but be able to socialize with the other handicapped clients. The depth
of the Marshalls' concerns for the entire family surfaces in Judy's remarks ' .

concerning this decision:

"We decided not to risk everything on this move. We will
not give up our home out here in the country. My parents
have agreed to come and livein it. I've taken both boys

Ilki with me on several occasions to the group .home I. work in
to let them get the feel of it. Ron c still do his job

- from that county as it's right on the border line., Also,
Jerry will be going off to the academy so he will not be
there full-time. We are going.to try it and if it works- -

great--if it doesn't then we can come backto our'own
home. It has to work out for all us*"

7
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I. Introduction

Brief Case Ach
%

Larry Corwin was born in July 1970. His development appeared normal,,- to his parehts during the first two years of his life. His birth historywas alsoreported to be normal. When Lar..ry was two, his parents noted thathe did not seem to understand commands, nor was he able to indicate hiswants. Whenhe was four his parents, increasingly concerned about hislanguage development, brought him to the speech clinic at a nearby univer-sity hospital. Apart from delay in 'language development, it was:discovered
-that Larry had.a profound hearing loss in his right ear, and a mild lossin his left earl Larry also had a history of multiple ear infections duringA, his early ye rs.-

During the next few years, as Larry's contact with educational insti7tutions increased significantly, wld periodic evaluations were done, acomplex diagnostic situation developed. Larry's hearing loss was unques-tionable,,but he was able to understand speech that was clear, reasonablyclose, and not confounded by surrounding noise.' When he was five', teachers
and evaluators observed Larry to be functioning socially and intellectuallyat a three-to four year old level. His strengths were in his affectionateand friendly interactions with othees; his desire-and willingness to takeon special tasks; and in his ability to learn when problems were presentedin a visual mode. His problems were primarily in his high distractibility,hyperactive behavior, short attention span, inability to respond to direc--tions, and need to control Social interactions with peers. Anxiety andfearvec..e also noted in his behavior at times. .one teacher noted that hewas "very considerate.of other children who had been hurt or who seemedsad."

This pattern of behavior has. continued, with slight modifications, tothe present. Larry.is now close to ten years old, and his intellectual -and social progress has been described brotqachers and evaluitors as limited;he is seen to be functioning at about the levered a five year old. It. a appears that the demands of schooling have peen generally overwnelming.forLarry. His cognitive skills have improved onlytmoderately since he wasfour or five years old. Socially, he seems isolated, somewhat fearful, andextremely easy to upset.

. AC
None of the records of evaluatioris and observations,"or-the profes$ionalst who have had contact with, Larr over the years, seem to be able to identifythe causes of tarry's broolems. There is a feeling tnat his hearing,impair-

ment has something to CO with it; that emotionally Larry is an extremely
"needy"'child; that,perhaps there-is some minimal brain damage. But whetherthe effects of a hearing problem have been magnified by emotional problems;,
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whether intellectual-retardation is due to emotional impairment or some
organic condition, are simply not clear. Larry's parehts and teached have
noted that his hearins_is selective--he hears and understands when e wants
to. But-he all,to06,6ften uses his hearing loss to "tune out" reality.
Many of the social and intellectual demands of daily living appear painful
to him.'

Larry's eduCational historSSreflects the lack of consensus about the
causes of his problems.- Upon recognition of hi hearing loss and its-

on his language development, Larry's patents started him in speech
therapy at the university hospital cjinic and nursery,schpol at a prihte
nursery, school in August 1974. MiArarrangement was continued until Decem-
ber 1975, when a decision was made in Larry's_ first EPPC that Larry 4iad
made enough progress in his development to place him in a egdlar public,

.

school kindergarten on a, trial basisfor six weeks. He was then five'aftd
a half years old. His. behavior in the public school kindergarten was seen
as inappropriate to that setting, and a second EPPC meeting in March 1976
led to a new placement in an integrated preschool program for' handicapped
and normal children at a local priVaie educational j'esearcn agency, with
speech therapy at a second university in the area. An evaluation at tnat
time included the follewiag_comments:

"When interactions inv ved moreitnan casual social contacts,
his basic slownes , immaturity,

extremely impulsive,-with many scatter responses and

and anxiety gident: He

little evidence of good internal controls... He might learn to
deal with day -to -day Problems more effectively if hewere
required only to meet demands within the range of his abilities....
Placement among children his own age wno are functirtnia,1
higher (average) level will probably not set an example to be
imitated but rise nis anxiety levelanb increase unfocused
behavior."

14,

41,

From March 1976 to June 1977 Larry remainedin that preschool -program,
receiving regul"a"r speech therapy. Progress was noted by staff from both
programs. In June 1977, at the. next EPPC meeting, a decis'ion was made that-,
Larry was ready for nblic schooL '4e was :oaces 'n a rer7Tiar de

- classroom-cla,ssroom in a s-cnoC1 1r, a neignocrlF, nav-;ng ar. Laucao'le
Impaired (EMI) program that he would participate in part-time. This
arrangement lasted for one year. In September 1978 he was placed min another
elementary scnool 'n n's own district, a 'reacher-con'cJltan: arc a'ce
to worK n1-. Tas-4ed 7e:-,a-y. s ocin: ne;r.tJrnec
t9 the first elementary scnobl, ana finisnea the school year. During the
1979-80 school year-he-remained in this school, with a dual placement in
the EMI and Er (Emotionally Impaired) brogramsof that scnool. Speech 0
therapy continues in the school setting.

ft
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. As will be described shortly, Larry's placement history reflects a
good deal of negotiation among parents, evaluators, local educational
agencies, \and teache'rs. It also has been characterizes by. trial of a'
variety of service alternatives At present, he is in third grade, and
receiving .special' services under adouble classification as both emotionally
'impaired and educablementally impaired. Larry takes regular medigatioh

`for hyperactivity.

The Corwins live in a small town in:a semi-rural area of Michigan.
The nearest urban area is some-twenty miles away. Larrys parents, Jeanne
and Richard Corwip, work in manufacturing plants in the auto industry.
Both have worked.a number of different shifts over the years, and the

.pipssibility of lay-offt is a perennial feature of their lives. (Jeanne is
currently laid-off, but receiving sub-pay, which after baby-sitting costs
saved, is equal to her working'pay.) In spite Of jOb insecurities, the ..

family appears td be in reasonable financial shape, .

.
..

.

The Corwins have' six children: a baby .boy born in 1977, and five
others ranging-in age from sixteen to nine and a half. (Larry). The
seCond oldest, Robert, is in eigigh grade, and in the last two yearslis
parents have become extremely concerned-about his reading problems at
school. About a year ago they started an evaluation process for him that
has finally led, after considerable conflict and negotiation, to his
receiving special servicesmithin the middle school

Th
sett'ng. They feel

t,
Samuel, the youngest, isn "exceptional" child, very b ght, perceptive,
and verbal. In fact, they are concerned thaChe is catc ing up to Larry.
Jeanne Corwin has expressed it this way:. ,

7

'"Samuel is'beginning to catch up with Larry, /and I'm afraid.
I don't want to hold Samuel back, and I'm -n'ot going to, its
not fair to him. I'feeI, though, that maybe Larry will start-
noficing...I don't want him to turn around in two years and

. say boy am I dumb, here's my five year'old brother; why don't
vI, know that, he's five years old and he knows that."

The Corwins' mainconcern with respect to Larry recently has been his
tendency to retreat to..a fantasy olav world 'much of the time both at home'
and in scnool. world is popuatec witn television ano otner imaoinary
characters, and Larry can easily spend long periOds of timeiin it, talking
to these imaginary playmates. A staff member of alocal community mental,
health center, with whom the'Corwins-nave some contact (this contad.recuires
furtherlooKIng ihto,,hes tolo ehe Corw,hs that nevus' :his, anc `ha:
eventually he will outgrow it. But they are concerned that it iqterferes
with Larry'.s learning, especially in school.

The Corwins are increasingly looking to the future, and wondering how
"competent Larry will be to take care of himself. Their concern for his
`ant-Ay play interfering with his learning is an expression of thiS,con-
sciousness of the future. Jeanne Corwin has noted:,
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"He seems to be doing all right, but I'm beginning to feel
anxious...I know he has till he's twenty-six, that he can
go to school and continue his education, but he'll be ten
in July and ten year-old children atj least know their
alphabet."

Both parents project a sense of care andrloving concern for their
fChildren in general and Larry in particular.. Because there are six
children in the household, things can get quite hectic. But they try
their best not.to lose him in the shuffle. Having Larry's needs met,
has clearly been a central and continuing concern to the Corwins; they
appear to be increasingly, aware that this will require a good deal, of time
and energy for many years to come. They mentioned that a mental health
official told .them that while Larry would never be an aeronautical.
engineer, he'd learn to support himself in due time. That, they said,
was the most hopeful thing anyone had said to them in some time.

A

. A Chronology of,Contacts with Institutions and-Service programsl
.1k

As has been mentioned earlier, Larry's early development gave his
parents no special cause for concern until he was approximately. two years
old. At about :age two, Jeanne began to worry that hts speech was not con-
tinuing to develop and that he did not seem to respondto spoken commands.
Medically, he had a-history of repeated multiple ear infections. IA March
of 1974 he had his tonsils and adenoids removed,and underwent bilateral
myringotomies. Referred at this time to speech clinic in the pediatric sec-
tion of a large university hospitalHn a nearby urbap area, he was examined
there .in July 1974 (at age four); the examination found at profound loss of;, hearing inhis right ear and a mild loss in his left: 'Recommendationsk,
includedfurther examination ano the,provision ofspeech therapy: Psycholo-
gical examination at this time showed some-overall' delays.

The Corwins placed Larry, fn a private mainstreamed preschool in the
urban area, and provided speech therapy for him through the university speech
clinic. These placements lasted through Nvember 1975 (until Larry was five
years. faur 7onths clso. itttadhars no ;e- und=r_
stanaing his'verpalization, as well as in coping witnns high activity
level and short attention spa'n: "he seemed to flee the room within seconds,"
onereport statedN Over this period progress was noted in his language,
and in his capacity to attend to tasks and 'to take resconsibility for is
actions; ne also snoweo consideraole.,;row:n in cogri:7.e aspects. 7nrou,:in
thisuperiod, the Corwins paid for the preschool and providet their own
transportation for Larry.

.1

'This section remains the same as reported in the f;instyear annual report
up to the end of-the 1976-77 school year, It has Oeen-tubstantially
modified from that point,on, and presents an account of the implica-
tions of aschool district's failure to comply with state,and federal
Special educationlaw, it a resulting state investigation. --*>

S.
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Psychological re-examination at the university,hosp)tal in Day of 1975
(age: four years, ten months) reflected his teachers' sense of progress in
Larry. His examiner found fourteen months' growth in Larry's mental age
overa ten=month period, and said: "I still leave it open (as) to his
actual intelleitual potential." The Corwins.at this time were planning to
have Larry enter kindergarten in the.fall,and possibly stay there two years;
the examiner found this plan most appropriate for Larry's stage of development.
.A re- evaluation of Larry's speech status by the university clinic also
reported considerable progress in October 1975.

Against this background, Larry's first EPPC meeting was held by the
school district in December 1975. Jeanne Corwin attended: The committee
recommended entry in January.1976 for Larry into the local school's kinder=
garten owe trial basis for six, weeks.

.

,
. .

Problems with distractibility and hyperactivity, as well as disruptive
behavior and lea of retention of materials and skills previously encountered
in the nursery' chool, surfaced quickly in the kindergarten setting. By

P

early Februar

I)
1976, the school district was conducting further evaluations

of Larry, a requested that the intermediate educational agency send an
examiner from its center for'trainable mentally impaired children to'fur-
ther evaluate the child. The evaluations led to Larry's next EPPC meeting,
which took place in March of 1976. Again, Jeanne Corwin was present.
Evaluations.indicated that.Larry was functioning in the EMI4range, and the '

committee recommended an immediate change of placement, to a prograB that
could "be highly individualized and offer intensive concepts work." It ....,,,----
was recommended that Larry be placed in two sequential programs in yet
another urban area some twenty-five miles from the Corwjn's home town: a
morning preschool program at a private educational research organization
that'provided a mainstreamed setting; and an afternoon intensive speech
therapy program at a speech and hearing clinic in a college in that urban
area. These programs were offered at no cost to the parents, and the dis-
trict undertook to provide transportation for Larry to the programs.

En llment in the new placeffienti began in April\, and a third EPPC
meeti '-convened in June 1976 (by then Larry was almost six years old)
torevi.e0 '6neir results. "xs. 4-...oNin ryas once again present; :ne scncoi
district was represerited by the director of special education, and both

. service agencies sent representatives. It was agreed' that current settings
were appropriate and summer speech therapy and placement in both settings
again was agree° upon far tne scnool year 1976,-77.

. Both-programs provided reviews of Larry's development during the fol-°
ldwing 'year. The college's `speech and language clinic gave Jeanne and -

Richard guides f* a home speech, program; the preschool staff made home'
.visits. Again, progress was considerable; aithougn the elinic setting
reported continued limit-te"sting and manipulative behavior, there were on
the other hand .signs of a lengthened attention span, increasing clarity in

r
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expressive language, and much evidence of cooperative behavior with regard
-to other children. In particular, behavior-modification techniques seemed
to be effective atleast part of the-time in helping Larry. control his
activity level and impulsivity.

The next meeting of Larry's EPPGwas-scheduled for June 1977. Again,
it appeared to all concerned that entry into a regular school setting .was
a possible alternative (Larry would be seven by the fall of that year).
Recalling the problems with thelast attempted entry into. public school,
the local special education'staff invited to the.meeting persons'from a
child psychiatry clinic in the area that offered day programs, and from an
area private school for EI children, as well a' staff from the college
speech pros m, the orivate preschool, and the local elementary school prin-
cipal. At the meetiMg a number of alternatives were discussed. The con-
sensus of the committee was to reconvene at the beginning of September to
determine the most appr'bpriate program.for Larry.

Prior,to'the September 1977 EPPC the school psychologist from Larry's
'home district made considerable effort to find an appropriate program for
Larry, based on the district's knowledge of his history and needs. The
reason for this search was, reportedly because of Larry's home district did
not. ve a program that they felt was appropriate for Larry, that was a
s f-contained EI classroom where Larry could work with just a few other
c ildren present. The psychologist looked into a number of the local special

ucation regions' programs', also at the integrated Oeschool program where .

rry hadspent aerta year. He was unable to find a program for Larry.

Ash -the 1977-78 schbol year begpn, Larry was without'a program, and was
thus of enrolled anywhere. On September 21, &week after the school year
'began an.EPPC meeting was neid for Larry. After considerable debate, the
part` ipants reached consensus that Larry' was to be classified as emotionally
impaired; and that a self-contained EI program would be.optimal for him.'
The program, then available in his home district, was organized such that:
the EI teacher was seeing.13 children for two hours a day ingroups of threeor four. It was felt that this constant change. in grouping Would be ex-
tremely disturbinc for Larr/, and '-net he needed ituation.where ne could
become socialized into a consistent grouping of pe rs.

4
A decision was made°at-that point to place Larry femporarilysin-a self-

contained 5M1 class-b07 47-1 a nei7n2nr4ng 711str4ct, until his own district
could arrange to se: j; an perc:.-,--ate program 'o-_arry. The Comins
were informed that it wouldTtake about a month for this progrAm to be set up,

Irn Michigan, a number of smaller d-istrilts join together into "special
education regions," in order to be able to pool resources to offer a
wide range of services. Children frOm one district can be placed in
a more appropriate program in another, without special administrative
arrangements..
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and it "was because of this fact that Larry was placed in an EMI classroom
instead of remaining out of-school." 'Larry's home district-at that point
clearly indicated an intention to set up a program for Larry, by November 7.

This,program was never implemented, Larry continbed to be served in
the neighboring district's EMI program during the monthsof October, November,
and December. Another EPPC meeting was held for Larry on December 10, at
which time his home district presented a new option for him: "direct
service to Larry for less than one-half day daily from an EI teacher with
the remainder of the day, to be spent with an aide in a general education
classroom. Speech would be offered 1 to 1.5'hours per week." No consensus
on this was reached at this EPPC meeting.

A third EPPC meeting was held on December 20, 1977. Mrs. Corwin
indicated that this new option was not-acceptable, among other reasons
because "the room for Emotionally Impaired at-(her local) elementary School
was without windows." The room was also reportedly very small (18 feet
by 14 feet). Other, participants a1'this meeting, most notable Larry's
teacher in the EMI room and the principal of that school, felt that it would
be inappropriate and harmful to Larry to,put him in general education, even
with an aide; it would be, they said; "tile equivalent to setting Larry up.
for failure." Consensus was reached that Larry would remain in the EMI Class
to which he was adapting well and in which he was making progress, for the
remainder of the academic year "pending state approval."

At this point, a process began that is crucial to narrate in detail,
because it led to a state invest%dation of LarryJs home aistrict's compli-
ance in Larry's case witn the state special eaucation law, D.A. .198, and
with P.L,-94-14. Wnile at tnat time it was seen as administratively and
legally appropriate for Larry to be Placed in his neighboring district be-
cause: it was part of the Focal special education region, there Was some,
question as to the legality of his placment in an EMI classroom - (which
was already crowded) in spite of the fact that the teacher in that
Classroom was a unique, warm, 'marvelous" teacher, who quickly came tb
commit herself to Larry's succeSs.'in ,school. the superintendent of the
iistrict whose' EMI program Larry was attending arranged with the Special
Education :4,rector to nave a ..-etter. sen-, to the state, expThining the
situation.

The State Director of Special Education responded, in a letter to the
superintendent .of s nore -listv-ct -1 martn i 7nat that oistrict's
schools 'may not refJse.to vervice a stuJenv in an aoDroprlate program on
the grounds that they do not Ipve sufficieneclas'sroom space unless the,
school district has received such permission from the State Boal of Educa-
tion." The Special Education Director also wrote that:
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"it would also seem that the school district is in violation;
of Section 121a.552 of the rules for Public Law 94-142 and
the requirements of Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act.
These regulations require that handicapped students be placed
in the least restrictive educationkl setting. Specifically
Section 121a.552 indicates that each handicapped student must
be placed in an appropriate program and, unless a handicapped
child's individual educational program requires some other
arrangements, the child is educated in'the school which he or
she would attend if not handicapped,:

Given the information at hand, it would seem that this student
could attend a_ regular education program in his hole school
district provided the school district hired necessary. personnel:
We understand that his district's school has no available class-
rooms. The school distript has the opt. n of seeking a cation
from the State Board of Education if the cannot thvice udents
due to lack of classrooms; or obtaining p rtable classrooms,
building on to existing buildings, or dev lopino some other alter-
native to make classroom Space available so that handicapped
students can be appropriately serviced."

Finally, he noted that he was recommending that the Director of Special
Education of the Intermediate School District (a county-size jurisdiction,acting in a service capacity to local districts in Michigan) initiate an
investigation of the situation.

This investigation was carried oui durtigrWach of 1978, with a set'
Of finding's submitted to the state at the end of March: The findings mere
tied toMichigan's state lavt, and tarry's home district was found to be
in violation of the law in a number of areas, among them:

(1) the superintendent had not initiated appropriate special
education services within 15 school days after Larry's
parents had been notified of a placement decision;

,(2) that Larry was never placed in an EI program, in spite of
an EI classification;

t3) that the classroom space used by the teacher/consultant for
.EI children was inadeauateand didnot meet minimal criteria.

Larry remained in his EMI clasAroom fdr,thWest of the 1977-78 school'year.
His teacher dndprincioal were somewhat concerned about the placement, be-
cause there were 16 children In the classroom with Larry, which made it
difficult to give him the individualized support needed. Nonetheless, he
was becoming part of the class, and had developed a close relationship with
one of the other children in the class. ,
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In 1978
e

another EPPC meeting wag held for Larry. In attendance
were school level 'staff from both districts, a school psychologist, a
social worker, Jeanne Corwin, and a parent advocate. The Corliv wanted
Larry back in his own district next year, if at all possille. Consensus
was reached that.Larry would be classified as EMI and EI. This was'the
first mention of a dual classification. It was decided that Larry would
be placed in the second grade at his home elementary school next year,
with a "program designed to keep him With'his class for academic work he
can handle, but relieve him from tasks that will frustrate him exces-
sively..." The special education teacher will be available to Larry four
and one-half hours per day, and have responsibility for him, the entire
day. He will be mainstreamed when possible.

That summer the assistant superintendent for Larry's home'district
wrote to the state special education compliance officer, in response to
the findings of the investigation,

"Larry will be enrolled in (his home school district's)
emotionally disturbed program...he will be served in a
self-contained situation... He will be housed ih a room
14' x 18' which the teacher consultant for EI uses to
serve small groups of EI students. The regular class-
room is not available because of the extreme overcrowded
conditions in (his home elementary school) for all

A students..."

Larry began the 1978-79 school year in his home elementary school.
He spent the, majority of each day working one-on-one wjth en EI teacher,
an EMI teacher, a speech teacher, and an aide. ,He received about 20
h urs a week in one-on-one instruction, and spent the rest of his time in
a s nd grade generalo education classroom reportedly moving around quite
a bit durit the day. A review1PPC in November 1978 recommended a
continuation of that placement, as it was seen to be adequately meeting
Larry's needs.

The Corwins have reported an increasing dissatisfaction with Larry's
placement in th= above sPttino as :re '973-79 school rear 4ore on.
There appaekntly was regular aisagreement oetween school and home on the
degree to'whibi the Ichool should tolerate disruptive behavior by Larry.
The Corwins report that they were called numerous times during the year
'to take Larry nome from school, or to be :old of LarrY.s :isrubtive be-
havior: 'every ne ran aown :ne nal; tney were caillng me to let
me know how naughty Larry wis, it was very aggravating." The conflicts
between home and school apparently made life somewhat uncomfortable for
Larry at school. The school staff felt increasingly that they were not
able to meet Larry's needs.'

I
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Nonetheless, a report by Larry's EI teacher in March 1979 noted that
Larry had,"shown much growth since September." His ability to'carry out.
academic tasks improved steadily; 'also his willingness to follow directions.
It was noted that changes in routine were stressful to him. Also, he
occasionally threw temper tantrums which he himself described as "the
cowboys and. Indians having fights inside." The report recommended that
he continue his individualized program, but have more regularly structured
opportunity to interact with peers.

The previous school year, late in the year, Larry's home district had
reportedly withdrawn from its designated,special educational regional grouping,
which included the neighboring 'district in which Larry partiQipated.in the
EMI program. ,That withdrawal, denying the district legitimate access to its
neighbor's resources; pli's an institutioipardesire to comply with the findings ,

of the investigation of Larry's case, contributed to the decision to have
Larry placed in .a program in his home elementary school. Larry's hOme
distritt rejoined its special edutation region during the 1978-79 school
year. This made possible a train of events that brought, Larry back to the
neighboring district's EMI room, plus a newly Created EI room, in March.of
1979.

As haS been reported, Jeanne and Richard Corwin were becoming increasingly
upset with Larry's placement, as the 'year wore on. in addition, the staff at
his home school reportedly "discovered as, they were Working with him, that. it
was just extremely hard to meet his needs." In late February the superin-
tendent of his home digtrict contacted the superintendent of the neighboring.
district, and asked. if the latter would consider taking Larry back. Ap EPPC
mee was held, and Larry's parents were in favor of this move; in fact,-
th had stayed in touch with his EMI teacher, who they liked very much.

Observatlfs in the School Setting

Historically, across different institutional settings, observationg of
LarY have suggested a fairly'consistent pattern of behavior. When working
by himself on a learnIN.aCtivity he reauires a great'deal of adult atten-
tion and sJpoort. DUZ :nis support worKs.pnlxnerl Larry expresses a need
for it; he prefers to work alone and privateiy once someone gets him started:
Larry is easily distractible,. and has trouble maintaining task attention.
On his "good" days it is aossitle td get him back on task fairly quickly;
on his "bad" .days tnis is veryq.diffftu]: to do. nas peen olpserve to ,Pe

-friendly and affectionate in nis interactions with othei's; Out he often wants
to control interactions, so they take place on his own terms. He haS, over
the years, turned increasingly to a fantasy world, "tuning out" reality .for
long periods of time, and engaging in isolated play.by, himself.
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Larry's feelings about school were apparently positive when he was
four.and five years old, began to .become negative when he was six through
eight years old, and are becoming more positive once again.. Some comments
of staff who work with him, and t4e observations of this writer, illustrate
his current attitudes toward school and behavior-, in learning and social
situations.

A student teacher who worked with him this year in the EI room has
noted that "at first, I had to call his learning area play center, he had a
strong reaction to the word learning, on the idea of learning task." This
teacher has worked Consciously on helping Larry deal, more effectively witn
reality, and-seen a lot of growth in this area. In the past, he notes,
"Larry would use every tactic in the book to get out Of interaction with
other kids," though this too has been changing. At the momentthat this
writer was talking with the student teacher, Larry voluntarily' went over 00

to join a group of children working with the EI teacher for the first time
all year. This was as enormous step, in their eyes,a goal they had been
wOrking'toward during the year.

Larry's EMIteacher, who knows him best -and has had the most contact
with*.him since September 1977, talks about her first impressions: "Larry
was extremely needy...initially he would totally bre4 down at least twice'
a day, anything'could set it off; he would fall apart emotionally aid turn
into this two year old... he could fantasize with anything, he could take a
little square of ,cardboard and spend an hour playing wAth-it..: his behavior
began to change very gradually, although progress,was.inconsistent; somesome

we could get a lot Of work out of him, some days' we were lucky to
get 3 3r 4 minutes at..a setting.:." Gradually the situation changed, as he
saw consistent gtlidelines set for hiM. This year,. Larry'sipehavior ana
response to school nas steadily improved. Memory is still a,central road- .

block for 'him, "keeping things in his heac4" BUf Larry himself wants to work
,hard for the .first time. This -teacher noted that "frequently Levy is.willing
but emotionally unable to attempt things and engage otheld'peoOle."

This wer, in observing Larry with his EMI and EI teachers,feel tnat all!'%aor ,eason' :een :7e 4ar-t7,constant
suppoiq., and consistent structure tney,hay.e supplied to his learning
experience An scnool. Bo re remarkable teachers, and his EMI teacher
almost seems to "wfll" .p _re 5 fromc.him with her enormous commitment to
Larry and theTotner cniicrer ir. tnat

I
room.

. 0

His EI teacher has' not seen a grew deal of prOgrest in Larry from her
,perspective; "he's basicglly been out of puckoith reality much of the
time he's, been in this classroom." ImPrdvemeirhas.' come when an addlt
works with him one-on-one. She has beeh/Working' with Larr'y on his ability
to handle frustration, to attend to tasks, to be willing to negotiat4,, and

.
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to work in groups with other children. She mentioned that he sometimes '
comes to class "with a lot of violence, which I think comes'from
She has tried'to make her agenda for Lar:ry and his agenda merge, so the
potential for struggle over control of ,the situation is minimized. This'
appears to have worked well.

Neither of Larriy's.two main teachers feel that he is ready-to be #,
mainstreamed for more than an extremely small portion of the day: In fact,
his EMI teacher noted that the social gap between-Larry and his age-mates
has been increasing, an4 he is moving away from readiness to be mainstreamed.
The question of whether he shoUld gooni,tb a fourth grade classroom next
.year is an open one, iri her mind,

This writer recently observed Larry at schbol for three dayikl The
large part of his days is divided between the EMI and EI classrofts,
Although he is part*of a regular third grade clads, he spends very little:
time with his class--mainly lunch, physical education, music, and
Of a thirty hour week, he is with his classmates about five or six hours.
Even when hei'is with them he appears to be Socially very isolated from
them, playing or working alone, Shyly joining.a grou'O' when asked to by a
teacher. His friends aret.in the EMI or EI classrooms.

.

I I

The following-observatiolls are typical of a broad array taken oVer a
. f4w days, period:,

Inhis EI roam, Larry is-abserved,to'berdistracted, and somewhat fear-4
ful. Upon arriving,:he Toes not Ammedfately settle down to work, but wanderg
over to some media equipment; he takes a oerIcil belonging to another child,
and the teacher as&'him.to ask tne otner child if he can borrow it. eHis

4manner sudaenly becomes-distant, absent, unfocused. He looks $n his desk, -

and sees no penci: The teacher asks him if he'd,like'hiS' own new one,
trying tacloe the situation. The student teacher gets him to settle down
with a math workbook. He works throtgh the simple addition problems out
loud; ocbasionally,he'll get a correct answer but write it down incorrectly
or in the wrong place. He appears trf be working hard, though; episodes of
concen7x:it7on :ast.tbal: cbser',ec a; most alYtf
the work With-Larryacademic workrhe can'handle is used as a vehicle for
working .on socio-eMbtiional goals--is in short episodes of about five minutes,
foe-which he. is then aianeed, a short break. As tfii.s.writertwas observing,
Larry bro',.,gn: nis we -v,:odtis over wrIer,e'a,gr6..1 f...Paiiaren was
'working witn tne teacner,allo sat aawn-witn tnem.0 This was the first time-/
he had voluntarily joined a group of chsildren all yeih..

..,. . .

1It is worth noting that it is extremely d-Ai,culit to observe Children .

like lafry who have,many"teachers." FollOwIng Larry frtm setting to
skttillk while trying to.reff4ig'unobtrusila, was very.Oifficult.
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In his EMI class Larry is observed working bn language arts at his
desk. He speaks out loud a$ he works in his workbook.;-,The teacher comes
cover periodidally to make sure he's on task, and to praise him for his
correct answers. After about three minutes he gets diStracted by a magni-
fytn6 glass, and begins talking to himself about what he can do with it;

. he gets up, and begins playing witethe glass near 'a window. The teacher"
brings him buk.topis work, telling him he can have a break iq,a.fewH-4'
minutes. Re_dges some more work using a timer to see how fast he can go.
His teacher uses this as a tool to keep him on task." Larry is extremely
aware,bfitime, alten19oking.,,at the, classroom clbck, saying that it is ./

',time for recess. Larry is easily distYacted by other children, but seems
'to be able to get back to work 04i.th the assistance of the teacher.
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II. The five Major Provisions of the Law
as They Relate to the Corwin Case

°4 ,

Protection in Evaluation Procedures

from the time of Larry's, first evaluation $t the local.University hospiL
-tal at the ale of fours to the Present, evaluations have been carried out
re6Ularly; repoets have been sent to the'Corwins; findings have beeh discussed
with them; and no particular evaluations have.ever been used in,appropriately
'to determine placement for Larry. In general, appropriate tests and fully
trained testers have been consistently used. Per;odic.administration of
I.Q. tests have prdvided useful informatioD for diagnostiliband placement
purposes largely because tester provided co entaries anlrbehavioral
analyses to accompany the quanttiv scored

40 .

Because P.L. 94-442 and Mic n's state law rely more on categorical
labelling than functional labelling or classification purposes, much of
the'formal evaluation of Larry has 0 esponsive to the need for cate-
gorical labels. Nonetheless, testing results have alTost always been
accompanied by other types of information (e.g., teachers' observations,
parents' perceptio-6s) at EPPC meetings. To the extent appropriate, 'multi-
disciplinary teams of evaluators-have been involved in placement decisions.
Finally, no single measure has ever been responsible' far placement decisions.

The Corwins-have not disagreed at any point with the results of an
evaluation, and have found no reason to reguesramendments nor to ask for
independent evaluations. Further, evaluations of Larry have been fairly
consistent with one another, and in general accord with parental and

. t teachers' perCeptions.

.10"

The issue of the appropriateness of dual categorical labelling for
Larry, leading to dual placement, is'one that will probably remain unresolved
as long as the pines of Larry's problems remain unclear. No one involved
locally, including Larry's parents; appear to be overly concerned about
Larry's dJal alacer-ent. Alsc, evaluatior crocedures nave zenerally peeti
sensitive to botn emotional and cognitive issues. Larry is also hearir
impaired, but'since he can hear well enough to function without a mechanical.
aide, this physical impairment has not been used as a primary categorical
label describing Larry's handicap.

Procedural Safeguards

This provision of P.k.-94-142 appears to have worked reasonably
effectiiely in Oirry's cases within constraints imposed by a school system's
refusal or inabrity to fdIfill,its commitments, In the fall of 1977, the
Corwins' consent to Larry's placement in tne EMI class olt a neighboring
district was based on a commitment by his home district,to have an El clads
in operation within a month's time. This never*was implemented. Nonetheless,

Y
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at a number of points between4.1975 and 1980; EPPC meetings provided
a setting in` which the Corwins and prpfessionals involved in ,Larry's case
could make quick decisions about changing his, Tilacement, or discuss well in
advarite future options.

In general, local educational agency officials have notified the Cbrwins
in writing and on the phone well'in advance of planned changes in Larry's
program, and have given them a chance to respond.' Withih a context of con-
siderable negotiation concerning Larry's placement over. the years, Larry's
home district and the neighboring district have both been very accommodating
to the Corwins' wishei and complaints, and the Corwins have not had to
resort at any point to an independent evaluation or a due process hearing
(they were on the point of contacting a lawyer to begin due process pro'eedings
for Larry's older brother, Robert, but the contacted an advocate who
successfully applied preSsure on the principal of Robertq school; Robert
now has the special services he needs).

As far as can be ascertained, a regular, uniform evaluation and
placemerft procedure has been followed over the years for'Larry. There have
been some changes in the make-up ot Larry's EPPC, due to the changes in
placement. But this appears not to have affected the decision-making process---
negatively *,

Individualized Education Program lit

Considerable efforts appear to Have been madein both of the two
school'districts serving Larry during the last three years to provide him
with a detailed, well thought o.ut Individualized Educational Program (IEP4.
The integrated private prescnool program, and speech therapy program which"
he attended from March 1976 to June 1977 also engaged in extensive planning
of goals for Lat#y, and implemented those goals to the extent feasible during
the years Formal, written IEPs have not been extensive and detailed;. in
fact, they have been very brief and telegraphic. But supplementary documents,'
including case studies, observation notes. evaluation documents, and informal
plans, anc evidence from interviews, incicazes tdacners nave naddetailec,
appropriately sequential plans for Larry, corresponding to his individual
situation.

The private preschool, his home district. and the ,:jiltridt wnere he now
attends scnool all appear to nave included (and implemented) evaluation plans
as part of the IEP for Larry. Evaluations have been fully used for future..
planning,'and well as for reviews of placement.
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Least Restrictive-Environment

This provsionof P.L. 94-142 has, proved to be especially problem-
atic in its application in Larry's case. There has een, since Larry's
first contact with the public schools, a continuous (Struggle concerning
'the appropriateness of educating Larry with non- handicapped children.
Lar+y's home district was -found by stateikompliance officials to be clearly
in violation of state and federal law wilk respect to prohding an appropriate
placement for Larry. The district was, n effect, asking Larry acld his
parents to.adapt to its situation, rather. than adapting itself to Larry's
needs., While Larry has had an opportunity to interact with nonwhandicappep
children over 'the years, he has had, in practice, almost rib "interactionwith them.

Ever since Larry entered-the-public_schootsi_placement decisions have
been made that could be yiewed,as

more and more restriffiikg-.-- Yet few of
Larry's' teachers or evaluators over the years have ever recommended a more
fully mainstreamed program for Larry. Participants in EPPC meetings have
consistently argued that it is, in fact, quite inappropriate for Larry to
be educated with his peers. His EMI teacher has commented:

...a5 a special child becomes older, the gap b'etween,that
chili and his peers becomes,greater; thus this issue
(mainstreaming) grows in importance during the first.few

. years of school...Larry is not moving toward being more, *
.ready to be mainstreamed; in fact e is moving away from

not an academic issue, he gets that from'me; bUt
if he can't rejate to his peer group at all, it's a fr,ustra-
ting, not growing, situation for hit."

Larry's EIteacher, not only concurs, but feels that a regular elementary
school, even within a context of EMI and-El programs, may not be the best
setting forbeeting Larry's needs. It has never been the case that Larry
is ditrupttve of other children; even withthem in the same room he hardly
interacts or socializes. He cannot function academically and socially. in
the mtdst of a large number of children. Also, he needs constant adult:
attention.

The Corwins have never pressed for Larry to be mainstreamed for a
greater part of eacn day. But conversations with ther., st.,c2'est that they
think that Lar'ry .spencs ".ore ti 7e rec,ar class ctiers tnan ne
actually does. They do want desperately-that he gain basic reading
writing sills:and thus support the intensive one-on-one-attintton L rry
has in his EMI and EI rooms. But he is not, apparently; learning Co function
in the world of his nor-handicapped.peerS.

. .

The chronology of events narrated in the previous section of this.case
update suggest clearly that Larry's home district did. not make an effort to
'provide Larry with the least restrictive appropriate placement during the
1977-78 school year. From the Corwin"s perspective, though, the district
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.violated not only the letter, but the spirit of the laW. As Mr. Corwin
commented:

"They told-us that. Larry's welfare is our primary concern at
these EPPC meetings, and then the only thing,they want totalk
about is the welfare of the other children.:.they say we can't
just do something for Larry and neglect all the other 'children
in school...you can't seem to get across to them that we're here
to talk about Larry, not the other children...at one meeting
(Larry's current EMI teacher) slammed her fist down on the table
and said to heck with the other, children, Larry is the issue
here..."

The formal' invntigation of the district's compliance in Larry's case re-
vealed,violations of the LRE provision duringthe 1977,78 school year.
The next year, the'district once again apparently tried to squeeze Larry
into its existing services, thus causing both Larry And his parents aggrava-
tion. This' was only ended when Larry returneqs his placement in the
neighbo-ring ditrict. J /

It is not clear the extent to which Larry's home district was will-
fully negligent, and the-extent to wnich itlhOught it was acting in'his
best interests. Larry's situation has always been complex in terms of least
restrictive appropriate environment. But the two .districts involved in
trying to meet his needs appear to have responded very differently: one
expecting him to adapt toit, the other making every effortto adapt to
him.

Parent Involvement

The Corwin'sinplveMent in decisions affecting Larry's educational
placeMent over the yeas,has beewstrong in both extent and influence.
All the educational agencies and institutions serving Larry have provided
the Corwins' multiple neaps and opportunities to express their concerns about
Larry's reeds. a^q -a,e
There Was a proplem during the first port of tne 1978-79,sonool year, +men'Larry's home disttict wanted the Corwins to-take resOdAsibility for Larry's,
disruptive behav4or at school. while they felt the school should handle it.
Thi5)..was ortDazy car: of. :ne -lore zersra; t,e17,,een s'cnool ar,o -071e.
But the prowisi5r4 ;»-1»2 aNrear :c) nave oeer compliea witnin
that and other settings. The Corwin's have generally nad a strong influence
on programmingfor Larry, and are aware of their rights to-participate.in'
the educational decistonrmaking process.

4:11.
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Thus, by the end of March 1979, Larry was back in his neighboring
district, spending most of his time in the.EMI and EI classrooms, partici-
pating with his clasmates in his sec"d'grade class in physical education,
art, music, and related act.ivities. He also had regular speech therapy.

This arrangement, and Larry's dual classification, have continued
during the 1979-80 school year, with Larry moving onto the third grade.
His parents are extremely pleased with "things as they are." As Mr. Coritin
has noted: "It's amazing the difference there can be just 8 miles down the
road...they care; they don't talk to us about not having.enough money,
they say :we'll find a way,' and they do it."
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III. Major Issues in the Corwin Case
r

R

The major issues in, the Corwin case appear to be those relating to
least restrictive appropriate placement for Larry. For one thing, the
causes Of Larry's low level of cognitive an social functioning are far
from clear. When this writer asked those Professionals most closely
involved with Larry what they think are the causes of his cognitive and
social behavior, no clear answer emerged. There was consensus that he
is,emotionally impaired, and a very-"needy" child. Mit the roots of thil,
impairment are not known, or at least were not expressed to this writer.
(In the near future,attempts will be Made.to.contact and discuss the
question of causes and roots with the therapist Larry has begun to see.)

The question of most appropriate educational placement for Larry appears,
to have been resolved satisfactorily for the time being. But Larry is now
ten years old, and the cognitive and social gap between him and his'peers
is growing., Progress has begun to be more consistent,,but is still slow.
Larry's teachers and principal, care a greAt deal about him and are deeply
committed to his success. They feel the heed to ask, nonetheless, "are
we doing'enough for him?"

.

An important issue for over a year, now resolved and no longer
affecting Larry, was the question of the degree to which,a school district
must adapt'itself to the needs of an individual handicapped child. The
State of Michigan, through its compliance aivision, ;found that a district
is completely responsible for providing an appropriate education 4o any
(and every) individual handicapped child, regardless of howunique that
child's handicap is.- In Larry's case, his home district appears to have
dragged its feet, finally passing responsibility for Larry onto another
district. Whether this pattern of institutional behavior was unique to
Larry's care, or is symptomatic of broader policies is a question that this
study .unfortunately cannot addrtss. a

I
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I. Introduction

Brief Case6Sketch

Sean Gilbert "was born in February 1974;, the youngest of 'four children
in the family of Louannand'Roger Gilbert. Seanwas a premature infant

, and at birth evidenced insufficient lung andltyer°development. fie was
kept in the hospital's infant intensive care unit far two weeks following
delivery and his eyes were checked at two months of age-for suspectedeye
damage. Sean, in infancy, also experienced a series'of ear infections,
and hit mother reports he was slow to walk,

. -

Today, Sean is an attractive six-year-old with a charming smile.
'He appears to be well-adjusted socially, interacting with 'his parents
and siblings in'a happy atZcasual manner. His mother reports that he
is well - mannered and exh' s socially acceptable behavior in'crassroom
settings, getting alon§ well with his peers and teachers. This Whavior
is corraborated by evaluation reports from testers, the classroom teachers
and was observed by myself, in the classroom situation.

Sean has a swing to his walking gait which his mother` will be checking
on with the orthopedic doctor who is treating,him. Sean also does not use
batheyes together despite corrective surgery. 'He is supposed to be
Wearing corrective, glasses but Seel does not like towear them and, as a
compromise', his motor only,makes him wear them at certain times during
the day. During classroom observation it was'noted that Sean blinks in
an exaggerated squinting mannr He did noi have glasses on, or WitAhim, that particular day. ',

-Sean:does,not have- a 'large vocabulary foe normal conversation. He
uses'twO- to thmee-word phrases to express himself, e.g., "Go store now?"
pe resOnds to Trrectives very Viell and,finger-points to identify objects,
etc. It seems apparent to evaluators that his receptive language is at
a-much higher level than his. expressive language. He also h4sleen slow
io toilet train bu there has been a continuout effort of,both school
staff and famiLy members to maintain a consistent Pattern of trainfha to
assist h'iwin t is area' of self-care. The past six months Sean has made
significant gaffs in exhibiting more independence in.takin4are Of his
toileting nee4, depending less on his peers and teachers for, assistance.

Sean's motteeLpuann, is 35 years old and.his father Roger is, 38-.
He hi$ a 14=x00-x0ITsister, la-year -old brother and a 10-ye4r-old brothe*
The Gilbert' ,live ich.a4small village that sits on the elide of a little Ir'
lake nestled in rolling countryside.sever4miles from a city of any size..

are a hard - working family; -making the best of limited '.resources They
are working digether to build an addition and remodel 'their small frame.

-\ cottage that is 1ocated on a quiet,-shady, gravel street Off the main road
,that runs parallatt to the lake.,
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LoUann Gilbert is a short, ,slightly built woman with medium-length
dark brown hair. She is very warm and ,relaxed - -an easy person to be with.
She very obviously enjoys her family and presides over them with a very
generous sense of humorinstilling in them a good deal of self-'confidenc.
as she encourages their independence as well as obedience. She works the
afternoon shift at a small manufacturing plant, leaving for work at.three
each afternoon 'and'driving over twenty miles td the plant; whidh is located
in another little town.

. I

/ Roger Gilbert, Sean's father, has beer employed by the same plant for
the past 16 years. is located approximately 17miles from their home.
He,is currently working the day shift which has worked out well for the
.family since Ors. Gilbert is working the afternoon shift. He shows the

4-same interest in family an# home that Mrs. Gilbert does.

Sean's'14-year-old sister is quite:mature for her age and takes care
ofthe other children for her mother,until her father comes home from work
and then the father and daughter shire the care of the boys. Sean's
sister received speech therapy during the 1975 -76 school year and her
mother reports that she has been on the school's honof roll these past
couple of years. Seanits brothers not only help around the house and
propeky with chores, but are quite tolerant of having Sean tag after 6.16m

#
and do things with them.

In summary, this is a very cohesive, happy family and Sean shares in
theloVe and warmth that is spread by,gach member.

7

Chronology Of'Contacts with Institutions and Service Programs

In addition to his problems at birth, at the,age of 14,months
Sean .guffered an attack of .rieriingococcic meningitis and was hospitalized.
He temporarily lost his sight, and was tube-fed for three Months in the .

hospital.. When he was.released from the hospital, he had reverted to a
state of irjfancyand was unablg to sit-up, and was quite passive in his
behavior: However:,by fall 1975, ighen_Sean. was 19-months-old, he was-
sitting up again and nis sidnt had returned to normal. After his recovery.
'doctors indicated that Sean had possible hearing..problems,.residuai mental
'retardatIon and possible delayed-motSrldevelopment and visual'functioning.
Conseouently,she was accepted iinto a university, handicapped infaht
stimulation Program at the aqe of 24 rentns.

:f

In the spring of* 1976, at two years of age, Sean was evaluated at
a nearby university-. Partil&ipants in this evaluation jncluagd staff from.
the fields of special educalion,.social work, audiology, psychology,

"physical therapy, speech aid dentistry. As a result of the evaluations,
- ,a recommendation was made to outfit-Sean with orthopedit.shoes and, to - .1

provide speech therapy services for hini; sight and/hearing problems were
ruled-'out by.the evaluators. Sean was also'kept fh the infant program
for the remainder of the year as a 'resiht of the evaluations.
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From 1977 to 1979, Sean at'tended a private mainstreamed preschool
program operated by an educational research organization. Transportation
services for Sean were provided by thelocal school district to ,the private-
preschool program, which was located.in a town some twenty -five miles from
his home and outside his school district( In the spring of 1979, an EPPC
meeting for Sean (he was'. years old the time) resulted in his place-
ment in a self-contaioed center for the trainably and severely mentally
impaired.

Since 1976 Sean has UndergOne corrective eye surgery and has had exten-
sive dental work, resulting in the silver crowns he wears on his-milk teeth.
He is under peribdic review by an orthopedic surgeon and wears corrective
shoes. He continues to receive intensite speech therapy. It should be
noted that Sean's siblings have also iiad Speech problems, and have received
speech therapy in their school setting.

r

Sean's first EPPC was, held in October 1977 at the local school district's
elementary school. (Mrs. Gilbert- recalls that up until 1976 she had never
heard of an EPPCi None of her other children had required anything but
permission from her to have speech therapy through the local school district's
speech and language therapist.) Mrs. Gilbert, the local school speech and
language therapist, the regional special education director; the county
public health nUr§e, local school district social wor0r, and two teachers
from Sean's private preschool program were in attendtnce. -Because there
.was no suitable preschool program available in the local district it was
recommended that Sean stay in the private.school program that his motner
had enrolled him in that September. The local tchool diStrict agreed to
pay for the transportation to the private school's mainstreamed preschool
prograt. Another recommendation was that'Sean continue to receive speech
therapy at the cscnool every Zweweeks. His program was scheduled to
be reviewed again'in April of 1978-unless his own school district was able
to provide-a suitable program beforethat.time, at which time another EPPC
would be called. ,Mrs. Gilbert was in agreement and there were np problems
surrounding this EPPC.

k The second EPPC was. held as scheduled in April 1978. The' cotpositionA
that ,EPPC committee was tne same as the 1977 one. The recommendation was

that,since Sean's local school district -still had no suitable preschool
pronram,.heshould remain in the private school. His school distPict would
continue to pay for his transportation. It.was agreed tnat scwol
case would be-reviewed again the followingApril unlless Sean's scnool
districtcame uo with a suitable program in the meantime. Again, there were
no problems surrounding this'EPPC:

ti

The third fPPC was held as scheduled in April 1979 at the county inter-
mediate school district's Trainable Mentally Impaired- Severely Mentally

t Impaired Center with their staff, Mrs: Gilbert, two teachers from the private
school, and the special education director from the Gilberts' area. The

, option's offered Mrs. Gilbert tnis time were the chdice between'keepingiean
in the private school br placing him in the TMI -SMI Center that' Month to

',finish out the spring term. Mrs. Gilbert chose to place Sean in the TMI-SMI
Center's preschool program, called pre-prime'y.

,4i
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She based her,chbiceon the fact that Sean would be able to receive
a more extensive speech therapy program as well, as participate in 'other
activities such as the pool, gym, etc. He would also be in school five.days a week instead of four. The Gilbert's local school district still
had no option to offer the Gilberts sb 'Sean's transportation to the center
several miles ,rom his home was provided by his local school district once

Gilbertagain. (Mrs. lbert reports that the local school *disttict has promised
todevelop a program'that Sean would qualify for at his own elementary
school when at least six qualified children can participate.) Mrs.-Gilbertwas satisfied with the outcomes of 'this EPPC also and has had no problems,
with the procedures since then.

Mts. Gilbert alsb reported that the.private preschool's classroom
teacher. was upset by her decision to place Sean at,the TMI -SM! Center
because the teacher felt Sean was too advanced for their program. Mrs.:Gilbert said, "Yob.know, she was so upset that she cried." She reports thatshe has been satisfied'with Sean's Performance and feels she -did not make
an unwise choice. But such behavior on the part of professionals who aredealing with parents during a time of decision-making might well trigger a
sense of confusion and guilt for the parent regarding the decision theyfinally make.

a

Sean's current educational setting is the aforementioned center for *.,t'TMI=SMI individuals. The center is run by an intermediate educational agency,and serves people from the,entirecounty; services are provided there from,. i-,- birth to age twenty-five. Its facilities are modern and comprehensive atall age levels-, and include a fullii.ange of both evaljation'and therapeuticservices. Although some of Sean:s former teachers objected strongly to his
- placement there, feeling at the least that it was too soon to if Sean

would eventually need services at the THI level, Sean's mother feels he canget the ,full range of services there that he needs now, and in no way sees
his current plkement as permanent. It should.be noted that Sean's currentteachers express this same outlook and have requested a new evaluation this
spring.

,
'Observations Withih the School Setting

The latest observation of Sean took.place in the primary (K-7,) classroomithin the special education ImI-SI Center'in February this year. The
children, were gathering around the table with teacher and aide for a language
session. Fifteen minutes v'ierelApent on the letter L using pictures and
printed words starting with L. Sean,quickly-seated timself whenethe teacher
aide summoned the children to the table., He smiled, laughed and interacted
in a.friendly manner with the others at,the table. Heekept his eyes on the.
aide responding t& the cues'to repeat words or identify pictures. His
identification of pictures was accurate, but the aide would need to remind

,him to use "1" rather than "w," e.g., "leg, 1, hotoweg, w, Sean." He wasnot wearing Oe'corrective glasses and it was observed that he Ochibited an
exaggerate hard -blinking periodically during this exercise.



o

For the next fifteen-minute period the children 'were asked to draw
lines between matching pictures. (and words) beginning with "1,";.e.g., lamb,
leaf, etc., The teacher aide was also stressing the left-toright process
in drawing the line.. It was noted by'thisbsever that the children also

.4.had the appropriate letter printed by magic marker on the tops of their
hands. It appeared that Sean, was not quite sure of what was involved in
accomplishing 'this task. He would study,his OA paper quite intently for
a few seconds, attempt to driw a line (without matching appropriately),

Is* observe the teacher wot:.kingaNith other children, thewmake another attempt
to draw` -a line. He was using the left-to-ilght process aboUt half of the- -

time but not .getting the lines complete hor(was he accurately matching the`..
pictures. The teacher then proceed to give Sean individual attention
and assistance. However, when she left, he did not continue the, activity,
-in an appropriate manner. He began drawing circles and reverSing the pencil*
from the appropriate way of holding to a full-hand graiping methbd, holding ,
the pencil in straignt-up position. The teacher'handed out cut-outs'in the !feo,

shape of lollipops ;for the.ohildren to take home for parents to, see the use
of "1" was being worked on that day. A.:f,er this exercise the children were
told it was time to get their clothing, pick a spot in the room and get
ready for the school buses.,

Sean seemed to need.a good deal of prompting to "get into" the preparation
process necessary for getting-ready to go home. In fact, the observer timed
Sean and it took him 22 minutes, much encouragement and reinforctnfrom
the teacher and teacher aide to finally get into a snowmobile-type one-piece
snowsuit, boots and mittens. He would yell for the teacher aide not to
read a.story (by the door) until he got there, bUt would make no attempt
to hurry-the process of getting on his boots by himself. Once the task
was finally completed he still stooped at ple.sink; made some observation
and was reminded by the teacher that the story was going to get started
if he wanted to listen.

After the children left, the teacher and aide answered the observerl
questions and discussed the areas of greatest development for Sean this
school year. His expressive language is improving. He puts more words
together and Uses more words on an overall basis. H.e receives one-half
hour of speech twice a week. His small motor aevelopment is still lagging
intaome areas,,e.g.:pencil-hold4ng example. Sean's greatest improvement
is in.the,area of self-help skills. He is becoming more independent, ,and
is turning away assistance by staff and peers more frequently in areas of
personal cane such as tooth trushing, zoileting,etc. In the past couple
-of weeks he has begun dressing himself for tne trip home wfith less actual
physical assistance from teacher and peers, but does need a good deal of
verbal encouragement, reinforcement and reminding.
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II. The Me Malbi1 ProisionsiOf the Law
as They Relate to the Gil-be6t Case "v.,

ti,
. s.- .

'i .. ,,. ....., 4 -.It .
Riotection in Evaluation P ocedures

It.._.
. ..., )

, .
.Sean has been seen by both medical, educational specialists during,most of his life. He has, hqd two Majorseries, of evaluations, at age two J.%4

and four, to determine the 'extent and gatureqf his handicala.:andsto detiermine--.his .most aprropc-iate
educatiohal,placement:;;These tysts werd-conductechby:staff at the'university 19rogram'and by :the ctflieftedipe!educational,agency's 4center'eor TM4 Cchildren. Evaluations appeato-have been inelividuel-y., d :-

designed for eari and fully comprehensivl,certainly*, Mrs. Gilbert feels -'' ,.

very comfortable with "thd'.wal in which ;they ware condlibted ankwith-the
information they yielvded abqut Sean. 'Evaludiions'apd eQ'aluation procedures,..

. 4in other'words, have not been% ianissue Ahe'tiltiarf case; nor haVe the "-,'-
protection provisions of the law,been-required '10...Stan in, his prept's vidt4. ',..

. o,
.

As with-most of the other famiii\es in the'study, the Gi4berts ael
comfortable in theit assocjationSwith prbfeSsionls. Mrs. Gilbert haf,been'
closely associated with the university notpital, and has usedeil's services '' .:41/rAsively for her family. It was through 'the hospital Staff that she:,
became acquainted with services for handicappeCchildren-in the area. -% . ...

. .. Another strong influence for Lodann has,been the county;visiting.hurse, ,
who participated in ean's first EPPC and was instrumental in:linVing Sean's

. mother up with the peivte preschbol program. In Other words, the Gilberts
are accustomed -tp asking for help and getting'it. Such steady support and

- guidance have udidubtedly helped Mrs. Gilbert accept, the resOlts of the
evaluatiogs of her son. In interviews she displays an unusually relaxed,
accepting attitude about her son's limitations: This attlftude; however, is

.not to be confused with apathy; for Louann definitely feels she ls*actively
involved in ensuring that sean receives proper, evaliation and attentiotrf

. . and the best educational pTacement possible.
.-

e

1

.Procedural Safeguards'
.k

..
,

, . el. .A.

As has been recolhied earlier, Sean has had three EPPC meetings, to .. ... -,,-which.the Gilberts have raised no objections and with whose conclusions they f
have heartily agreed. In other words, the somewhat isolated rural school-,4
have

in wn-icn the Gilberts live nas shown, since 1977, n intent
conform in letter and spirit to the state ('and.Federal) lav in the Gilbert ':se, and the procedure has operated to the Gilbert's sati faction.

It appears that up to the.present the provision- relating to procedural
safeguards has had a strong and positive impact in Sean's case. ,Part of
-this positive impact has been due to the,essential agreement between Ali
°participants as to what needed to be done for Sean, and to Mrs. Gilbert's
basically accepting attitude. But thdre is also a.suall-town, neighbbrly

',flavor to the way in which placement recommendations have been considered -
N.
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B.

and,sAitorted (in contrast, say, to the s metimes harsh conflicts of 'the
Kingsley case, also occurring *fa small own in the pres'ent study). The
school district etas been willing to go out of its'way to provide transpOr-
tation to the private preschool program (a station wagon and driver to pick°up afrarrl and drive him to school and pick_him up again), because that was
the most' appropriate Placement for him. .This instance i-eflectra sense
portfayed in the -EPPC documentation and in Mrs. Gilbenti's recollections of .

the procedures followed,,that the intent of the law to consider Sean's
individual needs and recommend what might be best for hirir,as implemented
4 his case.

it

Individualized EducaVOn Programs (IEPs)

Again, ;here appears to be no questi n that programming fOr Sean'
(both in terms'of the selection of progr options and of their implementa-

..tion) has. been appropriately individuali ___Llthough.individualized
etucati-Entoian4wCre not formally writt r the school district
by the privateVreschool progrant in 197 e preschool teaching staff
used their 'own version of instruments for developing and assessing. goals
and objecttves for Sean,fgand discussed their glans and Sean's performance
with' the parents; both in school and through eriodic home visits. At -the
current setting in the TMI center, one IEP was developed soon after Sean
entered the program, and Mrs. Gilbert participated in its elaboration.
Louann understands-that Ifts have become a standard'procedure for Sean;,,
she feels they will help he' understand what the "experts" are doing with her
child, and what kind of progress heels making, As long as she continues
on ke afternoorrshift Where she works, she will be able to attend meetings.
She has observed Sean in his current classroom and is content with the .

curriculum and Sean's obvious progress.

The law, in short, appears to have had positive impact in producing
appropriate individualized programming for Seen to date. -

Least Restrictive Environment

To this point, the LRE provisions of the law have not had much impact
on Sean's case, principally because few services (only speech therapy) have
been available for Sean in the local educational agency. On tne other hand,
local school staff nave teen w: Tina to sort the Provision of most
appropriate services for Sean outside the local area.

Due to the lack of appropriate programs in his own school district,
Sean has been serviced by programs located a considerable distance from hks
home. There was not much available to the Gilberts, or so it appears from
hearing Mrs. Gilbert recount the history of events. She vas referred initially
to the infant program by, the doctors at the niversity hospital when Sean
was two years old. She was 'referred to the ifrivate preschool,'which had a ,

mainstreamed program, by the county-visiting nurse. She has not really
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questioned whether or not the Placements were in the least estrictive
environment, but whether, in fact, they would be available t Sean at all
due to the distance between hOme and the programs. Sfie began t sch
year in September of 1977 by driving Sean about 20 miles to the private
preschool and stayed until it was time to bring him back home, and continued
to do this until the EPPC in mid-October, when the local school.district
took over the transportation both financially and operationally.

Mrs. Gilbert seems somewhat uncertain as to what the local school
district is doing about planing its own program for kildren like Sean.
As far,as the LRE provisiohrrelateS to Sean, it appears at this writing
that the local school system is not offering any options to choose from
and the mother has decided to stay with the TMI classroom. A major issue
will arise if Sean makes considerable gains that will put him beyond the
range of the TMI setting, into a pOsitively identified EMI range. The
least restrictiv environment may at that point become an issue given the
lack of services the local school district level, unless the district
does develop some_p_ grams in the meantime. - - --

Parental Involvement

There has been no breach of any of the requirements under this provision
in, the Gilbert case.' The Gilberts have not felt it necessary to refuse
consent for placement and they have been notified of and included in all
EPPC and IEP meetings,.as well as the evaluation meetings and other meetings
relevant to Sean's educational placement.

Am,a

Mrs. Gilbert's involvement outside of, the actual placement meetings
is perhaps reflective of the rural area in which they live. She volunteered
to serve on the school district's parent advisory committee by the local
school dikrict special education director, ,She stated that the purpose
of the committee was to, attempt to monitor what is going on in the way .

of programs and decisiont'in relation to the, handicapped children in their
area. Mrs. Gilbert was also informed by the-local school disyict special
education director of an advocacy training program being conducted at the
county intermediate scnooi district offices. The advocacy program was
furlded through a local_univeriity program. Mts. Gilbert felt at first
that she did not need to' take the course because she had not experienced
any problems and did not know anything about laws, etc. But, in retrospect,
she is glad sne knowg wnat is going on and wnat sne can ao about it. '4frs.
Gilbert was not certain about now much,sne actually learned from the
training course, but it-became apparent during our interview that she would
know how to obtain services for Sean even if she moved to a strange area.

"Well, I didn't have any problems getting him into school.
Then they--in those cla'sses--talked about people having
all these problems. 'I thought- -God,, I. never had any, I
wonder what they are talking'about, you know? I assume
it would be very helpful to a lot of them'Because, well,
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some need.it more than others.. Some school districts
are squabbling, some don't_provide as much as others,
some don't have it (placement) and some act like they
don't want to provide it."

.4

Mrs. Gilbet's sister lives in the northern part of the state and has
shared,information concerning .the difficulty cf-obtaining special education
services in that sparsely populated area. Mrs. Gilbert stated:

"We'd like to go up north and live, but I donq think
'he'd have, the benefits that he has here--you,know--the
little one (Sean). j'd have to go up there and wage
war. I have a funny feeling I would have problems..
Th'd probably wighlthey, had never heard of me."
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.Major Issues in the Gilbert Case

In the preceding sections of this document,.the relevant impactsliof
the law and related issues were documented for each ofthe five major
provisions of P.L. 94-142. This section presents another way of looking
at notable features of the Gilbert case, features that ,cut across the
major provisions and highlight,areas in.which adherence to the 4i
or intent of the law does not necessarily equal' adherence ,to its letter.
These areas also represent aspects of the present case that the researche,r5
will 'continue to follow up and explorein greater depth in the 'future.

Ongoing Placement

Several issues in Sean's case make his ongoing Placement uncertain:
Fo instance, the localosChOol district promises to design a program that

.

Sean will "qualify for" if there is a large enough number of, hiidren. It
is not certain that Sean's premature birth and later Case ingitis' &.
is the sole cause of his developmental lag. He is holusix y rs,old and
has time to outgrow some of these lags given the uncertainty ofliis prop-
nosesf He' is already showing gainkin language acquisition, self-help Skills
and independence. His classroom teachers are recuesting,a, re-evaluation this
May to determine the extent ofhis progress a94 what it means in the way of
placement for Sean. It is nbt apparent if this reevaluation will place
Sean :into an EMI setting or simply move himorwatiN at'Ihe TMI center he
currently attends. How Mr: end Mrs.Gilbert view any progress or significant
changes in Sean's development and subsequently, any'needed.changes in his
placement will be ofmajor importance to this case Andjeill be reported in
a future update to this case.

'Facing the Reality cif the Child's Handicap'
,

, Sean is a very attractive little boy.and the baby of the family. In .

the next few-years.e will outgrow the cherubic ldok and nature,Thatlhe has
now, however.. And, while nis siblings nave Ilea sPeecn Problems. 'but no ;
other obvious handicaps, Slik:s prognosis is more uncertain. If he doesn't(
make significant gains, 6ilmiamily will have to dealwith,the reality of his
handicap. Rightfno% it,is difficult to make any judgments about this

'' family's future atti:ades because of al ) tle4tncertairties Involved, But

-f

this does appear to be a very resilient, non-flappable family usea.ta.making
the best of things and moving -on.

Economic Costs ,,
.

- . -
. 1

, . ' e
Todate, 't,'.'rs: Gilbert' has been an astute..consumer of services needed.

The Gilberts have had,no undue-expenses in relation to Sean education'
up to this point. Ih fact, Sean's placement in-the five'elday ublic school
11VireOter has made it possible for Mrs. Gilbert td, returh to tie work forte.l'

. . ' 0
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J. Introduction

Brief Case Sketch

Patricia' was born in May 1973 to Tr;Cy and William Oliver. Tracy
was 16 and William 18 at the time of Patricia's birth. Tracy's regnancy
wascomplicdted by.maternal toxemia in the last trimester, but the defiverywas normal. Atbirth, Patricia evidenced both signs Of multiple congenital
anomalies and organic disease. It was clear from birth that she would. have
special medical and educational needs;and, as her case*has developed, this
early prognosis has been confirmed. Over her six years of lifm, Patricia
has been through three hajor,operations, a host of examinations and evalua7
tions, and has had intensive service involvement by different professional
-groups. ,

Patricia's family life has also undergone several disruptive changes
over the past six years. Her biological father, had grand mal
seizures whicn Tracy feels played a major 'phrt in his exhibiting serious
temper flare-ups. It was during one 'such flare-up that he tossed two-
month-old Patricia against a wall and threatened Tracy,with a knife. This
event resulted in Tracy taking

Patricia-and-returning to her pai.ehts'
home ,and ultimately ending tne marriage toWilliam. While Patricia did
not suffer any real physical damage from this treatment, Tracy says!,

.will always wonder what that did to her emotionally." Tracy staye withher parents,for over a year. After, her mother's death in October 974,
Tracyparried for the second time, took Patricia and moved to a s uthern
state with her new husband, However, this marriage was short-liv d also. and
Tracy reports she was back home in a month and moved arou.nd a lot ncil sne.,
married Kevin Lambert three years later.- Tracy describes this eriod inherlife as 'mixed -up and confused, unsettling for me and for Pa riCia."

Tracy and Kevin have two young sons bOrnin 1977 and 1' 9./ The; oldest ,

soh has problems with seizures when he suffers a high teMpe atu e. He was
on phenobarbital for a year. The youngest son had some bo el probleMs durin? I
the fall of 1979'but is now fine. Kevin Lambert, at 23,ye rs of age, is a
very concerned and sucbortive zerson .4no'nas sr,b) idred to burden arc,
responsibility. of Patricia's care and treatment equally with Tracy. He is
also quite comfortable in the care and nuturing of, the in ant and toddler.
Until the recent rathsof lay-offs at the local automobile manufacturing.
plants, Kevin was e7cloyed cn a croc.Jc:ion line, at one o one parts
plants. S/nce his lay-off Tracy nas signed up at their ocal scnooi district's
transportation office as a substitute bus aide on the special- education busroute.

.'Throughout the case study, Patricia will continue to se identified with
, the last name of.Oliver, as her step-father, Kevin Labert, has not formally,

adopted her. Her.mother'and step-father are identified as the Lamberts.'

O



While the Lamberts have not had the benefit of a sound, permanent
financial status, ney have not had to absorb a great deal of the medical
or other.expenses relevant to Patricia's handicaps. They moved from theirmobile home this winter into a small; compact, neatly kept bungalow ,lust
a short distance from their forther neighborhood. Kevin stated that thishouse belonged to his famgy, and he crew up there. Patricia appears tohave adjusted to this move quite well; as 'racy said, "One thing she'sused to jsjooving." This 000ale Ave little in the way of respite carefor the-thre children. It is difficult to hire a sitter who is willing to Itake care of,a child who is handicapped, let alone add two more under threeyears of age. This means .that Tracv a4 Kevin are confined at home, rarelyable to get away without tie children. Lack of funds due to the current

.Tay-offs simply compounds this young family's problems and frustrations.
Given these circumstance the wa'm and loving environment experienced whilevisiting in their home considered to be remarkable by this observer.

A Chronologyof Contacts(with Institutions and Service Programs

A description of Patricia's physical condition at birth, as described
in the report fror'n the Department of Pediatrics at the hospital where she
was 6Orn, will allow thereaderrto

more fully,underStand the extent of thischild's handicaps and -resultant chronological' history. -In spite of the
complications the mother exhibited during pregnanCy (toxemia and vaginal -Infections) the delivery was uneventful. An apgar at 1 and 5 minutes readat 9.

\

The infant was examined in the newborn nursery with the following
conditions beina noted: estimated.ges etional aae, 40 weeks; weiaht 6 lbs.14 oz.; transient hypogjycemia reqUir; g:fsaapiemental infusions of glucose;
ears bilaterally low set with marked igdt.fear deformity, lacking both in'0
cartilage and. soft tissue structure,

external auditory canals covered, bdtbath canals present; left ear affected bUt to lesser extent; shape of head
was rather unusual with marked asYmmetry,and flattening of the posteriorright side;, eyes were microthalmic in nature; hypoplastic thumbs, bilaterally;
syndactyly of the second and third toeS'bil4lerally.

Within 21 hours of"birth Patricia developed hyperbili ubinemia and was
treated briefly with phototheraoy. She was also treated'vith penicillin and'kanamycin fp- suspectec sepsis. Oui7inc the followina aays sne was seen
by NetAsosurcery fcr-possle ence:nacce.!e ;4flicn was ne,:ative);
surgery staff to evaluate the

ear anomalies (recommendations to follow and
re-evaluate in. one year) and a chromosome test was run (46 xx Karyotype with
an unidentified extra fragment). At age seven days, she was disCharged from\ the hospital.

On June 29-.11973, Patricia was admitted to the hospital at five weeksof age with a diagnosis of right upper lobe pneumonia and bilateral conjunc-tivitis.tivitis. A cardiov'escular examination revealed. a systolic murmur' and a
diagnosis of congenital heart disease. She was released on the fifth day..-
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Much of what happened to Patricia over the following year had more to do
with the upheaval in her mother's life. Tracy says that other than routine
doctor's appointments; she attempted to deal with Patricia's problems an
her own. She recalls that Patricia could not hold up ner head, sit -up,
crawl or move on her own. -Tracy tried exercisiing Patr.icia's arms and legs
and (\then she was srnot attending to hef, Tracy's motner, a nurse, was. By
the fall of 1974 Tracy was pronpingPatricia in a walker. So, at a year-
and-a-halfl fhe was sitting propped and began using herfeet and legs to
propel herself white in the walker.

,At the recommendation of the doctos at the eye/ear/nose and throat,
clinic, Patricia was seen by an optholmologist and he prescribed eyd patches
to remedy-the weak eyemuscles which prevented Patricia from using the eyes
together. Tracy says she did this'for "about a year, trier' quit as it was
a hassle and She,seemed to be better." ItcWas also during this period of
time that Tracy lost her mother after several heart attacks, and she'matried
and divorced for the second time. Itas obviously a gray period for both
mother and child.

At the age of twoj(in July, 1975) the university's audiology department
conducted an examination of Patricia; the results showed moderate hearing
loss on one side, and moderately severe loss on the other. Because her
visible anomalies included deformities in both ears and cranial flattening
on the right rear sides the speciaji.st referred Tracy to the local chapter
.of a society for helping crippled children to explore the possibility of
providing Paficia witn a bong conducting hearing,aid. Meanwhile, he recom-
mended trial amplification and,Continuea testing, sPeech,therapy _and further
examinations by an otorhinolaryngologist and an opthalmologist. Speech
thei-apy had alreaay been initiated by another department at the university,,
in January of 1975. Problems in gros*s motor toorcination, eye contact and
both receptive and expressive language were identified during this time and
"were being worked on in therapY. On the basis of recommendations by the ''s7
speech'therapist, the family was inirolled,in an infant stimulation prOgram '
run by the university that had a home visit component. It was unfortunate
that no home,Chisits were made during this program due to the unsettled state
of Tracy's personal life. They dicideveJop a home program for Trfacy to
work on betweert tne sceecn theraov sessions. Patricia was to attend the
therapy sessions at tne university foul' days a weer:, twortio4irs a day witn
one and one-half hours involved in a group'situation and one-half hout on
an indviduail basis. The-final- summary Prepared in December by the speech
therapy staff .Cited excesspe apsentes and lack:of home visits as a problem
in treating Patricia.

There wa ttle'evtience of visible'improvemeint in expressive language,
although Patr ia;giv,e signs identifying4spme common object nouns and inter-
preting some verbs correctly. .She would are at shiny objects for long
periods,of'time but not make eye ci5riact" with the therapist, Tracy maintained" :
that this speech-therapy was not enough, that Patricia needed more.

,
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"They just kept dOina the same thing over and over, no
wonder she wa'sn't, really learning anything new."

In March of 1976,when Patricia was almost three, the university
tested her once again. Based on these tests, Patricia received the first
stage of corrective ear surgery in-April. The plastic &urger, would'
create aear that would allow the support of a,bone conductor hearing
aid. By late fall of1976, Tracy had made a-decision to put Patricia in
a preschool prograin. She talked with the director of the local school
district's preschoolprogram and thelocal special education director,
andovas referred to a local private mainstreamed preschool program. She
enrolled Patricia in this program for December of 1976.

The local school district conducted the first EPPC meeting for
Patricia in March of 1977. As the records show, placement for Patricia
Was not the issue at that meeting. The discus'sion of the,group in
attendance 'centered on clarifying goals for the child and-on strategies for
)meeting these gdals and evaluating Progress. Speech therapy continued,
but progress was extremely limited; little adaptive change was noted in
Patricia's behavior in the private preschool program. Because of further
impending surgery (and the possible changes it might make in Patricia's
life and behavior)and because of the.need felt for further evaluation,
the coinmittee's main recommendation was to meet again two months later.
In April of the same year, Patricia went into vie university hospital again
for corrective heart surgery. Complications forced a long stay and a return"
to the hospital three weeks later. In June, extensive medical tests on
Patricia's postoperative situation were conducted, leadipg to a diagnosis
of subaortic stenosi's and a recommendation that Patricia's physical ,activitybe strongly limited upon any,signs of fatigue, with a further recommendation
for prophylactic, use of antibiotics in case of any future major medical or
dental intervention.

1

The university 'hospital's psychology group conducted a psychometric,
evaluation of Patricia in June 1977 (age: four years). The evaluation
showedPatricja to be functioning overall in the moderately-to-severely
impaired range,of intelligence, and produced the recommendation tnat,sne be
placed in a self-contained eniiranment for Tetarbe6 cnildren. Inspi:e of
this recommendation, Patricia continued in the mainstreamed private pre-
school setting during 1977-78;'the preschool teachers and Patricia's pother
agreed that the setting deserved one more trial.

A second EPPC eeting fdr Patricia was held in the spying of 1978 by
the intermediate ed cational agency's facility for trainable and, severely
mentally impaired ildren, following u'Pon an evaluation by that facility's

. staff of Patricia's needs and capabilit(es. SpeeCh therapy sewices had
again been provided in 1977-78; and again showed progresi to be limited.
The teachers at the Private preschool program, meanwhile, had noted that
Patricia required more individualized special attention-than they could
reasonably provide ill 4 mainstreamed environment, and that somp,,af the other
children in the environmentmere beginning to react,toward Patricia in an
increasingly stereotyped way (mothering her and treating her asa.baby)
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that was not helping her grow.' A unanimous recommendation resulted from themeeting that Patricia be placed in the center of trainable and s'everely0
mentally impaired children. Upon Tracy's agreement, this recommendation was
carried out.

Patricia is currently (March, 1930) placed within this center in a
pre-primary program where she receives speech therapy, physical therapy and
a range of other se \-vices for the whole .school day, 9:00-2:00 o'clock. Sheis bused to and from her home to the center. In December 1979, Patricia -was seen by the cardiologist who feels she is doing well and should be limitedonly by her level of fatigue. In February shehwas seen by the opthalmologist
who said the eye muscles nave strengthened and it appears there will be,no
need for corrective surgery. He did request that she.be checked every
months until she can respond verbally to the tests administered. 'Duri'ng the
second week of March, Patricia was Seen by neurologists at the Pediatric
Neurology Clinic of the university hospital. She wad given an EEG and an
EEG-Barre. To date, we only have the results of the EEG, which offered
evidence of slignt brain damage. The two-doctors, according to Tracy, stated
that Patricia evidenced some autistic pehaviors and nave %t her on two 'milli-
grams of valium aday to decrease her hyperventilating and hyperactivity.They also suggested that Tracy try to discover what anti-nausea drug sne wad
taking during.the firs weeks of her pregnancy..)

During a conversation with Patricia's classroom teacher, the stated that
she and the speech therapist requested a re-evaluation of Patricia's hearing
with the thought of an EPPC this fall' to determine the appropri'ate placement.,for Patricia, such as a total hearing impaired program or a shared time
program. -She feels tkat Patricia is showing signs of progress and it is timeto reassess her abilities and possibiJ,ities. At best, it is difficult to
determine the least aped tn'e greatest of her handicaps given all the circum-
stances surrounding her brief six years ana nine months oflzife.

Observations' in the Classroom Setting

Patricia was observed iri December 1979 during music physical therapy,
group activitv and snacK tThle. Tie classroom teacnar sDPnt time vrtn ne
retearcner qescribing the purpose of all the activities observed the goals.
set for Patricia and the-gains they felt she had made. Patricia at no
time initiated any interaction with the other-children. She needed a good 0

deal of oroccInc anc: enocuracemen. to ?et i.r,voivec tJt'aocoared toan:oy -nemusic. Some signing was used ne staff out 4 did nct see Patricia use it
con5istently. She used no real ords dur4Ag the entire morning.. Thy
teacher reported that Patricia has gaeined a vocabulary of 6-14 words which
she uses spontaneously, ,but will not repeat or use them to-r3sond to, the
teacher's questions. She does respond to verbal directions. The teacher
said the'signing is a suppleMent to language development. During'the
physical therapy she laughed and squealed while swinging _(which seemed to
be her favorite activity). ,She was made to sit down and rest periodically.
After each activity she would sign something.
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Back in the classroom the teacher said Patricia seems to know-when it'is 'snack time regardless of where sne is,and that she had been'signing
"coblde.' Being in a structured 'setting for the school day (9:00-2:00)appears to,be having the hoped for impact. She makes eye contact more of enand for longer periods.of time, she going_tbward people more often andbeginning to interact with her. peers wnen they initiate it. She is beoinn gto produce words. The biggest issue is: should Patricia be in a hearing
impaired program or a shared time program? I -t is difficult to draw any cutand dried conclusions. Based on a half-day observation, however, and com-

, pared to written reports from past programs--Patricia is definitely beginning
to, reach oUt. to the world around her, although .cautioUsly.
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,II. The Five Major Provi.;ions of the Law
as They,Relate to the Oliver'Case

,Protection' in Evaluation Procedures .

.

Insofar as available information permits, our current assessment is
that proper.evaluation procedures have been followed, and that evaluation
results were used in Patricia's placements. The parents have been present
during the many evaluations and the results have been discussed with them.
The main burden.of evaluation for Patricia-from 1973-1977 has been r,.,arried .

by the various clinics contained within the university honital. -The one
exceptIon,is evaluations of speech-therap4 sessions from 197521977 conducted
at anothei- universis spedch and hearing clinic. In 1978 and since, the

-IntirMediate school's educational agency for TMI/SMI children has conducted
its own assessments, and has all-6-requested that the parents have outside
evaluations'conducted.

Tracy and Kevin have done their bptto keep appointments for the needed
evaluations, the majority of which have been Medical evaluations reljated to
Patricia's tyes, heart and hearing problems. Thembst recent evlua'xion was
conducted atitte university Ospital's paiatric neurology clinic onlMarch
10th at the request of the spool's speecn therapist and teacner.
Patricia was given an EEG and'EEG-Barre test. These evaluation results will

a major part of the basis for determining Patricia's placement in the
least restrictive environment this fall.

y . Tracy has sianed release of information forms for project staff to sub-.

mit tothe various medical and education institutions to obtain the. records.
necessary and relevant to the case study. is our opiniOn that Insofar as
we-can determine their ilgnts to conridentia ty of records have net been

' violated.7it is appar,enthowever, that.Tracy'and Kevin have not attempted
to reguest.anrof)therecords,cnor were completely aware of their Tights in
thiS,matter..'In a late ,fall 1979 interview, Kevin Lambert asked,

"What rights do I 'have? 'We'Ve got a right to walk in that
school and look at, her records, right?"

unsure,as to who,had the right to decide When Patricia should be
tested again. Obviously, both Parents were unaware that they also had the
right to request, amendment of tnese records.

s'/
Procedural Safeguards

Patricia's case is- another. in which involvement with evaluation and
service organization -s have been extensive since birth. IdentifIcation of
Patricia as a child with.special needrwas not-an issue either for the
pareht$ or for the local schooldistrict; nor was pla-eement an issue-in the

-t
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first EPPC in early,1977. By the time Patricia's first UPC meeting occurred,
she had already been receiving services for almost two years throuch the

. university hospital and the speech and hearing tlinic's infanttodaler
program.

''We continue to gather new :inforMation each time we ontact Patricia's
parents, especiallyTracy, iwho will remember some other( 4spect of
Patricia's problems or services she received as we raise new questions

. concerning the case. As a result', documentary. eidence,suPpotting these-
issues continues to cOme'in to our office. -We will continue to add new
information at each case update. Our Sense,it6 date, isthat procedural

j safeguards to-pl,

v;

dcement and parental' involvement do not appear to have been
. at .issue in Pa&icia1s case so far. .

Individualized Education Plan

- A good deal of Patricia's.case fell outside of the legal requirement
for written individual eddLation plans until 1977. The university place-
tent in the speech and hearing clinic's infant/toddler program in 1975,
as well as the private preschool placement in 1976-1978, were situations
in which no educational agency, required written IEP records. The first
direct,involvement-of a Public school occurred in 1977,.welq after the
initiation of service delivery. -The speech'clinic developed'a set of
goals for Patricia and implemented intensive speech therapy sessions as
well as homedprogram component for Tra,Cy to carry out between sessions
at the clirIic. Records available from the private preschool program show
that teachers there used that edUcattonal organization's own goal and
objective-settinc instruments to cian.activities for' Patricia in a nighly
individual way. ,t

The records
,

for the 1977 EPPC show that creating ail appro riate goal=
set suitable for Patricia's needs was a central cqncern--agai'r, ev4delice
Of individualization in attempting to make.decisions concerning Patricia's
education. This EPPC was conducted-with staff froth the orivate oreschooll ,

spAacn a7: -ea'r'ns ::',ter ano scnc,,-,
special education director.-

Since the chance of olatement tAthe self-contained 71I/SWsettinc in
197E (vinPr vats-.?c -. f;.de -ave ceie7soec t-e 0ass-0:-
teachers, s.peecn and o'nsysical tnerapists,vozn goats oeing OianPea arc
discus.sed with Tracy.

0

The available evidence, then, sugoests considerable efforts were mace
by the various professi9nwls and service organizations' involved in Pazricia's
case toipprovide individualized educational programs for her and for her
family. Initially, thj's individualization Was at. least partly due ,to theunique nature-of her case and `bier highl'y specific, needs: The imodct'of the
law can best be seen in this case in the explicitlionduct of a major reviews
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meeting aimed at defining goals for patricia,'and in the naboe of attempts
since that date at fulfilling those goals and at preparing new IEPs for
Patricia. We would judge that the impact of this provision of tne law
is substantial. .1

'or

Least Restrictive Environment

Proper placement in the most apprtpriate and least restrictive
environment is likely to be the principal issue 'in this case in the future,
althoughPatricia's'situation has not yet reached a sufficiently stable
determination to be able to tell, Certainly, Patricia's'current placement
is. most appropriate fbr her consider* the availability of services in
the area in which she lives and current diagnosis of her educational' poten-
tial; and Tracy and Kevin,-overall, approve of Patrica's current setting.
But, as has been mentioned before, Tracy feels that once Patricia learns
%signing (which has been a major thrust of'her most recent IEPs) ane
settles into the eus of her hearing aid, she wi make more rapid pwurress
in communicatiye skills and,ir-11 r overall aeVelopment. Kevin, (for hiss .

part, feels twat she would get mo e out of hen.current placement if she.
could attend full-day instead of h f-day sessions.

Up to the present the most appropriate placement for Patricia has not
been an issue. Given the extensive nature of her medical problems, she
has had attention in clintc and therapeutic settings,.home vis:ts, in a,
mainstreadiedbpreschool envihonment'and in a self - Contained TMI classroom
facility. These various options have been tried as long as they seemed
appropriate, and decisions to attempt other Options have received 'the
support of all participants,' The law has helped by providing a forum,
since 10

l
7, for joint consideration of the Options available -for placement.

In summary, this provision has been adequately futfilied in Patricia's case
up until the present: a continuum of Placement options exists and has been
tried; reviews of placement have been properly regular; and mainstreaming
options have been tried. That this tit not been a major issue 'in the
present case is due, in some'part, to the fact that the local and inter-
mediate educational agencies have provided a fordm for consideration of her
case and for making decisions about option selection. It may become an
issue in the future. 9.-

AP-

Parental Involvement

'Patricia's mother anti step-father display warm and loving concern for
their child, and show every sign of being involved in her development.' In
terms of the letter of the law, as far as currentlykavailable information
permits us to estimate, Tracy has participated in EPPCs and IEP planning.
The private preschool program included home visits and per iodic consultation
between teachers and Tracy; she recall's reviewing the IEPs developed at the
TMI/SMI center that is'Patricia's current placement, producing copies for
project staff to review also.
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'Both the law and the attitudes of sore of Ole professionals involved
appear to have h6d a positive impact in giviig 'era.cy and, mote recently,'
Kevin,. an opportunity to be involved in the decisions, regarding their
child's placement and the iMplementation'of an 'educational program for
her. They are just recently becoping aware of their rights win relation
to these issues.-

. '
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Major, Issues in the Oliver CaSe

,- ..

In an earlier sgctiohof this document, the impacts of the law were. 1 tifj)
documented and disCus'sed fp* each of the fiVe majorprovisions of P..C.
94-142.. This ,section.presents another way of looking. at notable features
of Patricia's case, features that",cut across the majoi. provisions and
represent aspects. ,of the case thatNill be e4lor6d in greater depth in
the future.' Ar, 7- .

-
.

As with a .few of the other cases in the pres.ent study, the situation
of Patricia Oliver' is still very much under development and cannot be sal,
to have reached stability.' The impact of the law in'the,current sjtuat1-6n

.

of Patricia call'be deffted, but it, appears 1 ikely,that therewill be other
impadts. /..-

.

, .
.

Our analysis,,of this case, li kewise, is still somewhat tentative.
Rapport, however, isexcellent-and,me expect to_ update data cqllectlon.as
'Tracy and Kevin areable to:meet with us and"Continue to snare the issues .

surrounding Paericia.'s educational needs. .

t .

O ngoing Placement

.

_ Patricia's mother maintains that her child's true potential is still
an open question. It is true that adjustments are still taking 61ace that
could strongly affect assessrUents of Patricia's capaCity to develob-,0,she'
makes favorable adjustmdntS" to her hearing aid and deVelops signing skills,
her placement could change radically. Ongoing placement and Patricia's
adaptation and performance in her current setting are 'Continuing to. be the
foci of investigation for tnestudy.

Tracy exhibited ambivalence in'her.feelings about Patricia's placement
-at the, TM/SM. center in A conversation in November 1979,

"You see.; the school she is in is notfor the hearing
impaire :. She '16 in a school' for the mentally retarded
and mongoloid. I think sne..is in the right place, but
I think she would have caught up along time ago if they
would have taught her the right things at that speech
clinic program. Sometimet wdncer If peocie:3Y.e ever
going tolisten to me. She is not 12etarcec. I tnink
she if,behind because of surgeries and everytiiing. She
should have .had Rrophr placement when she was youmer,
but they (speech clinic ,staff} wouldn't listen to me."

In June oT 1977., at four years, one months, was evalbated'at
the untversity'hospital pediatric psychology department. Using the Cattel)
Infant Intelligence test., she- was diagnosed as-a-moderate to severely
retarded functioning child a mental- age of 1 year; 4.8 Months. This

' 105 lk. ,.
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diagnosis was discussed with Tracy, according to the report. Kevin stated
Patricia had also been seen by /3 neurosurgeon who said she had autistic-
like behavior, He recalled seeing a special on television about autistic.
children who spun plates.: Tracy said that Patricia used to do the same
thing.

4

Ironically., the doctor involved in, administering the EEG to Patricia
on March 10, 1980, told Tracy that Patricia showed only slight brain damage,
had autistic behavior` and should have a new evaluation at the pediatric

.

1Aychology department this spring. 4 has placed Patricia on two milli-
grams of valium a day to controo4 her hyperventilAting tendencies and
hyperactivity in general behavior., It is hoped this treatment-will allow
her to attend more to teacners And parents as they try to direct her in
learning situations. At this time the results of the EEG-Barre tes,ts are
not as yet ayailable to Tracy and Kevilh.

This will Obviously have an impact on all those concerned in determining
the least restrictive environment placebent'for Patricia and will be followed

I

closely by project staff.

Facing the Reality of the Child's Handicap

This iS the other side of the placement issue. Tracy and Kevin's high
hopes for Patricia may or may not be justified, and may or may riot be borne
out in her future development. The _latest encouragement has come to them
irelation to the recent EEG results and doctors diagnosis of Patricia's.
"mild brain damage:,". What a new,psychometrictesting will reveal, of course,
remains to be seen. IPtricia's current classroom teachers and speech tnera-
pist are encouraged by the aains she has made since her return to school in
February. But they are, using caution in their dredittions until all current
and future test results are in'and an EPPC can be conducted todetermine the
appropriate placement for Patricia for the.1g80,1981 school year. :

In the November 1979 interview, Kevin said very emphatically:

"I'm sure Patricia is going to talk someday. She doesn't
belong in an institution, she belongs nere at home. She

"" can do'a lot for herself and let us know what she wants.
I-mean it when I say she'll talk someday."

a
Parental Awareness of Rig 'hts and Options Under the Law

It has become clearer to project'staff aftr'several interviews. home-
visiks and phone contacts with .Tracy and Kevin that they are not aware of
their rights and options under the law. To be more specific, they know
the law exists, but do not know the extent to which it is designed to provide
an appropriate education for Patricia and rights o9oth child and parents.
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Kevin has asked us, "What are my rights?" Tracy had said, "You see, the
school she is,in i°s not for the hearing impaired. ", .,,put she has. not pursued
that idea with any of the professionals involved witi Patricia, or asked
for a change during an EPPC meeting.

Tracy and Kevin had a misunderstanding with the school staff during
January 1980, which got out of hand (emotionally) overnight. They called
project staff-asking,for advice and assistance. Tracy was so upset she
was going to pull Patricia out of school immediately. Their relationship
with school staff had been a good one, and the researcher involved-with '

the'family agreed to serve as temporary liaison between Tracy and-the school
'Staff.- Three phone calls were made-and the researcher accompanied the family
to the school. A calM discussion ensued, and the problem was resolved by
discussing some_optiohs open to school personnel and the family. The
fesearcher was4 thanked by both parties for being willing to play the role
of calming advocate for all involvedschool staff, the parents, and Patricia.

4
0411

Project staff feel that Tracy has shared a great deal with us

concerning her life as a teen parent and with two divorces and the many
unhappy circumstances surrounding her before her marriage to Kevin.
Tracy has feltout down by professionals on many, occasions, and has had no
defense against ,t it spoken, or implied, accusations of her not being a
"good parent." Re-r account of an encounter in 1977 depicts what can
happen whew parent is totally unaware of existing laws or rights..

"I Went.and saw the (local school district's) preschool and
saw she (Patricia) would not benefit any more by changing her.
They sort of hassled me about it because they were listening
to what the speecn clinic oerson was saying. She (local school
district special education director) worsnipped the ground that
clinic person walked on. I. knew different, she cut me down all
the time.

Mhen.I went to transfer Patricia she wasn't going to transfer the
papers. She was making me feel like a child abuser. She said
she (Patricia) needs more than the mainstreamed private preschool,
she was angry. II said I Know, it will do until : find a place.
want her in. I dont want her nere. I told you and told you that
you're teaching her stuff $he,already knows and,' ant her learning
hoWto exoress t)erself and let me know something, know when
my child,is ready for somethingI'll get records if I 'have to
steal them.

When we had the EPPC I didn't want her there, but she was. Nobody
will ever listen to me."
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Economic Costs

Patricia ha's had a lot of expensive medical treatment and educational
intervention. Up to the present, medical insu ance and subsidized
programs as well as the intervention of the sc ool district have sufficed
to cover majorievaluation and service costs fo Patricia, and private
efforts of a local chapter of a society for cri led children have

r
provided additional funds for an expensive hearing aid. The parents
have not had major economic burdens for Patricia. Our future data
'collection for this case will include closer inspection of cost issues
for this case, since the family would be placed under severe economic
strain if they had to cover any significant costs for Patricia's treatment.

4
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3. Analysis of the Findings

Botn, major provisions of P.L. 94-142 chosen for in- pth analysis--
least restrictive appropriate environment (L AE) and pa nt involvement--illustrate how historical experience, social zation or raining, and deep-
seated attitudes.haveinfluenced the impleme tation of his law. Differencesof opinion between parents and professionals in our cas s were often made
more difficult to resolve byll) the strengt of convict on behind the

- .differences, and (2) consciousness of roles is-a-vis each other. Event alplacement decisions among a number of our cases reflect the results of
considerable negotiation between parents and rofessionals, often continuing

er a period of .years, and inevitably affect ng the 'continuity of educa-tional experience for the children themselves

, In three of the six cases.presented. in this report, relatively smalllocal districts were either unable or unwilling to provide an appropriate,
placement alternative. In all three cases--Corwin, Gilbert, and,Marshall
only the fact that the children live in a county rich with services prevented
these children from being clearly inappropriately served. cAll three child-
ren have had to.bq transported,to other.districts in their county. In a
related vein, three of our case children haveihad--flioderate to extensive'
experience in a ;self-contained special educattion institution - -Helen Fartellin the county physically or otherwise health impaired (POHI) facility,

-SeansGilbert and Patricia Oliver in the county center for trainable and
severely mentally impaired (TMI/SIII) children and youth. The extent to which
these settings comply with the LRAE provision of P.L. 94-142 is a complex
and problematic issge.ft i ,

.

Four of the children.in the cases presented are multiply handicapped.
The difficulty for parents and professionals in determining which disability
to Address primarily, .how to design a program as close to "normal" as
possible, and under what labels to place the child for service-eligibility
purposes, is especially acute for Children with,complex diagnoses. Even for
Our two Case children with clearcut diagnoses, the social correlates of
being handicapped (e.g., feelings ipvoked in non-handicapped peers and
teachers) have complicated the question of most appropriate environment.

'Least Restrictive Appropriate Envjronment
I

This provision of P.L. 94-142 has proven difficult to implemW both
because of differences in interpreting the meaning and intent of the
provision, and because in manyiof our cases alternative placements repre-
sented trade-offs, edtancing certain aspectk of the children's development
at the expense of ottAirs. In this section of the analysis a number of the
issues that emerged from our cases relating to LRAE will be discussed.

In three of our cases -- Corwin, Gilbert, and Marshallyelatively small
local school districts have not been able to provide appropriate placeMent
optixts for-the children. In spite of district staff promises that they
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were developing programs to meet the needs of these'children, in all three
cases these programs have not to the present been adequately developed.
Thus,' available a=lternatives have set the range for placements considered
locally in seeking LRAE. In all three cases the children have had to
Participate in programs in neighboring districts, or in county-wide
facilities such as the TMI/SMI center. The children and their families
have had to adapt to what'exists, seemingly in contradiction of the intent
of P.L. 94-142.

In Larry Corwin's case, not only were he and his parents forced to
seek placement in the special education program of a neighboring district,
but he was placed in an EMI classroom, in spite of the fact that his
primary eligibility category was EI. It happened that this setting was
an excellent one Nonetheless, this placement led to a county and state
investigation of his home district, with the finding that it was the
district's responsibility to provide an adequate setting for Larry, and
until the district developed one, or received a "deviation" permit from the,
state, it was clearly out of compliance. The result of this finding was
that Larry's home district quickly developed an ad hoc program for him in
his home elementary schobl. More importantly, there was such resentment ,

of the Corwins' efforts to assure an appropriate program for Larry that the
year in his home school quickly became intolerable for him and his family,
and be returned to the EMI classrdom. .

In Sean Gilbert''s case, there has been no conflict. to the present over
his placement in the county,TMI/SMI center. Nonetheless, this fat
(September 1980) he has.had an EPPC leading to a change in placement out of
the TMI/SMI center, into a regular. school setting. As his home district
still has not developed an EMI program and other services to meet his
needs, Seanmust continue to travel to a neighboring school district to be
educated. One difference between Sean's case and Larry Corwin's is that
his parents have not felt.the need to insist that their local district
develop a program to meet his needs. In.part this acceptance is due to
their personalities; in part it is because they live in a county with a lot
of services. They have accepted EPPC decisions and advice without
questioning whether the intent of P.L. 94-142 was being met.

In Barry Marshall's case, lack of appropriate local district alterna-
tives has been only part of a much larger conflict over the meaning of
LRAE for Barry. Nonetheless, his home district clearly interpreted the
LRAE requirement regarding provision of a continuum of services to mean
helping Barry find'an appropriate placement somewnere in tne county, not
providing it themselves. When the Marshalls thus determined that a private,
integrated preschool was the most appropriate among the.alternatiyes
discussed at,some of the early EPPCs, conflict arose over who would pay the
costs of transp4tation. The Marshalls felt that if the district was not
going to provide an appropriate program for Barry itself, it relinquished
to some extent its right to "dictate" placement to them. They argued, in
effect, if you're gong to force us to look around the county 4or a place-
ment for Barry, at least be gracious enough to pick up some of the undue
(transportation) costs that would be entailed.
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The effects on'our study children of district inability or unwilling-nes to provide or develop appropriate programs for them have not been
espe tally harmful to the children;there have been, though, clear negativeeffec s on professional-parent relationships. Because the children livein a county with a wide array of services,, their parents have always been
able to find an adequate program for them; although sometimes based'on travelover long distances. The very abundance of services has in fact been thecause of the long delay in developing special education programs in certain
districts--neighboring districts-had those programs already.

More importantly,'the problem of small districts providing a range ofservices to a small number of, children with a variety of handicapping con-° ditions should not fall on the shoulders of the children themselves and theirfamilies. A number of the, districts are involved in collaborative arrange-'merits, pooling resources and each providing some piece of a total special
education program with related services. These arrangements are by-and-
large beneficial, but they have one drawback. They are a disincentive to
districts doing all that is possible to see"that a particular handicapped
child gets at least a chance to be edOcated in his or her home district.
Staff become somewhat too ready to suggest alternatives far from home, with-
out at least struggling to find a way to educate the child close-by.

. In a number of cases, difficulty in determining the Cause and natureof the primary disability affecting our study children has made determina-
tion of LRAE difficult. Four study children are multiply handicapped, and
three of those four have had dual or triple eligibility classifications.An extreme illustration of why difficulty in determining primary disability ,,,can be a problem is prOvided in the casts of Larry Corwin and Barry Marshall. 'Both these children have at times in their historybeen labelled simultaneouslyas EMI and LO--educable mentally impaired and learning disabled. These are
contradictory ,classifications and, by definition, it would be extremely ,

difficult to be both,at the same time. Larry, along with Os other classi-
fications, has been labelled EI--emotionally impaired. Barry, likewise,
has, been labelled speech impaired and orthopedically impaired.

An appropriate program for a child with a specific learning disability.
is usually quite, different than one for an EMI child. For'Larry, being EMI
and El has been resolved by proViding a program with tine in both classrooms
(as well as speech). Barry Marshall's case has been difficult to resolve.
It\is clear that, depending on how one looks at his needs, the kind of .

program developed for nim would be extremely different. In his EPPCs the
placement and program options discussed for Barry nave often differed inV d as well as degree. For example, at his fourth- PPG, options discussed\.in uded a mainstreamed preschool classroom, a self-contained classroom for
leAT -mg disabled children, and the local district's orthopedic room. , (Most
professionals and his parents have agreed on his need for extensive speech
therapy.) At a later EPPC, his sixth, the principal of Barry's OMe school
suggested the newly operied EMI. room in his home school.

,/
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The. question implicitly or explicitly addressed in program
planning for the multiply handicapped children in our study has gene-
rally been: what are the behavioral and educational impediments tb
optimal functioning that we want to attack? Basing planning on this
question has'helped educators and.parents sort out the complicated

;.

needs of children like Patricia Oliver. This child's handicaps
include hearing impairment, speech impairment, orthopedic impairment,
fairly severe mental impairment, 'and moderate visual.impairment-
Two physicians testing her last year (1979-80 school year) even
suggested the possibility of autism. To the present, the rule for
providing a prggram for Patricia has been optimum treatment for her
greatest deficit. Until recently, thi?meanta program focused on her
needs as trainable/mentally impaired and speech impaired. This
fall (1980), as a result of renewed testing, Patricia's teachers
feel that the key to'unlocking her intellectual potential (still
unclear) i.4,to focus on her hearing and speech impairments.

The specialized and fractiOnal-nature of special education ser-
vices has' made 0-ovision of an appropriate".program and-environment for
the multiply handicapped children in our study more difficult. Larry
Corwin, for exaMple,'would,benefit from an integrated EMI/EI class-
room, where a broader range of his,needs would be addressed in a
coordinated manner. As it his EMI and El teachers take a different
approach to him, work with different educational materials, and have
differ nt classrobm envir'onlents. Patricia Oliver would benefit from
an i egralted hearing impaired TMI classroom, at least transitionally.

:larshall would certai4y benefit from a program organized to
me , and focused on, a broader range of his needs'.

Three factors impede the-provision of inore'fully.coordinated
programs for our study childre First, the classification system
mandated pnder R.L. 94-142 tends to lead EPPC and IEP committees to
choose among alternative environments focusing on different kinds of
needs. Second, most special education teachers are trained to focus
on one, or at most two, handicapping conditions. Third, lack of
resources Prevents school districts from providing."combined" Programs,
in the'continuum of services offered. Dual or triple classification
is discouraged in the districts in which we have worked, usually
for good reason--the various pieces of the total special education pro-
gram are quite different from each other. Nonetheless, as the cases
of our study cniaren illustrate, multiply involved children reauirp
those dual or triple classifications to assure multiple needs are met.
The pieces tend to be tacked on to each other, though, rather than
thoughtfully fit together.

A similar impediment to provision'of LRAE for our study children,
ha& been lack oan institutional continuum in placements. 'In terms
of institutional settings, our study children and their parents
have been faced, quite frequently, with rather stark choices. Ortho-
peldically involved children, for ex-ample Helen Farrell, have been
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faced with a'choice between the count}! POHI center, where they would
have no contact with non-handicapped peers, and a 't'egular classroom,
where they would have limited or no contact with other Orthopedically
involved children and POHI trained teachers. Mentally impaired children
in our study have been faced with the choice between the self-contained
isolation of the TMIAX center and an EMI classroom in a regular
school. There is no TMI/SMI setting in the regular schools; thus;
parents have reluctantly chosen the isolation to have access to the
1MI/S4I services..

There is thus something of a quantum leap in institutional
settings fromxlargely mainstreamed to totally isolated. In'classi-
fication terms thet leap is from moderate to severe impairment. Me
need for settings bridging,that gap has begun to,be addressed in the
county; for example, a new POHI facility i.s being built, attached to
a regular elementary school and close by middle and high schools.'
To the present, the countyN,POHI center has been ruled administratively
as something of a separate fiefdom. -It is hoped that this ins,titytiG-ftaT
integration will lead to greater administrative coordination between
special education and regular education.

-
,

The lack of a continuum in institutional settings makes pro-
vision of LRAE to children who fall in the gray area, between degree
of involvement categories, more difficult. There has een'a'certain
§chizophrenia evident in the programs pf those of our study children
0 o don't fit easily into categories of moderately impaired or severely .

im aired. The frequent reliance oh and push for "shared time programs,"
most clearly seen in the cases of Helen Farrell, Barry Marshall,
and Joseph Edwards, and to a lesser extent in Larry ,Corwin's, reflect.
lack of consensus on degree of impairment and the effect of that

.

impairment on each child's total functioning. When pa t of a child's

ki

program reflects a belief that he or she can function,. dequately with
non-handicapped peers, and part totally isolates a chi from those
peers, placing him or her just with handicapped peers,'then that child
does not have a truly coherent educational environment. An alternative
school and classroom setting Appropriate to the whole child--strengths
and needs--would be less restrictive for at leasta few of OUT study
children.

'''

The seemingly complex programs in which a-number of our study
tchildren find themselves--shuffling from'reaular classroom, to EMI,

room, to speech, to EI room, bac;:sto .7!0: room, etc.--orovide an
indication that the scnools in th.i.s part of Michigan are struggling_
to provide programs that meet the full range of handicapped children's
needs. What is happening is that pieces of the special educatiOn ,

sy§tewand t e regular education system are being grafted onto each
other, with t e mandates Of P:L.,94-142 being'the'glue that binds
them together ° the most, appropriate environment for most of our
study childr n is itian educational world somewhere between the two
systems,-and that world is still in the'Making:
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.At the extremes of the two systems ap the totally self-contained
special.education facility- ,-such a the county Tf1I /SMI and POHI
centers--and the regular classroom, in which the special hee'dS child

k is sometimes placed full -time. lhder what conditions do these settings
satisfy the letter antiel tent of the,LRAE.provision of P.L. 94-142?
Patricia Oliver and S6.-a Gilbert haVe had almost no contact with
non - handicapped, peers during their tenure at the county TMI/SMI
center. Yet, observing tliem, one doesn't feel they are in a restrictive
environment.' That setttngAhas -seemed appropriate in itself; it is
when one thinks _of the social world outside the facility that the
restrictiveness of it is apparent. Yet the staff at the center are
warm and caring; they make wbatever attempts they can toldring the
outside world in', -and take the children to the outside world; and they
see their gbal,.in many cases-, as moving children toward normalization.
For example, Sean Gilbert moved thit.fall out of the TMI/SMI center
into a regvlar school setting,

Joseph Edwards' experience in the regular kindergarten, with
only speech therapy services, suggests that-even for moderately to
severely involved children -- Joseph has Down's Syndrome--full-time in
a regular classroom can be appropriate. Yet the experiences of
Helen Farrell and her parents, and Larry'Corwin and his parents
illustrate t45 both those extremes in-setting can just as easily
be restrictive and inappropriate enuirodments. As will be recalled,
once the county POHI center "capttOed" Helen, they wanted her full
program to be there, even when there Was cleat evidence that she
thrived in a mains'-reamed setting. It is the palicy of the POHI
center administration not to encourage orthopedicilly involved children
to participate wheneVerthey.can in the regular schools' 4programs
In Larry°Corwin's case, both his teachers and his parents have discOered
that, because of his special emotional and cognitive needs, a regular
classroom environment is frequently a gery restrictive place for him.
In fact, the teacher who knows,him best feels that he is moving
away from normalization.

Thus, the Physical-setting can make it more or less, difficult
to achileve the least restrictive and still appropriate environment for
a hand7capped child. Yet the-above evidence from our cases illustrateS
that itis the behavior and attitudes of the staff and the specific
needs of,the child that have the most significant influenceon achieve-
ment of LRAE.- When Sean Gilbert's teachers at the TMI/SMI center
said that-in no way did 'they consider his placement there as Permanent,
that attitude itself heltedpropel-niriptoward normalization, and a
regular school environment. When Joseph Edwards' 'regular kindergarten
teacher said, in the face Consensus among the other professionals
at Joseph's recent EPPC that-he should be in a self=confained EMI
classroom, "I haven't made up my mind yet what's best for hie', she
-prope'lled him toward normalization. This year (1980 -81), thus' far,
Joseph is successfully, negotiating the-transition to a.regular.first,
grade class.
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jeducatio 1 systems'servirg our study children]are
A-the de nds d-reducating.them in the least.re-
rTate environment, the children themSelves, in a few
telopiental paths moving them away from normalization.
Larry Corwin, Joseph Edwards, and Patricia Oliver;
gap between them and their age-mates growt wider

Larry has proven to_be particularly sensitive to this
ond reason-why his, teachers have recommended less

time in a regular-class each year as he has gotten older. Joseph's
parents realize that he will have to bejn first grade again.next
year,if he wants'to continue,in a regular class- -he -will then be
two years older than- his classmates. Eventually, he will be so much
.older than his classmates.that more timein a self-contained EMI
setting will be inevitable. Patricia Oliver'remained in a mainstreamed
preschool environment fora yearnd a half. At a certain point it
becpe clear that she needed

more individualized attention to her
numerous specilic'disabilities than could be provided in that setting.
This year (1980-81) she will probably move to the TMI/SMI center's
hearing impaired classrodm, to.work on communication' pre-requisites.

\

,

p

In the-cases of-Larry Corwin and Patricia Oliver, while moving
away from normalization in terms of mainstreaming they are being
moved into or toward environments that place the least restrictions
on their perfomanix by attacking specifically the impediments to
optimal ,performance. That particular intent of the LRAE provision is,
being met'in their cases. Joseph Edwards is theoretically in an
environment which,'as his father puts' it, will allow him to "fail at the
highest level".4 His parents argue that models for him and expectations
of him will be.higher in a,reguar classroom setting. ,His successful,
but somewhat trying, experience in a-regular kindergarten-during the
1979-80 School year suggestS that there are certain pre'-requisites
to a, successful mainstreamed

'experience for handicapped children.

The most important pre-requisites are preparation time, and then
ongoing support for.the classroom teacher serving these children.
Both psychological and tecnnical preparation aopear to he crucial
For example, LarrY.Corwin's regular classroom teacher viewed him and
his presence in her,class for small periods of time each day as a
burden. His already great social isolationyas reinforced by her
lack of a4tention to him, and -Tack of effoq,to_integrate him socially.
The children used heras'a modei,.and likewise made no effort to, include
him. In contrast; loseph 'Edward's teacher,, who suddenly found him 44assigned to_her Ovdergarten class in December 1979, made a special
,effort to bking him-in and make him part of the class. Her respect for
him, h affection-,,and her'patience when necessary, served as a
model at most of the children Ocked up on immediately. She was

s
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psydiolbgically prepared to have him in her class, and did not
,unconscious ly or passively resist his presence.

..Neither Larry's nor Joseph's regular classroom teachers receivedadequate technical preparation for meeting the Special needs of thesecbildren. This problem had more of an impact on Joseph's teacher,for she had him in her kindergarten class 'the whole afternoon. TheStrategies she developed for.encouraging Joseph's_ academic progresswere developed throug,h trial and error, and with the support of°Joseph's mother, who '.ha'ed some materials on developmental needsand abilities of Down's Syndrome children with her. Equally as important,Joseph's teacher received little ongoing support for her workrwith him'to the classroom; she was constrained by lack of time to work individuallywith Joseph. She had an aide most afternoons, but the aide felt some-what uncomfortable with Joseph. Finally, she did not have materials , -\that were designed to meet his educational needs. '%

)A problem that many of our study children have faced, that hasimpeded achievement of LRAE for them, is the number of transitionsfrom classroom to classroom, and in a few cases/institution to in-
stitution, that has had tobe made everyday. In Helen Farrell'
case, until this year she had to.move.every day betw'en two totallydistinct institutional environments, with educational strategies,expectations of her, and physical surroundings very different fromeach other. Larry CorWin, during his days,moves from an EMIclassroom,to an El classroom, to speech, to his.regular

classroom,.and sometimesback again to EMI or EI. In each settingexpectation
are. different,.the classroom= atmosphere is different, the children may be different,goals for him and content are different' ,Larry finds it hard enoughto makeifriends.in

one ,setting; yet he must strive to do so in threeor four. Joseph Edwards' moth'el" refused his teacher- consultant
services last yean (1979-80), to minimize transitions in his daily
schedule'(he was already leaving for speech). Barry Marshall's motherhas noted that the cosmetic mainstreaming he gets for art, music,
gyrilL does a lot more-harm than good for,him. She feels that the
constant "in-and-out' all day cannot -he good for Barry-and-n-is EMIclassmates: "they need the same, if not more, continuity in their,livesas the normal kids." She feels more is being asked of the handicapp
children than of the-non-handicapped.

We haVe found in our study cases tharthe decision- making pfoc ssleading to determination of-least restrictive apprgpriate environmenthas a moderate influence on achievementof
that environment.- The.position from which decisign-mang meetings begin often shapes thenature of discussion and final deterMinations. We have noted three kpoints of departure in our-cases; let's assume this child shouldbg integrated into a regular classroom setting unless clear justificationfor aself-contained speCial education classroom is proven (JosephEdwards); let's set a range of options and discuss each in turn
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(Helen Farrell, May 1980 EPPC); mainstreaming is clearly inappropriate,
let's look at other options .(Barry Marihall). We have found that the
.middle option, though not inherently closest to the intent of the LRAE
provision,.,:seems to lead to the most constructive decision-making pro-
cess. Parents, or professionals, are less likely to feel "railroaded"
if each option is fully discussed. Advantages'and disadvantages of
any .particular placement opt..ion are more likely to be brought out.

We have found, as might be expected-,= that when parents' and pro-
--fessibnals'perspectives are given equal weight, decisions leading to

aChievementof LRAE'are more likely to be made. An honest negotiation
process, though it can still be emotion-laden and 'painful, contributes
to construction o1 a balanced program. The May 1980 EPPC of. Helen Farrell
illustrates this_finding. In none of our cases have professionals simply
overwhelmed parents with-their administrative and moral authority. Yet
in the early years of the Corwin end Farrell cases, and on a continuing
basis in the Marshall case, adversarial interactions at EPPC meetings
have left parents shaken: angry, and confused. Strains in'parent-
profeSsional relations have affected teacher attitudes toward two of
our study children .(Larry COrwin, Helen Farrell) atslchool, leading
in the early years to a more restrictive environment '(in atmosphere)
for these children.

The debsion-making process leading to LRAE often involves con-
sideration of trade-offs inproaram focus among different aspects of a
child's development. Although cognitive, socio-emotional, and physical
development are in actuality closely intertwined, in a few of our
cases choice of one or another placement has been seen to mean'enhance-
ment of development ih one area, at the expense of another.-s. Parents
of our children have been less likely-to Mink in terms of trade-off
than professionals, but parents too,are aware of the need to meet a
dbmber of kinds of needs in their children: The cases of Helen Farrell
and Joseph EawardsproVide the clearest illustration of this issue.
Patricia Oliver's c8e2 due to the great number of her remgdial needs,
also-provides an illustration. 9

Helen Farrell's teachers at the POHI,center have alOays felt that'
her full-tire-participation in the private, mainstreamed elementary
school program might meet her social- Treeth, but would not be the most
beneficial placement to meet her academic and physical needs. Helen's
parents disagree strongly with. that assessment in the academic area, .

'bbt'have sensed tAa: ner program of onysicai therapy-- crucial to ner
struggle for autonomous mobility--mignt be fuller at tne pop' center.
They are currently monitoring the amount of physical therapy she gets
weekly in the mainstreamed setting. Joseph Edwards' teachers and
evaluators have historically felt that his cognitive needs could best
be met in a self-contained EMI classroom, although they have acknowledged
that he profits socially from mainstreamed settings. They have thus
viewed LRAE decisions as a trade-off between more effectively meeting
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JOrseph'i cognitive needs, or more effectively meeting his social needs.
Joseph's parents-nave not felt to the 1)resent that tney are trading-off
cognitive for social development in seeking regular classroom place--
ment for him. But they feel this might become an .issue in the near-
future.

Patricia Oliver has had so many needs during her early' years that
4it has been difficult to meet them all simultaneously. Currently her
hearing'i.mpairment is seen as potentially the central impediment to
her development:, it is preventing fuller interaction with the world.
Yet, if she enters the TMI/SMI center's hearing impaired program this
fall (1980), the focus on teaching her signing and related skills.will
be at the expense-of time.for specific activities enhancing her cogn4-
tive development. She desperately needs tools'to communicate; yet she
also needs a full Oogram of cognit. stimulation. Placement will
determine.which receives more emph although*nelIner will be neglected.

4

Though .the nature and degree of a'child's handicapping condition
have clearly influenced parental and professional) desires with.respect
to choice of edusatitnal envirfement(s);lother'factors have also been
influential. While it is possible to generalize that,the more severe
the handicapping condition the less likely will be placement in 'a
regular classroom, parental preferences and number of suitable.alter-
natives available also influence likelihood of mainstreaming, sometimes
independently of nature or severity of handicapping condition. Jowph
.EdwardS' case illustrates the fdrmer influence; -Helen Farrell's the
latter. With a few exceptions, professionals invOlVea with particular
children in our study generally have opted for a less mainstreamed
educational program tnan those same childreh's parents. This generali-
zation does not nolcl for our most severely Involved child, Patricia Oliver.

The analysis of how the least restrictive appropriate environment
provision of-P.L. 94-142 has been implemented in our study cases reveals
this to be a complex,Often problematic provision of the law: DI-

- fluences on determination of LRAE for any particular child are multiple:
the size of'his or her school district. jistrilct fiscal resources,
service avaiiaoillty tne ceneral area, aaministra,tive, and procira-
matfc integration between special education and regular education, the
strength of parental and professional feelings, the nature of the
EPPCREP'decision-making process, tne ace of thd child, and of course
the specific neeas.of tne cnild, all interact In a procesS tnat often-,
continues from year to year. By ana large, tnose involved in tnis
process feel.they have the besteinterest of thekchild in mind, and at
least attempt to understind opposing viewpoints.,

Im none of our cases) did We find a.simplistic,dri've toward main-
streaming, or in the opposite direction, on anyone's part. All dis-
cussionstook place in the context ol-pecificihildren's needs. Yet,

e- powerful differences in opinion ana perspective nave persisted over. -the
yeRrs in a few of our cases. Fundamental differences concerning the
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best Way to meet a child's needs--in Helen Farell's case- -have been
proven difficult to.resolve. We have found that as long as comMuniCation
Continuesamong teachers and therapists, between,professionals and .

parents, between administrators--many problems can be worked out, at*
leacst to the. point of compromise: When Communication fails, it 4i
indvitably the child who suffers. most.'

Parent Involvement
,416J .

.

.

P.L. 94-142 has redefined the rights and responsibilities of a'
Select group of parents--those of handicapped children - -i.n decision-
making regarding all aspects of,thelr children's educational programs.
In,many ways, the intended beneficiaries of P.L. 94-14a have been not
just handicapped children, but their parents as well. The mandate to
involve parents in program planning-, detision-mating, and evaluation
has, obviously, chang6d not only their roles in the eduoational procesis;
it has changed professionals' roles too. Professionals are now.to be
partners with par/nts in that process.

. What has the impact of these changing rignts, responsibilities,
and roles been on our study,chi dren, their parents, and those Serving\
the children? The changes mand ted under P.L. 94-142 have required new
.administrative Procedures. Per aps.more fundamentally, they have re-
quired changes in deeply rooted Ritterns of interaction and feelings

,

about oneself as d deeision-Makee Much has become exposed that was
hidden. As one paIent in our study recently noted: "It's impossible
to de4ir.be the feeling, of being totally vulnerable, of having no
control over the life of my child, when I enter an EPPC' meeting."
Attitudes and beliefs about one's status, long accepted, are suddenly
turned upsidesdown: this_ has been true for parents and pnofessionai,

,
.

,
.THe findings regarding parent involvement in our-case studies shed

light on three central issues: the implications of geftine versus
cosmetic parent involvement; the factors differentiating the way various,

parehts use their rights under the law; and the implitations of school
systems taking either a pro- active or reactive

-

stance in informina-.
parents of their rignts and' responsibilities. Threaded tnrouga tnese,
and a number of corollary issues to be discussed, has, been the often
difficult process of adjusting relationships, expectations, and behavior.

A

The range of involvement in proaram planning, deeisidh-Imakina, and
evaluation among'our study 'parents has varied Morel:in nature'than in
degree. AJ1 our study "parents-- usually, the mothers of our study children--
have taken advantage' of, the opportunity to participate in planning and
decision-making meetings"; most helve participated at some time in IEP
formulation la narrower task in Michigan); and most have sought-and
received evaluation-findingS, yritten plans, and related dociinents.
The basic difference among our study parents has been in the role they .

have carved out for themselves, or that'they have been encouraged to
,.take. Patricia Oliver's mother and stew-father, with a limited aware- °
ness of their rights, and having alot of needs themselves; have tended
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to rely on professionals to define Patricia's program. The Gilberts,
with a general awareness of their rights, but having no strong objec-
tions to'Sean's placement, have tended to go along with professional's
-preferences.; they,,though, have known what they wanted for Sean. The
Corwins, Edwards, Farrells 'and Marhsalls have, to various degrees, taken
an active role in the program development process, generally learning
their 'rights as they've one along, gaining an increasing sense of
themselves as.decision-makers. These parents, in asserting themselves,
have brought out all kinds of underlying feelings in professionals,
the presence of which chargds the atmosphere of planning and decision-
making meetings.

.Two kinds of factors have differentiated the.way our study parents
have used their rights under P.L. 94-142: institutional/environmental
factors, external to the particulars of the situation; and situational
factors such as the status, packgroUnds and personalities of the
participants, the history of a particular family's relationship with
the schools, and the nature of a particular child's needs. As Kill'be
seen, the institutional/environmental factors often merge with situ-

,

ational factors as, a case develops.

The institutional factors are illustrated most clearly in the Corwin,
Farrell, and Marshall cases. "Larry Corwin's parents were forced 'into
an activist role when itbecame clear to them that their home school
,district was not going to provide an appropriate, program for bim. The

. fact that it was a SMall:district, and' that there were no options for
them within the district oncehis home elementary. school principal
indicated that the school simply didn't have the resources to meet
Larry's needs ("we have other children to think df too") backed the
Corwins against a wall. Because it wassa small school ,district, their
activism quickly became well Known to administrators, teachers, and
other professionals, with the result that the whole family was branded
as "trouble." (Larry's older brother had tropble acquiring badly needed
remedial reading serVices, until Mrs. 'Corwin threatened to begin due
process proceedings to acquire those services for him.) Thesupportive-
ness of the neighboring district's staff, and their attitudes of "don't
worry, well work any problems out,"was a powerful relief for Larry's

,,...0arents. They nave now retreatea,Considerably from their activism of
earlier.years because they trust that any decisions- made will be in
Larry's best interest.

The difficulty stall districts'can have in providing adequate
services to a child, with the result of,activating parents' concerns,
can be seen also in Barry Marshall's case. The Marshalls have never
felt that Barry has been getting adequate speech therapy and .commUnicatton
skills work. The district has. responded that he is getting 'all that
is available and all that hdAiApds." The Marshalls more generally have
had a long history of hegotiAing'with their home school district to
get what they see as adequate (more)services:for him. Judy Marshall
wonders if the district decision to mainstream him last year (1979-80)
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was really in his best. interest; whether it might not have been a way
of providing him less services. The fact that the *district has all the
special education programs in pne building she feels is also more for
the district's benefit than for the children's. The Marshall's activism
over the years has not resulted in their minds in adequate services
for Barry. That is one of the reasons they decided recently to move
to another-county that had group homes for handicapped children, and
where they felt Barry could have his needs met.

ti
Helen Farrell's parents, particularly her mother; have also become

very involved in formulation of her educational program for reasons'
attributable to the institutions serving Helen. The POHI center's
philosophy and values, described in her case study, have been impedi-
ments to Helen receiving an appropriate education in the least restrictive
environment, in her parent's minds. The institution's philosophy, that
most POHI children are better served if they take their full program
there, contradicted the concrete evidence that Helen thrived in a main-
streamed environment. This conflict led to year of struggle over
Helen's placement, with extremely higb emotional costs for Helen and
her parents.

In each of the three cases reviewed above, the parents were drawn into
an activist role by what they saw as failures in the institutional
system serving their-children. In the Corwin and Marshall eases it
was lack of adequate resources, compounded by professionals' resentment
of demands made by the parents, that led to parental activism; in the
Farrell case it was the philoSophy of the institution that led to .

conflict. While it doesn't automatically follow that satisfaction with
institutional resources made available and institutional philosophy
leads to less active' parent involVement--as discussion of the Edwards
case will demonstrate--in general this holds true. At Aeast part of

%

the reason for the Gilberts' and Lamberts' (Patricia Oliver) less active
involvement was satisfaction with services.

, In Al our uses situational factors clearly. .influenced Parent
involvement, although not in a simple way. Different 'factors have
played a role in each cape, and it is hard to find particular factors
that consistently differentiate degree and nature of parent involvement.
Two factors that we might have expected to clearly have an influence
on parent involvement--social status of the family, and'parental know-
ledge of the provisions and intent of P.L. 94-142--did not prove to
be seminal in differentiating involvement amo4our families. While
none of the parents included. in this report have a high social status
in their communities, only one set, thelambert, has been hesitant
to assert itself in the face of professional authority.. In a related
vein, almost all of our families started out ith an extremely limited Ns
knowledge of P.L. 94-142; but this didn't necessarily impede their
activism to get their children's needs met.
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Personal/situational factors that did influence parent involvement
include: the social- situation of the family, personality of the
parents, history of relations with the schools, attitudes of profes-
sionals, the degree of,pemplexity of the child's needs, 'clarity of
diagnosis of 0e-child's handicapping condition, parental feelings , ir,

concerning adequacy of services being offered, and parental expecta-
tions of their child. The wards case illustrates a number of these
factors. The Edwards (part cularly Mary) are what can be described
as-very assertive and dete fined parents. %They demonstrated this before
Joseph was a ygar old, in ruing down the day training center program
of their county's Mental R tardation Service Center, expressing the
feeling that Joseph was fu ctioning at a higher level than the othet;--,
children at the center. &.though P.L. 94-142 hadn't been passed at the
time, and they knew littld'of Michigan's law, the Edwards report that
they were clearly aware of their rights as parents.

The Edwards have always had high expectations of Joseph, not letting
his status as a Down's Syndrome child determine expectations of him.
They have actively pushed over the years to have Joseph in environments
that woull0 not prevent him from achieving his potential. Thus, in spite
of the fact that Joseph has always had excellent services available to
him, professionals involved with the Edwards have often felt pushed or
,pressured--Mary Edwards was always looking over their shoulders to make'
sure Joteph was "getting the best.'

Patricia Oliver's case illustrates some of the other factors cited
above. The complexity of her needs has left her parents somewhat over-
whelmed, and willing to turn,the job of meeting those needsover to
the school and medical systems. On 'the other hand, Patricia's parents
have wanted their input taken seriously at decision-making meetingt,
and have wanted Patricia's problems explained to them in understandable
terms. Patricia's mother has ,noted feelings of inadequacy and help-
lessness at meetings, and.a-sense that she was being-blamed for some
of Patricia's problems. Nonetheless, school staff have made considerable
efforts to understand the Lamberts' needs and concerns. The Lamberts
are very young parents, with two other children to take care of and no
financial security; their generally stressful situation has prevented
them from being as involved in Patricia's case as they would have liked
to be.

Helen Farrell's case provides probably the clearest illustration
of the influence professionals' attitupes can have on parent'involve-
'ment. The dependency and vulnerability parents of handicapped children
experience in the face of professional authority has been widely noted.,
The potential for abuse is great, and luckily the great majority of
professionals have strived hard to accommodate the new roles for parents
in decision - making proceses. Helen Farrell's case illustrates how:
easily profes5ional attitudes regarding parent involvement can be
devastating to parents and child. Helen's parents and the POHLschool
staff knew that Helen:absolutely needed their physical therapy services,
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and the POHI staff hung this like a sword over EPPC meetings for years.
They also all but told the Farrells that they, the POHI specialists,
were in the best position to determine Helen's program needs - -'they were
trained to know those needs. 4Their inflexibility prevented them from
hearing the abundant evidence presented indicating that Helenthrived
in 'an integrated school environment. Their occasionally active hos-
tility to the Farrells caused the-latter great pain; so did the need
to compromise Helen's academic program for the sake of assuring adequate

. physical therapy. The Farrells, who wanted to work with professionals
to meet Helen's needs, were forced into an adversarial role vis -a -vis
pfofessionals.

The Marshall's too have found themselves in a somewhat adversarial
role vis-a-vit school officials, but for a different reason: lack of
clarity regarding the nature of Barry's handicaps and the most,effective
means to alleviate them. The Marshalls have become increasingly frus-
trated with the seeming inability of the schools to prov\ide a successful
program for Barry. This has translated, at least in part, into a feeling
that the schools haven't consulted them adequately in seeking the best
program for Barry. When they have felt satisfied with Barry's program,
as they did for a while in the mid-1970s, school officials haVe pro-
ceeded to pull the rug out from under them by requesting a review and
suggesting a new program. While some of the Marshalls' frustration
with the schools has been legitimate, some of it is displaced frustra-
tion over the years of unsuccessful struggle to give Barry the tools
to communicate with his world.

The parent involvement provision of P.L. 94-142 mandated a number
of administrative mechanisms to ensure parent involvement in their
childre'n's programs. These include adequate prior notification of
meetings regarding-their child's program (planning, decision-making,
review), notification'before'any planned changes in daily or -weekly
program, access-to all records kept on their child, and efforts to time
meetings so parentscan attend. Even more basic, pai-ents are to be
informed of all the above and related rights for them and their children
Under P.L. 94-142. We have noted a number of trends in development of
these mechanisms in our cases. The trends generally,relate to school
efforts to satisfy the intent as well as the letter of the law.

We have found that the schools generally do not take are- active
role in informing parents of their and their children's rights, although

_school staff willingly provide informatio6 when asked. Most of our
study parents picked up information on P.L. 94-142 from other parents
of handicapped children, in parent-support groups, or from advocates':

offl parents are fully aware- of all the provisions of P.L. 94-142;.
some have full' knowledge of selected provisions, some have a general
sense of the requirements and intent of the law. In general, our
study parents have acquired information on particular provitions.on a
"need -to- know" basis: our least active'parents probably have least
knowledge of weir rights under the law. (It is hard to know which
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is cause and which is effect here, although we have found the "need-
to-know" incentive a strong one.) In the area of.informing parents
about the law, the schools have generally met the letter rather than the
spirit of the law.

In very few cases have the prior notification or access to records
requirements not been met.. In almost all our cases, efforts have been
made to arrange meetings so that at least one parent could attend.
When necessary, parents have been consulted by phone. The intent as
well as the letter of the law was clearly'met in this area. With respect
to records a more complicated picture emerges. Probably only the Edwards
have full copies of everything:in Joseph's school records, although
most of our families have some of the documents in their children's
files. Schools clearly take a reactive position in this area, probably
fearing the time and cost involved in voluntarily providing records
to=parents.1 In a few of our cases, parents have not been aware that
school systems often have two files on handicapped children - -a. regular
file and a special education file. Thus, they nave sought information
from what they thought was the only file. Also, not being given a
list of what was in the files, some of our parents have not known what
to ask for.

Generally, our Study parents have been informed of evaluations and
received reports of evaluation findings. In a feW instances- -most
notably once in Joseph Edwards' case, and once-in Helen Farrell's --
evaluations were conducted without the parents' knowledge or, consent.
Rarely are evaluation findings translated into non-technical language;
and this has frustrated parents in almost all our cases. Parents of.
mentally impaired children in our study find numerical scores of
4:14. (developmental quotient), or.abilities particularly frustrating.
Mary -Edwards spoke for a number of .the parents+ when she noted, a tendency
for mast evaluation reports to focus on, what Joseph can't da,'rather
than what he can do (the exception being developmental 'Profiles).

Perhaps the 'clearest single indiator of the impact of the parent
involvement provision, of P.L. 94-142 on our study families .has been '-
fhe.nature of.the,process of EPPC, IEP,'and IEP review meetings. The
EPPC meeting by its very nature is extremely stressful for parents.
As Helen Farrell's mother has noted "a group of 'Professionals are- sitting
around a table discussing tne future of your child." The professionals'
control over that.child's future, their authority and status, and their
numbers- -one pardnt is usually surrounded by five or six professionals--
make it difficult for parents to assert their perspectives.

, One of two pitterns of interaction was evident at most EPPC meetings.
In the first the parent is an integral part of the.discussion,-period-
ically ,commenting on the issue of the Moment,. Inithe other, the pro-
fessionals present and, discussmaterial, with the parents remaining
largely silent; then,,, at some.point, an advocate or one of,the profes-
sionals asks: Nh.at do you think, Mrs. and Mr. ?" The
reasons for the presence of one on the other of these two patterns

1It is important to note that under the Act schools must inform parents of
their rights to see their child's records, but are not required to furnish
them Unless asked., This a reactive position meets the intent of the Act.
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can be found inthe structure of the process outlined by the EPPC
.chair, in the Orofessionals' level of awareness of howitheparents
might be feeling, and in the parents' own sense of their \'ole at the
meeting.'

The general stages of 'almost all EPPC meetings, except fir those
inyolving grievances, problems in program delivery, and related special
matters, are: presentation of,evaluation and progress reports, laying
out of program options for the future, discussion of the options, and
choice of one of the options. At some meetings a child's eligibility
for special education services under one or another category will be
discussed, approved, or reconfirmed. This general meeting structure
tended aAl our cases to :leave parents silent for the first half of
the EPPC meeting; therefore; the first interaction pattern described
above has predominated at most EPPCs. The exception occurs when parents
are invited to share their perspective on a child's progress, or when
the parents insert themselves into the presentation. Sean Gilbert's
most recent EPPC illustrates the former: at that meeting his mother
was asked to and in fact showed her perceptions of the gains he had
made at the county TMI/SMI center, and thenature of his behavior at
home. 'The latter exception -- parents inserting themselvecs into the
presentation - -has occurred in at least a few of Joseph Edwards' EPPCs.

The Edwards in fact have developed a number of strategies to assure
that they are given an active role to play at EPPCs. They prepare for
these meetings extremely thoroughly, including thinking through what
they want for Joseph, how to-neootiate,'and the reasons for their -

positiOh, Professionals are awarof their preparation. They have
had independent evaluations done which they had a role in presenting. ac

They'let meeting participants know that they, the parents, expect to
have ao active role. They generally bring on advocate to add some
balance to the "parents' side" at the table. And they are persistent.
They have generally been very successful in getting the placement they
desired for Joseph.'

We have found that when parents are asked, concrete, specific
questions, and share concrete information integral to,decisibn-making,

. then they are truly involved in decision-making. Also, when it is
apparent:that the professionals at the table are actually listening to
and considering what the parents are saying, afid are not just being .

polite, then the parents are truly invoived in decisian-making. Uhen
the school psychologist at Joseph Eawards'i most recent EPPC asked the
Edwards' not to just note what they wanted but to explain why they
thought he should be in a regular first grade class, the Edwards made
a fundamental contribution to that meeting. Unfortunately, parents
are to fearful and professionals too unsure of how to bring parents
in-to the discussion, injnost'cases. Thus, integral involvement of ..

parents in plannina,decision-making-.and review meetings is one impact
of P.L. 94-142 yet to be fully felt.

The most problematic situation at EPPCs is wherNll or most of the
professionals agree on one placement or program, and the parents want
another. This situation has ript,been infrequent in our cases, expecially
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Joseph Edwards', Helen Farrell's and Barry Marhsall's. The Edwards
have usually got what they wanted. The Farrells have had to compromise
(until this last year's EPPC, when preparation, the presence of two'.
advocates, and the.presence of thts.study's staff taping the meeting,
led to the Farrell's getting what they wanted). The Marshalls have
generally not got'what they wanted; they slave had to resort to due
process mechanisms. Why disagreements soi*times lead to compromise.
sometimes to'parents having their way, and sometimes to due process
proceedings is hard to.say.. We have noted -that the Edward's have always
known what they wanted and been well prepared. In addition, profes-
sionals have always been accommodating with them: In the Farrells'
case we suspect that.the.mutual awareness of how strong feelings /were
on each side led -to compromise; *the situation was' only just in-hand.
Also, the evidence that Helen'could function well in an integrated
setting was alWays there. The Marshalls resorted to due process, we
suspect, out of sheer frustration with the schools' inability to help
Barry progress; it was -the only means of protese they were aware'of.

All of our study parents are significantly more involved in planning
for and deciding about the educational program of their handicapped
children than they would have been if their rights were not, defined
.in law. Because the changes in,relationships mandated and implied in
P.L. 94-142 are fundamental, it is easy to understand why both parents
and professionals-are still struggling to come to terms with those
-changes in late 1980. The important point emerging from the evidence
in our cases is that, except in rare instances, they are struggling.
As parepp,navitecome more involved tOo, this involvement has both
enhanced their sense of self a decision-maker, aneled to more
effective programs _for their-dildren.

. .

ConClusions

In examining the impact of P.L. 94-142 on Rine handicapped children
and their families'living in one county in Michigan, we have-by no means'
provided a vehicle for-surveying the effects of that law on the general
population of handicapped individual -s. Rather, we have provided a
vehicle for a small humper of 'families and those serving tnem to snare
their experiences in coming.:td'understarid their rights and responsi-,,
bilities under the law, and then attempting to translate that under-
standing into new patterns of behavior and interaction. The strength

.of.our study has been in the ceptn to which we nave nad the opportunity
to go, thaRks,t0 the openness and.sense of responsibility of both -

parents and professionals.

We have come to agree with Edwin-Martin, after working with-our,
'Case families for two years, th.at P.L. 94-142 is indeed the most im-
portant legislation for-thejlandtcapped,ever passed. We have observed
firsthand the human impact of that legislation. Painfur adjustments

.have had to'be made. Rights spelled out in the law have still had to
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.be fought for, in some cases. Resources havetthad to be_ found by 4
school- districts to meet new respo'nsibilities. Teachers hip.* had
to find ears to Agten to parents, and parents worts to expreSs their
ideas and feelings. Hand capped children have found themselves, in
at least some cases, morelclearly in the mainstream of educational
and social life.

J V.
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Executive Summary

,phis report presents' sejlected findings of a-two year study that was
designed to examine the impdot of P.L: The Education For All
Handicapped Children Act, onehandicapped children and their families.
Since much of this impact is mediated by the way institutions serving handi-capped children hay* responded to' the` mandates of P.L. 94-142, the study
was subtitled "Institutional Responses and their Consequences." The
stud'' was itself part of a larger effort that the Office of Special Education(then Bureau of Education for the Handicap6ed) was engaged in to analyze the
administrative, fiscal, and human consequences of implementing P.L. 94-142;and-alw-to examine the extent to which tfie intent of_the Act is being met.

Our s*iple consisted of nine handicapped children aged 5 to 10 and
,

their,famiJies, living in one county in southeast Michigan. We followed thechildren in -depth as they negptiated the world of schools, hospitals, clinics,and other institutions serving handicapped children in various ways. Thechildren represented a wide range in nature and severity of handicapping
conditids;,had varying educational-and related service needs;' and came fromvery diverse communities in size, wealth, and resource availability. In ourstudy we interviewed parents, teachers, therapists, physicians, school
administrators, the children's evaluation teams, and others. We observed the
children in their school settings. We, analyzed records, evaluation documents,reports, 1,EAs as written'and other relevant documents. And we attended
meetings wftere decision-making about educational placement and program

*planning took plaCe.. Throagb this multifaceted data collection we tried to
understand responses to the major provisiont of P.L. 94-71.4Z through the eyes
of those affected in various ways.

.::
. ,

The-fulI report Trom which this summary 's abstracted ,contains in-depth
case studies of six,of our nine study fadilies, nd examines implementation
of five of the major requirements of P.L. 94-142: otection in evaluation
procedures,. procedural dde process, individualized ed tional programs,: least restrictive appruriate environment, and parent inv vement. The
report also contained rate analysis and synthesis of the dings from
our cases in the areas of least restrictive appropriate environment -ndparentj Ynvolvement: e cnose.these'for special analysis because they a
two particularly complex and crucial provisions of the Act, and because our
findings in these areas were particularly striking. It is this analysis,
long with our most important general findings, thit is presented in the

current "summary. ,
, 1 to

1

'The interested reader will be able to secure the full report though the
ERIC syste@ in late- winter 1981, or. can write to the authors to receive
a copy at cost. ,The repot is 125 pages.
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The Education For All Handicapped(Children Act: In Brief

The Education For Al) Handicapped Children Act of 1975, P.L. 94-142,
has ben described by EdwinMartin, Assistant Secretary for Special Educa-tion and Rehabilitative Services, as the most important legislation for
the handicapped eve passed. Its central provisions, in their interpreta-
tic:di and implemen tion, are beginning to have a significant impact on the
nature of educa on for handicapped children and youth: These provisions
include: (1) he right of all handicapped childreh aged 3 to, 21 to a
free appropriate public /educations; (2) protection for handicapped children
in evaluation pr#ceduresr-the right to non-discriminatory, fair, compre-
hensive eva- luation for purposes of classification and program development;
(3)-due process safeguards for handicapped children and their families
including prior notice of meetings-, plans, or changes in a child's:program,.
access to a child's records, a time frame for the hole special education
process, and procedures for protesting decisions; (4) the right for parents
and others to participate in decision- making proc sses; (5) least restrictive
appropriate placement--the right of every handicap d child to be educated,
to the extent appropriate, with non-handicapped peers; and (6) the right of
every handicapped child to have an individualized educational program.
These provisions shape a mandatory process of planning, decision-making,
program design, implementation, and revjew. P.L. 94-142 also authorizes
funds to contribute to the local cost of implementing the above and related
provisions.

A Note on Michigan's Special Education Law

. .

"Mfthigan has had its own special education law, P.A 198, since 1973.
This law was designed to be implemented immediately, and by 1976 most local"
education agencies in Michigan were making serious attempts at compliance.
P.L. 94-142 and P.A. 198 are quite parallel in their intent and most of their
provisions. However, Michigan's law differed from the federal law during the
years of our study in two notable respects (one of these-differences has
since been addressed). First, the state law mandates services for handicapped
children from birth to age 25, while the federaj law mandates services from
ages 3 to 21 (state law permitting). Second, until Fall 1980 Michigpn -had
ativio-stage process for developing each child's Individualized Educational
.Program (IEP): the first was an Educational Planning andylacement Committee
(EPPC), the second was an IEP committee. The federal law mandates one
process, and requires placement decisions to be based on the EP. Michigan,.
thisFall,created a new decision- making mechanism, which meets the mandate
and intent of the federal law.

The findings from our cases thus reflect the impact of Michigan's special
education law at full implementation, and P.L. 94-142 at an early stage of

IThe age ranges for children mandated to be served is the only provision that
is superceded by state law; thus, only states mandating services, to 3-5
and 18-21 year olds must comply with P.L./94-142 in this area.



implementation. Because the two laws are similar in intent and procedures
outlined, it-is possible to view our findings as indicating the impact of
P.L. 94-142 at relatliely full implementation, since the state law has
been at work for five years.

Institutional Responses to_the Act: Central Findings from our Cases

Procedures Response to the Act has been much greater in educational
and agencies than in non-educational agencies, as might be

Programs" expected. Central elements of P.L. 94-142 that have coma to
shape the educational process--for example, parent involvement
in decision making, service in the east restrictive appropriate
environment--have not influenced the medical, social welfare, -

and mental health service systems. Thus,, families experience a
discrepancy in treatment from service system to service system.

The state, the county and local districts of our %tudy children
have developed a more formal, consistent, and comprehensive
educational evaluation and program planning process. Procedures
from district to district ara.more consistent than historically.
Monitoring of program implementation has remained a difficult
process.

P.L. 94-142 has led districts to develop a wider range of place-.

ment options for our study children and their handlcapoed peers.
The development of these ne:v options has generally baen'in tha
form of adaptation of existing programs, or new ways of using,
such programs,' not creation of new programs.

A broader base of educVonal evaluation information is consider
in determining eligibility and program design for our study
children under P.L. 94-142. Adaptive behavior and functioning
'tarry greater weight than in the past, and a broader range in types
of evaluatiOn instruments is considered appropriate.

The regular and special education service systems in the
li

districts of our study children are very slowly developing
mechanisms to work together to share resources, plan, provide
mutual support, and so on. Mechanisms get developed when problems A

become urgent. Develiping formal procedures for coordination
appear to be theresponsioility of special education administrators,
many of whom are overloaded with monitoring, compliance and related
paperwork.

The county in which our study children live has not yet developed
an adequate continuum of services at the preschool level for handi-
capped children. Particularly lacking af-mainstreamed options
supported by the public schools. These options exist among private



Roles and

Responsibilities
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service providers,'but there has been no support for them by
LEAs or the county. .

In general, the educational evaluation and program plannidlg
proceif has been expanded quite significantly in the last few
years, but actual classroom programs have changed much less--in
kind and structure. The effect of t'is can be likened to putting
ahigh-powered new engine in an old car body:. pressures for
comprehensive and ind4vidually appropriate services have increased
"more than the availability of of those services.

Special and regular educators involved with our study children
. have generally made concerted efforts to accommodate to their new
roles vis-a-vis each other, and in relation to parent,

Regu.lar educators are slowly and painfully gaining the confidence
and skills to work with handicapped children and their families,
while special eduCators aregoing through a lot of self-evaluation
concerning heir role in educating handicapped children. Special
educators are finding it difficult to ackndwledge that regular
educators can competently meet the needs of handicapped children.

Most professionals are honestly struggling to accommodate an be
responsive to parents'' views, although communication frequently`
remains formal Ind superficial.

Some of the behavior we've observed in larofessionaLs
working with otilr study children is survival behavior; responding
,to nei demands/ Pressures, requirements, at the same time con-

.

tinuin to meet traditional demands and pressures, d'nd maintaining
patterns of behavicir in'use for years

( Institutional Responses to the Act: Problematic Aspects

There continues to be very little coordination between service,
systems serving hanicapped_children. Wlviile th'e Act implies that
the education system is the lead system, the medical, mental
health, and social welfare systems, continue in' their oJci patterns
of service, frequently undermining the intent of P.L. 94-142.

While P.L. 94-142, throUgh its mandatedvprocedures, has improved
the effectiveness of the special education process as a whole,
there remain gaps and irregularities in.the Process that under-
mine the,effectively working elements. Identification, for
example, proxed to be an extremely haphazard, traumatic; and
sometimes destructive element of the 'proC'ess for some of dur study
children. fn half our study cases, parents had no guidance on
what,to do next after learning that their child was'handicapped.
Who the parents contacted, or 100 happened to recommend somethin
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determilledthe experiences that followed. Monitoring of program
implementation, and then adjusting the program pieces to reduce
stresses on the children, 1s another element missing from most
of our study children's programs.

In a few of our study cases educational institutions responded to
the mandates of P.L. 94-142 only when pressed to do so by parents
or county compliance,officers. They implemented only those
elements of the Act that they were, pressed to implement.

The Act itself provides no guidance to administrators,, teachers,
,therapists, parents, and others to'figure out how 5o re-align
relationships, roles, responsibilities--nor coild it. Nonethe-
less, the human and individual responses make up the quality of.
implementation. / ;pus, differential response make the quality of
implementation appear t.o-'iary significantly from district to
district, and sometimes school to school.

Implementation of the Central Provisions of the Act

While we will present in detail our f ings'to rning ,least restrictive
appropriate,environment and parent involv ent, we a e cl mg our central
Endings in the areas of protecti evaluation proce es, pro554upal due
process and Clevelppment of an individualized educational program.

ProciVural 'Due Process: The school districts in our study were
generally very passive in informing parents of their own and

`their children's rights under PL. 94-142 (theAct does not m
' require them to be active). Parents uniformly received prior
notice of decision-making meetings, and permission was sought
to do evaluations or make program modifications. But most of
our parents learned about their rights' from other parents or
advocacy groups. Due process procedures were only resorted to
once in all our cases; nonetheless, their existence modified the
decision-making process in the manner of making professionals
more responsive to parents' feelings.,

* Protection in EvallJation Procedures: The county in which our
study children lik4 is rich in diagnostic services and profes-
'sionals. All our study children have had fair, thorough, and
multi-faceted evaluation over the years. This provision of the
Act was very useful in that sense. Nonetheless, in most oft our
cases a different kind of constraint in this area emerged:
evaluatioq'findings were frequently not helpful in pointing
.to a particular program and'placement option. The nature of
data from-evaluations frequently didn't resolve placement ques-

- tions; other informatipn had to do that. Also, available ('

evaluation instruments don't seem to yield clear, useful
information on prognosis or program needs for young children.
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A mere minor but persistent problem was the continued use of
unnecessarily technical language in evaluation reports. In
a number of our study cases parents and 'professionals used

0 evaluation findings-to prove or defend a position they already
held before the findings were, presented (parents used indepen-
dent evaluations thus).

Individualized Educational Program: The main implementation
issue for many of our study cases in this area was a tendency
for specific objectives to be stated rather briefly and super-
fitially. Teachers might do detailed planning, but.they
generally did it afterjthe IEP was signed. There was a feeling
that parents didn't nTed to be in on, and wouldn't be interested
in, all the pedagogical details.

Findings Regarding Least Restrictive Appropriate Environment

We found significant variability within our sampler in interpretation and
implementation of the least restrictive appropriate environment (LRAE)
provision of P.L. 94-142. By variability we don't mean actual placement--
this obviously would-vary from child to child; rather we mean the assamptions
and evidential actorsdi:ught to the decision-making process, and tho way
options were.considere Factors influencing interpretation and impleoenta-
tion of LRAE in our study cases included: availability of.resources and
services; historical organization, roles, and patterns of service proyision;
the unique portrait of ability and need presented by each child; the
pressure to dreate,a new educational decision-making process with neO'rules;
lack of a commonly held set of goals for educating ihdividual,chtldren in
our sample; and lack of a clear definition for the term "appropriatel.': We
found that special and regular education teachers, therapists, school
administrators and parents are all feeli6g strong pressure to implement the
LRAE provision of the Act; but nothing in their previous experience
has prepared them for this task. Nonetheless, within- .constraints imposed
by extremely,limited resources, both professionals and parentsare committed
to the ,concept of placement in the least restrictive appropriate environment,
and many felt this concept to be the heart of P.L. 94-142.'

.

Our findings in the area of LRAE included some central tendencies and ,

trends; as well as significant variability in interpretation and implementa-
tion. 'Someof.the consistent trends, across all our cases, were:

in placement decision- making situations, consideration of
more options, that is, a wider range, than would have been
considered even a few years ago; ..,

. .

. 1

a general sense that mainstreaming was the philosophical,
if not-the actual, loal for placement for.our study children;-

/
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, at some point, for all our study children,consitierable
negotiation between parents and professionals concerning
what environment is least restrictive`yet.still appropriate;
and

a tendency on the part of parents of mildly or moderately
handicapped children to push for a mare mainstreamed
than professionals involved felt was appropriate.

With respect 'to the specific factors influencing interpretation and
implementation of LRAE we found the following:

Availability of resources and services: The county ih which our study
Children lived offered a wide range in types of classroom programs and.
support service options. In general, this plentiful serViice availability
created a context_of flexibility, and a sense that an appnopriate classroom
option could always be found somewhere for a particular cljild. Adeqbacy of
resources and options created room for negotiation between parents and
professionals, because the situation was rarely so delicate that a child might
not receive any services.

.

Nonetheless, the effect of high county-wide service availability was
very different in small and mid-sized districts' in the county. In small
districts it had little effect on range of local _placement options available
to handicapped children. in fact; plentiful services in the few largest of'
the county's ten districts acted as a disincentive for the majority'of small
districts to develop in their own schools a continuum of classroom placement
options. Thus, children and their families had,to adjust to what was avail-
able by traveling to placements far from home. The problem of small dis-
trfcts providing an adeduate_continupm of placement options tda small number
of childrenwith a variety of handicapping conditions .is a difficult one.
Its resolution should not fall on the shoulders of children.themselves and
their families. Yet fragile education budgetsin the small districts involved
would have been significantly disrupted by even marginal redistribution of
resOurces.

In th e Tar :ger-districts (6 the county there was frvuently significant
pressure on study :children to,use the All-developed special educati,on.ser-
vice system fuJiy,.even when parents wanted to,use only selective elements
of the system, and there was evidence that a child was functioning well in
regular classes. 'In two of our nine cases there was significant pressure on
thefamilies to have their child placed in a self-contained special educe-.
tion class, because the specially trained teachers would be.bes't able to
Provide n:appropriate program. In one ease it.was clear that the child
was thriving' ina regular classroom setting; ill, the other,' the issue was
'giving a Down's Syndrome Child at least a chance to make it in a regular
class setting--notto pre-judge the child's functioning based on a label.

o e
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In spite of plentiful special education services, the county in which
our study Children lived offered no mainstreamed public preschool options.A number.of study children would haveQbenefited from such options, although
a feW others wee quite effectively served in available self-contained
programs. Because public schools don't provide a regular preschool ,thatcould serve as a.foundation for a mainstreamed program, the LRAE mandate
and intent is difficult to achieye at the preschool level through public .schools.

Plentiful regional availability of special education services thus
proved in our eases to be a necessary, but not sufficient, condition forachievement of LRAE. tneven geographic and age-related distribution ofservices within the codky, and inordinate pressure to use services fully
in a few cases, constrained achievement of LRAE for some of our study children:

Historical organization, roles and patterns of service provision:
Historically separate, uncoordinated special and regular education administra-tive and service systems; and specialization and fragmentation of roles and
programs within the special education service system, both influenced inter-pretation and implementation of the LRAE mandate to various extents in our
study cases. These factors had a particularly strong influence in the caseswhere children had multiple, complex service needs, or were in shared-time
programs involving regular and special education classes.

The LRAE mandate created in our study cases a Humber of situations
requiring, coordination. These included: procedures for and actual extentof communication around the prograineeds of individual children; the working
through of IEPs that described mlitually reinforcing components of a total
program; consultation time and technical assistance for regular classroom
teachers; program coordination for children in Wiared-time programs involving
placement in both regular and speci,k1 education classes; genuine integratibn
of'self-contained special education classes 'into the life of their schools:
and the need for special and regular education staff to be actively supportive
oreach other in new roles.

We'found that time pkessures and role expectations among both special
and, regular educators made routine coordination difficult, even when both
were situa* in the same school. Yet because a number of our study children
had three oemore major transitions in classroom vetting on a daily basis.
this routine coordination was Urgently needed to ease the adjustment to new
classmates,.behavior expectations. academic expectations. curricular. content.and so on. In the instances in our 'study when teachers could make connections- -with questions, illustrations,' aaivifies following a-common theme--we
observed the children to adjust more quickly.

IEP committee meetings, and IEP reviews, created opportunities for
coordination; but the were less routine and had much less effect on the
daily environment experienced by children. Also, the tendency in many IEP
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meetings was to add pieces of a total program together like patchwork,
rather than to build, toward a common goal or design. We found a hierarchy
of influence ,limiting give and take in IEP.mee.tings, with special educators'
tiaving a more dominant role than regular educators.

A central constraint to achievement of LRAE for our study children
6eing educated largely in mainstreamed environments--four,of our,nine

. children --was lack of preparation and ongoing support for the regular class-,
room teachers serving the children. Both psychological (that is, enough
knowledge ,and time to adjust to the idea itself) and technical preparation
Would have been useful,_ according to these teachers. Nonetheless, special

-. educators in .the relevant districts,had neither the time for the training(
'

to work in a technical assistance role with other teachers. The quality of
the mainstream experience for our study children was determined largely by
the personal qualities.- initiative, coping skilsland so on--of the class-

room teacher 9truggling.him or herself to find a way to meet the handicapped
child's.needs.

Lack of coordination was found in our study to be a problem withi-ri the
special education service system, as welt as between special and regularaucatio systems. Specialization.and fragmentation of roles and program

1st,design c sed children to be served, f c,n a few cases, in three or four 0,

extremely ifferent special education environments. For exampleo one of our
study children participated in EMI and'El programs simultaneously. The
environments in these two class setfings'were different in b-ehgvioral and .

,..academic expectations. More comMbnly, children had speech, occupati.onal, or
physical therapy, or teacher consultant services that simply were not
coordinated with the.main EMI, El, or POHI classroom program. Most special
education teachers working with our study children have.been trained-ko focus,
on one; or at most two, handicapping conditions. While they focused as much
as possible on,the total child, their speciali±ed training hada strong
influence on the ways in which they interactecrwith study children. Mostof the special education teachers and therapists working with our"studj,
children made efforts to find time.to meet together to coordinate,prdanam
components--but these efforts were informal and ad hoc.

"The extent of a continuum id institutional settings available for place-
me'nx.alvo effected,provisiOn of least restrictive appropriate environment
for some of ou study children. -In terms 'of institutional settings our
study children and their parents were faced, in a number, of instances, with

her'stark choices, for examples between the county P01-11 center and aa ular classroom, or between the county.TMI/SMI center and an EMI class-
room in a regular school. There was, for example, no POHI classrooms in
regular schools in most of the districts in the county, 'and no TMI/SMI class-
rooms in regular schools. There was then a stark choice in/Institutional
settings for some of our study children; from largely mainstreamed to
physically isolated. In a few-of the districtS in the county the 'need for
building more options into the continuum of settings available has begun to

. be addressed in a few of the districts of our study children--for example, a
new P0H1 facility is being built, attached to an elementary school, a class
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for severeiy.mentall impaired children has been opened uR in one district
in an elementary sc . Thus, the building of a_dantinuum is slowly being
forged. Meanwhile, depends where a child lived -in the county whether he
or she will have access to new choices.

Coordination-between special,and regular education service systems,
specialization and fragmentation of *roles and programs within the special .

education service system, and extent of continuum in institutional settings,
were alJ factors that influenced coherence among a particular child's edu-
cational environments, and therefore their restrictiveness:. We came to
discover in our. study thft coherence of a child's total program is a crucial,
albeit problematic, element of LRA., ,The problems evident iri our study of .

lack of coordination among program elements,- and between environments serving
a child, suggest to us a tension'between the necessity of certification and
classification and the 'intent of the ,least restrictive appropriate environ-
ment mandate. Certification and classification are exCl-usionary, and appear
to justify maintenance of a separate,'.specialization-based service system
for handiOpped children. The intent of LRAE is inclioionary and intigrating.
Sorting these contradictory pressures out was a continuing concern for many
professionals, aod parents, in our study.

The program and placement decision-making process: We found in gar study
that the position, or point of departure, from which decision-making meetings
began, the openness of participants to each other's, views: and the actual
process itself leading to decisions, ail influenced the way LRAE was inter-
preted for a child. Related to these, the general iack of a commonly held
set of goals for educating particular children, and lack Of an operational
definition for the term "appropriate," made the process of arriving at con-
sensus more difficult. 'When decision-making meetings began with no conclusion
already drawn by participants about most appropriate placement, parents ano
professionals'were less likely to feel "railroaded" by the process of choosing
an option. Also, advantages and disadvantages of any particular. placement
...option were more likely to be brought but. In a related fashion, when parents'
and professionals' perspectiveseon LRAE for a particular child were given
equl weight, and considered seriously, consensus on a particular program and
placement was more likely to be achieved, anda reasonable placement decision
(or compromise) arrived at. Because there was usually a goon deal more con-
sensus among professionals than between pareht4 and professionals in most of
our'study cases, profespionals' consciousness of the sensitive.use of their
.authority was critical to an open decision-making process.

formal procedures at tRAE decision-making meetings tended to constrain
full parent participation in discussions. At most meetings evaluation findings
were presented, school progress in various areas rev.iewed, and options laid
out for the coming year, all by professionals, before parents even had a
clear role to play at the meeting.' Only in the few cases where parents were
explicitly encouraged and asked to share their perspective were parents active
in the first part of meetings.
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Lack of commonly held goals for the education tf p icular children,'
and lack of an operational definition for the tern "app priate" in P.L.
94-142' left those participating in LRAE decision-making.meetings with few
objective criteria to evaluate various placement options. For the majority
of children in our study it was not immediately apparent that a mainstreamed
or self-contained placement was appropriate--choice depended on the short
and long term goals formulated personally by parents and professionals,
the quality of alternative environments under consideration, and the way
individuals' interpreted appropriateness. Because participants frequently
brought differing expectations of the purpose of children's education to
bear on decision-making, and had a stake in different possible outcomes
(e.g., a'special education would want his or her service system used), there
was in our study wide variability in the way appropriateness-was defined-,
within and across cases.

The child's handicapping coridition: Each child in our study presented
a distinctive portrait of abilities and disabilities, a unique style of
edaption to his or her handicapping condition. A number of aspects of this
portrait were fouri'd in our study cases to influence interpretation and imple-
mentation of LRAE. These included: clarity with respeceto cause, diagnosis,
and prognosls for a particular child's handicapping condition; presence of
multiple handicaps: ease of classification under a particula'r program label;
degree 0 consensus on a child's main programmatic needs;- and a child's adap-
tive responses to his or her disability.

In two of our cases lack of clarity as t6 cause, diagnosis and prognosis
for a pai-ticular child's handicap led to shifting classifications, determi-
nation of educational needs, and program designs over the years: Both these
children have been thought to be ed4cablepentally impaired and learning
4.18abled, at one point simultaneously. For both, it has been hard to ascer-
tain the causes of their learning problems. In the case of one of these
children his IEP committees continue to experiment with,new placements after
five .years of searching for an appropriate environment.

For multiply handicapped children in our, study the difficulty in ,inter-
preting least restrictive_appropriate environment has been in sorting out '

and prioritizing the behavioral and educational impediments to optimal
functioning., 'and.desidning a program tnat provides the optimum treatment for
the greatest deficit. It has also meant identifying the disability that might
be.at,the root of other problems.

Determination of a main'progrramMaticneeds often involved con-
sideration of trade-offs'in program focus in our study'caseS among different
aspects of a child's deVelopment. This was especially true for multiply
handicapped children, but was a factor in decision-making for almost all
study children. Although cognitive, socio-emotional and physical development
are in actuality closely intertwined, in a number of our study case's choice
of one or another placement has been seen to mean enhancement of development
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in one area, at the expense of another. Related to this issue, we foundthat the classification
system mandated under P.L. 94-142rtended to-leadparticular children's IEP Committees to choose amonTalternative environmentsfocusing on different kinds of needs. Although dual or triple classification(for example, as educable mentally impaired

and emotionally impaired) waspresent in a few of our cases, it was generally discouraged in our studydistricts, even when appropriate.

Each child in'the study played a key role in defining his or her owneducational needs: by indicating through behavior or verbally how happyand comfortable he or she was feeling in particular settings. Especiallyfor the mildly to moderately impaired children in our study, each child'sown unique attitudinal and behavioral response, rather than the objective'label solely, suggested appropriate placements.

Parent Involvement

The findings regarding parent involvement in our study cases -shed lighton three central Issues: the implicattions of genuine vervis.cosmetic parent-involvement; the factors differentiating the way various pants 'used their
rights under the Act; and the impliationi OfLschool systems taking-eher
a pro-active or reactive stance informing parents of their rights andreponsibilities: Threaded through these issues was the often difficult
behavioral and,attitudinal adjustment pieodess that parents and professionalshad to go through in meeting new responsibilities under P.L. 94-1112.

Two kinds of, factors have differentiated the way our various study
parents have used .their rights under P.L. 94-142:' institutional /environmentalfactors, external to the particulars of the situation; an4 individual factorssuch as the status, backgrounds, and Ipersonalit.ies of the participants, thehistory ofca particular family's relationships with the schools, and thenature of a particular child's needs. Institutional factgrs. drew parentsinto an activist role in three of our raises when the parents saw.e+grrificantshortcomings or prop e s in the institut'on61 systems serving their children.
Whether'the problem w lack of adequate resourceS, an institutional philosophythat appeared to be ha mfur fo the child, or adisocganized classroom prograM,parents' who by their nature,were not activist became quite assertive to protecttheir children.

On the other.hand, in one case in which the,child ixolved,was arg ablyreceiving a very high level of sePvice and attention, his 1)reAts played avery active role in monitoring his education and participating in"decision-making because they didn't really trust professionals' judgments, and had a
fairly difficult history of interaction with professional's. Their activismcould be found on every issue and at every level of Ocision-making withrespect to their child's program. In another.case, continuing difficylty °

, ascertaining a particular child's capabilitYtand needs over a period of
.years.kept parents involved at a high' level in program decision-making.

P
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Two factors that we mighthave expected to clearly have an influence
on parent involvement--social status of the family, and parental knowledge
of the proviions and intent of P.L. 94-142--did not prove to be seminal
in differentiating involvement among our families. While almost all our
study families started out with an extremely limited knowledge of P.L.
94-142, this fact never impeded parents' willingness to assert themselves
to get their children's needs met. In fact, parents frequently familial-ized
themselves with the major provisions of P.L. 94-142 only when they had to
take an active role in decision-making. Even then, parental knowledge of
their rights was often inexact or vague. Lower income, "blue-collar"
parents were generally just as willlng to engage the schools in battle
when the situation called for such a Aecessity as higher social status'
parents. The former were also just as interested in monitoring their child's
progress as the latter. Personal or situational factors that most clearly
influenced parent involvement included; personality of the parents, history
of involvement with the schools, attitudes of key profe)\sionals, clarity
Of diagnosis of a child's handicapping condition, and,as discussed above,
parental feelings concerning adequacy of services offered.

In general in our study cases, when there was deeper parent involvement
in various aspects of a child's program, regardless of the motive, there was
more tension between pgrent.and "Professionals. The reasons for this increased
tension included: a feeling,on both sides that the old rules no longer applied, .

b&t no one yet knew the new rules well enough to feel comfortable with them;
at times a feeling in professionals that their expertise was beinesiighted.
o'r ignored; and for.palients, an opportunity for 'the first time to ventilate..
powerful feelings about past treatmentirom professionals, and the profound
fact of being a parent of a haridica013ed child. The working out-of a new
role or.oneself, within the context of making crucial decisions about
a chi d's present and future, inevitably broughtwemotion to the decision-
mak° g situation.

.0ne benefit,of deeper, more genuine parent involvement was in many.'
A cases a more jqt placement for a child-more So, quite freguently from the

parents' perspective than.from the profesOonals'. For parents another
benefit was a sense of renewed control over tbeir, own and their child's
'life. ...in some cases, parents'who became active in decision-making on behalf
of their own child ctme into contact with other:parents trying:to...do the same.

or who had already done so--they entered the ';community" of pawnts laf
A handicapped children and felt part of a.dommunity,for the first ti.me74n many

years. 01 ...
.

.,,

Alt,
.
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and..Most teachers of Children' in our,study,recOgnized both the posts
the benefits of genuine parent involverWent, anti they both appreciated and

. resented' active parents. All teachers recognized Arent involvement as.

a key:provisiori of P.L. 94-142, and since:the,most common attitude to imple-
menting he'Act was cOmpiatice with the minimum ornecessary disruption, we
never fo d any overt resistance to parent involvement: But when resentment
was presecl even covertly, parents picked it up"and responded. 1.,

.

.. .

.
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° The-parent involvethent'provision of P.L. 94-142 mandated a number of
administrative mechanisms to ensure parent involvement in their children's
programs. These include adequate prior notification of meetings regarding
their child's program (planning; decisioh-making, review), notification

.-,----- before any planned changes in daily pr weekly program, access to all records
liept on their child, and efforts to time meetings so parents can attend.
Even more basic, parents are tp be informed of all the above and 'related
rights for them and their children under P.L..94r142. We have noted a
number of trends in development of these mechanisms in our cases. The
trends genrally relate to school efforts to satisfy the. intent as well as
'the letter of thelaw. .

Aat_

r We hafve foupd that the schools generally do not take an active role
in informing patents of ,their and their children's rights, although school
staff willingly provide information when ked. This is in compliance with
the letter of P.L. 94-142, although perhaps n t the intent, sx :Ice schools
are not required to'be'active here. Most of our study parents picked up
information on P.L. 94-142 from other parents of handicapped children, in
parent-support groups, or from advocates. None'df our parents are fully aware
of-all the provitions of., P.4... 94-142; some have full knowledge of, selected
provisions, . some

1.

have a general sense of the requirements and intent of the
"law.' In generql, our study parents have acquired information on particular
provisions on a. "need-to-know" basis: our least'actIve parents probabjcy
have least knowledge of their rights under the law. (It is hard to know,°

which is cause and which i-s effect here, _although we have found,, the "need-,
to-know" incentive a strong one.) In the area of informing parents about
the law, the schools have generally met the letter rather than the spirit
of the law.

0

In very few cases have the prior notification or access to record's
requirements not been met. In almost all our cases, efforts have been made

east one parent Cou.l.d attend. When necessary,
one. The intent as well as the letter of the
With respectto records a more complicated

one family had full copies of everything in

to arrange meetings so that at
parents her been consulted by
law was clearly met in this are
picture emerges. Probably onl

a child's school!records, although most of our famine!" have some of the
documents in neir files. Scnools clearly take a reactive Position
in this area, probably fearing the time and cost involved in voluntarily
providing records to pareilts. In a few of our cases, parents have not been
aware that school systems often have two.files on Wandicapped.children--a,
regular filet ana a special education file. Thus, they have sought information
from what they thought was the only file. Also,, not,, being given a list of

what was in the files, some of out- parents haVe not-known what to ask for.
- ;

Generally, our study parents have been informed of evaluations and
reper./ed reports of evaluation findings. In only a few instances have /

evaluations been conduct-6d without the parents' knowledge or consent.
Rarely are evaluation findings translated into non-technical language,

!ITT "AST



" and this has frugtrated parents in almost all our cases. Parents of
mentally impaired children in our study find numerical scores of I.Q.,
D.Q. (developipental quotient), or abilities particularly frustrating.
One parent spoke for a number of others when she noted a tendency for
most evaluation reports to focus.on what a child can't do, rather than
vahat he dan do (the exception being developmental profiles).

Perhaps the clearest single:indlcator of the impact of the parent
involvement provision, of PA,. 94-142 on our study families has been the
natuP1O tkie.process of IEP and IEP review meetings. The IEP meeting by
its veryPriature is extremely, stressful for parents. As one mother noted
"a group of'professionals are sitting around a table discussing the future
of your child." The professionals' control over that child's future, their
authority= and status, and their n.1.1 ers- -one parent is usually surrounded
by five or six professionals--make difficult for parents to assert
their perspectives.

"

.0ne Of two patterngltlf interaction was evident at most IEP meetings.
In the first the parent is an integral part of the discugsion, periodically
commenting on the issue of the moment. In the other, the professionals
present and discuss material, with the parents remaining largely silent;
then, at some point, an advocate or one of the professionals asks: "What
do you think, Mrs. and Mr. 4 ?" The reasons for the presence
er one or' the,other of these two Patterns can be found in the structure of
the procesS outlined by the IEP chair, in the professionals' level of aware-
nesi Of how the'parents might be feelbhg, and in the parents' own sense of
their role at the meeting.

.
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v t genera 1' stages of ajmost all, IEP meetings, except for those involving
, kievvceS,Qproblems in program delivery, and related special matters, were:

Rr'esentatfon §revalUation and progress reports, laying out of program options
for'ihe.;f6tume., dis.cussion of -the options, and choice of one of the options.
S,aemeNeetings a- chTlii:s eligibility for special education services under
oneOr Another category was discussed, approved, or re-confirmed. This
general .meetkpgstructure tended invp11 our cases to leave parents silent for_
the'first half.of the meeting; iherefore-,,the first interaction pattern described
above Rreaominateb at most 1EPs. The exception occurred wnen parents were
invited\O'share theirperspectile on a-child's progress, or when the parents
inserted themselves into the prespntation.

, We mound that when parents were asked concrete, specific questions, and
shared cogoisete information integral to aecIsion-'makino, then they were,truly
involved iD.4e;ision-making. Also, when it was apparen that the professionals
at the table are actually listening to and considering wha the parents were
saying,, and not just,being polite, then the parents were trul involved in
.decision-making. When the school psychologist at one recent !EP ked -e
the parents not to just note what they wanted but to explain why they ought a,
-child ghodld be in a regular first arade Glass, the parents made a fundame tal

.
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contribution to that meeting. Unfortunately, parents are too fearful
and professionals too unsure of how to bring parents into tne discussionin matt cases. Thus, integral involvement of parents in Nanning, decision-.

making and review meetings is one impact of P.L. 94-142 yet to be fully felt.

All of our study parents are significantly more involved in planning
for 'and deciding about the educational program of their ,handicapped children
than they would have been if their rights were not defined in law. Because

41
the changes in relationships mandated and implied in P.L. 94-142 are
fundamental, it is easy to understand why both parents and professionals are
still stru-gliling to come to terms Mith those changes in late 1980. The impor-
tant point emerging from the evidence in our cases is that, except in.rare
instances, they are'strUagling. As parents have become more involved, too,
this involvement has both enhanced their sense of self as decision-maker, andled to more effective programs for their children.

4 Conclusions

In examioing the impact of P.L. 94-142 on nine handicapped children and
their fafiilies living in one county in Wchigan, we have by no meriS Provided
a vehicle for surveyitig the effects Of that law on the general por4lation of
handicapped individuals. Rather, we have provided a vehi.cle for a small
number of families and -those serving them to share their experiences in
coming to understand their rights and responsibilitiesiunder the law, and
then attempting to translate that understanding into rlew patterns of behavior
and interaction. The strength of our study has been in the aepth to which
we have had the opportunity to go, thanks to the openness and sense of
responsibility of both parents and professionals.

We have come to agree with Edwin Martin, after working with our case
families for two years, that P.L. 54-142 is indeed the most important
legislation for the handicapped ever passed. We have observed -firsthand
the human'impact of that legislation. Painful adjustments have had to bemade. Rights spelled out in the law have still had to be fought for, insome cases. Resources have had to be found by schoolldistricts to meet nev.
responsibilities. Teacners nave has to fine ears to listen to parents, anu
parents' words to express their ideas and feelirtgs. Handicapped children
have found themselves, in at least some cases, more clearly in the mainstream
of educational and social -life.
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